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Don’t be a grouch.

Everybody in this town wishes you well, even the doctors’

BOULTON TIMES
HOULTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DEC’ EM HER 12, 192:’,

V O L U M E LX III

CO-OPERATIVE SELLINGSOME OF ITS HISTORY

MEDUXNEKEAG CLUB

A barrel of Blake's choice spuds
was the target to siioot at for the
regular weekly roll off at the Dux
club Monday night and 12 of the 15
men who had the qualifying score during the week toed the foul line for a
three string session.
No particularly large scores were
made for a total but ‘Dutch’ Hagerman hung up a nifty single of 121 but
The lunchroom on Court street for his other two failed to give him the
years operated by Walter White clos necessary score for a winner. Roben
ed its doors on Saturday night. As and Lunt were the only other contes
soon as some repairs are made it will tants who got into the century column.
be occupied by Mrs. Kate Campbell
Hunt who captured tin Spuds got
who will carry a full line of home , away to a bad start wth a 78 score,
cooked foods. The opening of this but by a litle good luck and bunching
shop will add another to the list of some spares his next two brought him
new business enterprises in Houlton ( mulei. |he wh.e |lv a m)s0
„ aRpr.
Kollcn tl.ailinK ,.1()sal>.
Caribou Maine, December 10, 1923. and promises to be a success as Mrs..
Cooperative selling of potatoes in the Campbell is famous for her pastries
The scores as rolled:
State of Maine has now been in pro having supplied the White Lunch in
27S
Lunt
gress a little over three months. It the past.
Hagerman
27(!
The Baltimore Lunch owned by
is not within the power of the most
Roben
272
ardent supporter nor the greatest Ormsby and Howard will also be
270
White
skeptic to say that this method o f ! under new management in the future,
Nason
2ti7
marketing has either actually produc-1 W J Ormsby, a former partner havOrcutt
201
e«I or failed to produce the results ' >nS taken over the business,
Gould
202
which its advocates predicted.
I Mr- Ormsby has been fortunate
McGinley
258
It has never been possible to create , enough to secure the services of StanEbbet t
249
a desire on the part of the producers j ley Young who for the past few years
Clough
240
of any agricultural commodity for the j has been the popular counter man at
Wilkins
245
adoption of a true plan of cooperative] Whites. It would seem to us that
Rose'
230
selling, unless the existing selling j ‘Bill’ and ‘Blondie’ will make some
So far in the season the prizes for
conditions have been at a very low team.
the roll off games have been generous

Sapiro Contract Appealed to
3100 Growers as an
Aid in Selling

CHANGES IN THE
RESTAURANT BUSINESS

NO ONE CAN PASS
* JUDGMENT AS YET

“BILL SHARON” 2.04 1-4
by ".Mark"
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HIGHWAY OFFICALS HAVE
INTERESTING SESSIONS

It is reported that Harry Brusie
champion race winning driver of New
England in 1922 will train the trotter
Bill Sharon 2.0-11.t next season.
The Sharon horse was the real sen
sation of the early meetings of the
Bay State circuit last summer winning
his first three starts with ease heat
ing such race horses as Peter Coley
At the last annual meeting of the
2.04M,, Dr. Nick
2.04U, Shawnee,
etc. At Munroe, N. Y. August 1, he Aroostook County Association it was
was a starter in the $2000, 2.09 trot voted to continue the organization
and one of the leading turf journals rather than to .affiliate with the Maine
speaking of the race said “ Bill Sharon Public Association as invited, as the
was i he chap that made Herbelwyn officials felt that with the great needs
trot the first heat in record ti'ue. Tin1 of Aroostook the organization could
“ Bull of the Woods" was away to a not afford to put on a Christmas Seal
had start and when they hit into the sale and return 40 per cent of the
back stretch he was far in the rear gross proceeds to the State Associa
but Driver Van Houten drove to win tion for which it would receive prac
the heat and failed by the* narrowest tically nothing in return.
The seals are of no value to anyone
of margins the gelding being seperately timed 2.<0i%." This on a half and with the urgent, needs reported
mile track. In the second heat of this by Miss Knight the district nurse in
race an accident occurred and the Aroostook, it was felt that every dol
judges blamed Bill Sharon’s driver lar contributed by the Aroostook peo
for causing it and as a penalty de ple should be used within the county
and Mrs. Alice McGouldrick is now
clared Bill distanced.
During the fair season he set new making a canvass of the county is the
trotting track records at Sturbridge, ini crest of this work.
It is hoped that the people of tlx*
.Mass, and Mineola, N. Y., trotting the
half mile tracks of each of these county will stand hack of their coun
ty association.
Nearly everyone in
places in 2.08%.
Houlton
has
received
package's from
The value1 of the big New Bruns
wick bred trotter appears to have1 the* State Public Health Association
fluctuated more' than most any other with 2nd seals. Those1 who can only
fast trotter of recent years. Sold by give* once arc re'que'slod not to send
his breeder. Sam Boyle* of Frederic all tliedr contribution out of the coun
ton for $25imi in tin* spring of 1920, ty for their help is needed right here
a year later his name was on ('very at home.
horsemen's lips when he joined the
Murphy s able at a cost of $25.non.
He won several races on the hie
litx* but ills wild plunging breaks
caused G1ra txl ( 'in* nit followers to
niekna nx * hitat “ T In* Bull of 1lie
Woods’' a ltd disgus ted with bis bad Nearing End of a Long and
manners .Murphy s ■nt him to the auc
Busy Term
tion block. When he was led into
the ring his lees ] coked had and lm
Tlx* civil east's on tlx* docket hav
appea red so \,'ie ions that Die■ bidding ing been disposed of early last week,

STAND BEHIND YOUR
COUNTY ORGANIZATION

New Orleans Conference is
Largely Attended and
Very Beneficial
DELEGATED NUMBER
MORE THAN 200

Frank A. Peabody, chairman of the
State Highway Commission; Paul D.
Sargent, Chief Engineer and Irving
W. Barbour, Assistant Engineer re
turned to Maine Monday, from New
Orleans, La., where they have been
in attendance at the annual meeting
of the American Association of State
Highway Officials, which was held in
that city December 3 to 6.
The
representatives of the Maine High
way Department were active in the
sessions of the association and read
several papers on technical phases of
road building. These gentlemen re
port a most successful meeting ami
in an interview last evening, chairman
ebb.
|
— —------------Peabody told the TIMES reporter
ly donated by members of the club,
Conditions resulting from several j Regular meeting of the Houlton and the bowlers are most grateful for
something of the sessions and their
causes such as a large acreage of Music Club will be Thursday evening the interest taken by the non howling
trip.
potatoes in the United States, Indus- 1of this week with Mrs. ( ’has Barnes, members.
Over 2'»0 delegates representing 4G
trial conditions none too good, result- j hostess. The subject for the ('veiling
states and Hawaii were present at
ing in a lowered purchasing power o f ! is Gypsy and Indian Music,
the opening session. The delegates
Rev. A. E. Luce was called to Ban
the dollar, had resulted in unprofit
were welcomed by Governor Parker
gor Wednesday to attend a business
able selling conditions for the potato 1
and bv the mayor of New Orleans,
meeting connected with church work.
growers in
Maine.
The
producer
both
of whom referred to the great
Oscar Iverson returned to his home
could not continue his business under
civic
work being carried on by the
in Portage this Wednesday morning
these conditions.
The
cooperative
delegates, each within his own state*.
after spending a few days with his
plan of selling as contemplated by the
In the judgment of both of these
daughter, .Mrs. Nathaniel Tompkins.
Saptro contract, appealed to 3100 po , Special Term United States
gentlemen, road building is the most
Mrs.
Parker
M
Ward
ret
unit'd
Mon
tato growers as an aid to solve a prob
important function ever undertaken
day from Boston where she has been
Court in Bangor
lem of vital Import to the continued
by the State of Louisana and has
for the past three wet's with her sister
success of their industry.
literally “ paved the way” for better
The November term of the United Mrs. Frank Dunn, who is in one of the
General History of Cooperative
schools. Governor Parker stressed the
States
district court reconvened in hospitals there.
Selling
dragged and at Slum he l»e<■nine the tlx* criminal docket was called, many point that the work could not be suc
Quite a number of local radio fans
Successful cooperative selling on Bangor on Tuesday at 10 a. m., Judge
Kentucky VI 'terina ry of the eases were thrown out on ac cessfully carried out if politics were
proper) y of a
the American continent, as related to John A. Peters presiding and District succeeded in hearing President Cool- who sold him
allowed to enter into any part of the
short ly
a ft +*r
to
a count of defective papers.
an agricultural industry in one sec Attorney F. R. Dyer representing the idge’s liftoen minute speech on the AI assadt use11 s i
functioning of the commission.
nan ,J. .1. ! ’<l iter
of
Tlie following cases were on trial:
late President Harding which was
tion or entire state, can be pointed to government.
The addresses and papers covered
Worc-si e r for 1;,im
Parley l ’elkey of Presque isle inThe grand jurors went into session broadcasted .Monday ('veiling from
as a distinct success in the state of
Mr 111d el'tS tlimed .jo W11 an offer dieted for illegal transportation of in thi* various phases of administration,
California, This method of selling, immediately upon being assembled,, 8.:’,u to 8.45 p. m.
contraction, maintenance
of >9.ihiii for th e horse I'ast summer toxicating liquor W. R. Unix appeared financing,
The W.
T. U. will m« et this
Peters giving them a tew words
has also been practised successfully'
and
operation
of highways. Several
and
confident that Bill Sharon for I’e 1key. Tiie jury returned a verThursday afternoon at 2.3U o'clock
with various agricultural commodi-;
instruction.
papers dealt with research problems
iow himself tin pe.-r of anv diel of guilty.
w i 11
’ respect
ties in several European countries, j There appeared to be no secret of with Mrs. Silas Taber on
connected with concrete and other
1rot11
die i mint i t .
Walter Bowles, alias Walter Boyle
Our own Congress as long ago as a t 1^ ie (,ause of the re-assemblng of tile street. A good attendance P expect
type's of roads. State Highway En
of Portage Lake, indicated for operat
the time the Sherman Anti-Trust law ! *n(Bc‘^ nS body, it being openly stated ed as this is membership day and a
gineer Fourney of Louisana gave an
ing a still, was found guilty.
was enacted realized the fact that j
^ie Aroostook county liquor sit- thimble party will be enjoyed.
Tie
ehran Drug Store has inau
exhaustive report on the construction
A. S. Crawford, Jr., appeared for tlx*
Mrs. H G Johnson, Mrs
c
'' a<i
fanuers should be allowed to market I uaton is the subject of investgation.
guessi ng contest and have
of swamp roads in his state. Much
n'DKiiKii'ii:
who was found guilty.
in placed
cooperatively. The Clayton amend- j antl the district attorney expects that White and Mrs H B Crawford wc
l arge candle in the wi ndow
of the swamp soil contains S5 to 95
Hersehel
Shaw
Bangor over the* week end. Mrs which will he lighted and guessers can County Attorney
ment was added to make this condi- some indictments will be returned,
per cent of moisture.
It is conse
tion possible.
Setli May of Auburn, federal pro- White was joined then* by Mr. White see how lieiir they c;i n collie to |pc prosecuted tlx* cases.
quently necessary to secure good
In tlx* case of Fred Moni'eault of
Cooperative marketing has shown hibition director ot the state, is here and they will go on to Baltimore and length of time it will burn, tlm wi n
material by dredging to construct the
Presque
Isle. A. S. Crawford. Jr. his
the greates impetus in a comparative- an<* s°me of his assistants. A number Washington for a few week's trip.
ner will he rewarded siiitaldv
road bed from. Grading the road bed
attorney, moved that judgment of
ly recent and very brief period.
witnesses from Aroostook county
alone averages to cost $25,000 per
lower court la* alirmed. The respon
Immediately following the cessation ; appeared to testify before the grand
mill' and a gravel or other surface
dent was lined 8loii am! costs and two
of hostilities in the recent war the Jur>’- County Attorney Herschel Shaw
costs about $15,not) additional or a
months in jail, with six months adAmerican continent undoubtedly ex- °* Houlton was among the Aroostook
total of $4ti,non per mile for gravel
dit
ional in default of line.
perienced one of the most prosperous t-ounty men present Tuesday,
roads, and the state is building them
The Elks play “ The Hottentot'’ di bis arrival he js luM lx Mrs. ( ’ luxlwick
Ozeinx* Thibodeau cattle next with
periods that has existed during the ! R
expected that tin' grand jury
on a wholesale plan at that. Louis
life of the Unitd States as a nation. wil1 rise this forenoon and report to rented by J. Dal Luther, at tlx1 Tem who Knows of bis font' of horses since A. S.'Crawford. Jr., counsel Tlx* re ana figure's as does most every other
ple Theatre on Thursday ami Friday nil net i<i<■1 1 1 some years before. Dim spondent. it was shown, lived in St.
All industries including agriculture Judge Peters.
state today that it is cheaper to pay
ovnings
was an unusually successful he must f»1imi n likiim for horses if lie Francis in tlx* heart of tlx* wilderness.
realized extreme prices for their reThe traverse jurors will be called
for the roads and have them than not
wishes lo impress Miss P e g g y ns she Sheriff Grant went there and found
spective commodities. A very abnor-, hack for jury service later, the date production from every standpoint.
not to have them and pay an equiva
The play this year was entirely dif is nn eiitlm.sinst.
the coil of a still which was product'll
mal and unhealthy condition existed, l)eing, probably, Dec. 2d.
lent cost in the form of added haul
He then meets the rest of the pnrty in court, also pottles had been recent
which temporarily seemed beneficial.
United States Marshal S. E. Wood ferent from the usual production and
ing costs.
Whereas nnd in n tnlk with Miss Peggy con ly broken which had contained home
Once conditions began to asume a man and Deputy Marshal Burton was indeed a wise choice.
On Wednesday night the city ten
The respondent
more normal aspect agriculture like ■
' Smith were in attendanc e at Court on in former years they have been of a sents to ride her entry .Miss Bountiful brew, lx* testified.
dered a banquet to the delegates. On
musical nature they have required in the steeple chnse on the followi 4-* claimed that tlx* coil had been about
other industries soon
felt
quite j Tuesday,
Tuesday afternoon a boat ride was
the training of a larger cast *ml a dny, although with grave doubts ns to the place for over five years, was no
severely the effect of lowered returns,
provided. Some six miles of munici
Eather Burtt was a business visit chorus while* “ The Hottentot" with a tlxi outcome of bin undertaking.
good, anyway, and never used by him.
without corresponding lowered costs
pally
owned piers were seen along
oast of eleven people made possible
The butler is t licit told tile secret A verdict of not guilty was returned.
In production. The minds of our or in Portland over the week end.
the river front, at which were hun
Herbei t Deboti of Eagie Lake was
greatest thinkers. when once trained M r* aml *v,l'“- Fre'1 I-oRat.. II It ( raw more individual coaching by the efli- of Sum’s identity and in order to help
dreds of ocean going freighters from
on this situation, were convinced that i *or<* am* ^ ( * Merritt are in I,cwistnn cient Dal with corresponding results Sum out of his predicament, steals convicted on the charge of illegal sell
Ml parts of the world, discharging
cooperative selling of agricultural 1th,s " -eek atten.ling the state Grange that were truly amazing. In spite of aixl hides Miss Bountiful. Sam then ing of intoxicating liquor.
and loading cargoes. After the river
the fact that some members of the buys the Hottentot so lie will not he
James Keegan, on a similar charge
commodities might not entirely solve meetlng, being held in that city.
trip the steamer was taken through
Miss Iva Jackins president of the east were* making their first appear obliged to tide it im for his host. was found guilty by the jury.
the problem, yet should afford relief.
the canal which connects the Mis
Ricker
Travel
Club
and
Mrs.
Allen
T
ance,
the
public
was
treated
to
as
line'
Levitt* Picard, keeping intoxicating
However tin' missing horse is found
Congress lent its support by enact*,
sissippi river with Lake PoncharIng legislation which would Insure the j
President of the Houlton Wo an exhibition of amateur acting as and Sum is charged with tit*' theft. liquors, guilty.
train,
for a five mile sale on the lake
James Fisher trapping beaver with
It is also found that the horse lias
proper development of cooperative] nian s clul) went to Fort A irfield Fri- they had ever witnessed.
to
the
Yacht Club landing, where
The Cast :
overeaten and was in no condition to out a license, not guilty.
selling. This change in the marketing day as (leleSates t0 the Philomathian
automobiles took the delegates back
of an agricultural commodity has n o t !
on Reciprocity Day. Mrs. Albert ( dice, A Maid,
\ eta M. Doak race, so Sam on seeing Miss Peggy's
The docket is being rapidly cleared
to the city.
disappointment and to (dear himself, and Court will probably adjourn this
only received the endorsement of two E. Luce and Mrs. Guy Thompson also Ollie Gilford, Tlx* Host,
On Saturday, Messrs. Peabody. Sar
Win. H. Jenkim asserts t hat lie lias bought tile Hotten week.
previous administrations
but was went.
gent
and Barbour passed part of the
May Gilford, Tlx Hi ist css,
tot for her and Imd bidden the other
recommended by President Coolidge,
day with the North Carolina Highway
Anna Hovey horse as site would be n dangerous
not only In his recent address to Con
commission at Raleigh.
This Com
Swift. The Butler.
Albert L. Doak contender for Hie cup. And tlxm to
gress, but through the personal atten
Another interesting story report
mission
lias
put
under
construction
In order that post office employees,
Die consternation of all stall's that lie
tion rendered in investigating prelim that has reached here is that $10,000 Alee Fairfax, Owner of the
including letter carriers, may enjoy this year $53,000,000 worth of roads.
“
Hottentot”
Norville
Reed
will
ride
the
vicious
Hottentot.
Hi*
inary arrangements
for organizing
has been offered by a Grand Circuit Mrs. Chadwick, A Merry Widow,
tlx* Christmas dinner with their fam About 1300 miles will be completed.
rides him in tlx* steeplechase and
the wheat growers.
driver
for
Col.
Bid
well,
2.03
hi.
which
Avory .Munro after many narrow escapes wins tlx* ilies. the department has made a rul North Carolina plans to build 800
General Plan of Organization
ing t Ita t work in all post offices must miles per year for each of the next
Peggy
Fairfar,
TlxGirl,
cup and Miss Peggy.
A true cooperative when finally or- • was formerly owned by the Caribou
cease
at 12 o'clock noon, on Christ three years. In two years time the
Betty C. Hume
Miss Betty Hume as Peggy Fairfax
ganized as Is the Maine Potato Grow-i Driving Club. Col. Bidwell
was
mas
Day.
In event of employees be Commission lias expended $55,000,001*.
Larry Crawford, Sam’s Rival
was very charming as the popular
ere’ Exchange is a non-profit, non- bought by Ira Carpenter, of Patten
Phil Tingley debutante and her easy manner of ing unable to finish work by tlx* noon Needless to say the road map of
C.MI.1 stock organization
' Me., for his Caribou friends in the
hour, till Christmas mail will remain North Carolina is fast changing. In
Perkins, The Groom
acting this important part had till the
Such an organization to be success
tlie testing bureau there are more
undelivered
until the following day.
George Pennington earmarks of the professional. Miss
ful must sell its product through a ( spr ng °* 1922 as <aPablo of upholdthan 78 employees. The Commission
Postmaster,
P.
N.
Burleigh
urges
Avory Munro as the sporty widow was
pool. All members with the sam e ,
Caribou colors against John R. Sam Harrington, Just Sam,
the
patrons
of
Houlton
post
office
to
has
i50 passenger automobiles on the
J. Dal Luther very breezy and flippant to the evi
grade of product to receive the same 1Braden, 2.02%, which was already in
mail their Christmas packages early road every day operated by their en('apt.
Reggie
Townsend,
U.
S.
A,
dent delight of the audience. Miss
price. This price to be the average j the ascendancy in the Potato Belt,
Paul Ketehum : Anna Hovey was delightful in tlx* role in order that their friends may not be gineering force. Much of interest and
for the period of time which each pool
i Like many others that have since
The action of the story takes place of hostess in he younger married set. (lissttpointed by tlx* non-arrival of value was observed by the Maine men
covers.
been tried anti failed, Col. Bidwell did at the Gilford country place in a The other female part of a French gifts’in season, and that the wishes of on this side trip.
This plan of organization when once
The convention of the State Higlinot measure up to the task. His place fashionable bunting community near maid was taken by Miss Veto Doak the department for the employees to
perfected brings about several dis
way
Officials passed some strong
enjoy
Christinas
dinner
with
their
was taken by Roy Grattan, 201%, and New York. At .the opening of the) and although having fewer lines they
tlnct changes.
resolutions
favoring the continuance
families
may
he
realized
with
the
1. The producer of the commodity he went back to the Bay State Cir- play tlx* assembled guests are await- were difficult but well done.
least inconvenience to tlx* public*. of Federal aid. This is believed to be
cuit
again,
where
he
was
finally
re-:
ing
the
arrival
of
Sam
Harrington
The leading male character of Sam
becomes the seller. In the past he
This notice is given early in order the most successful and beneficial
has simply grown the product and has ported to have been sold back into Joe j from California, known only to Peggy wits ably done by Mr. Luther support
that the public may plan their Christ convention of Highway Officials ever
depended on individuals who make it Johnson s stable, after a lot ot dicker- j Fairfar who met him there the pre- ed by Albert Doak as the butler, which
mas
giving so as to conform with the held.
lng, at a price which was said at the vious season and to Mrs. Chadwick, was a very 'difficult comedy part and
their business to do the selling.
B E Anderson is the owner of a
‘mail early” canfpaign.
time
to
have
been
about
equal
to
what
While
there
be
is
to
be
the
guest
of
required a groat deal of real acting.
2. This combination, known as co
Cadillac sedan purchased last week
was
paid
for
him—
about
$7,000.
Alec
Fairfax,
brother
of
Miss
Peggy
Phil Tingley, Sam’s rival, Win. Jen
operation, at once places the farmer
Recently there have been reports and also owner of the Hottentot kins as host, Norville Reed as Alee,
Aliss Alice Berry is assisting at from the Bangor Motor Co. Kendall
in a strategic position in that he is
street.
George Pennington as the groom and R °rr-V s Jewelry store during the
now in a much more formidable posi that Col. Bidwell was due for a trip whose estate is nearby.
Haley Hammond of Van Buren was
down
the
Grand
Circuit
next
season
as
Sam is thought by all, but Mrs. Paul Ketehum as Capt. Townsend all ( hristmas holidays,
tion to say how much he will sell his
a business visitor in town today.
a
stake
pacer
with
time
allowances
Chadwick,
to
be
S.
Harrington
the
product for.
had good parts and gave excellent in- 1
Walter G. Trickey local represenAir. and Airs. J P Yerxa have taken
3. The basic principle of coopera that would make him useful on the famous gentleman rider and horse terpretations of them.
j tativc of the Sherwin Williams Co. _the same ____
_ ______
_ Hagerman
_ _ _
rooms
in the
mile
tracks,
but
it
was
not
until
man, so when a telephone message
tive selling is merchandising. Mer
The committee members in charge .the worlds largest pai.it and vanish] house ot 44CourtstreerthaV7he}” occhandising is based on orderly mar yesterday that it was reported that informs the Fairfaxes of his arrival were
Lee
.•ero Joe
.Too Bernstein
TTprmdpm Chairman,
........... .
T
»„ manufacturers, has received an in -: Cu,.ledthere two years ago.
keting and is the death knell of specu he was so well fancied that a Grand he Is told to jump on a horse and ride Friedman, Fred Hyde
and Elmer vitation to attend thee company's 36th
_____________
Circuit reinsman was ready to pay over. He is given the Hottentot to Christiansen and with J. Dal are to be
lative selling.
annual convention, and will leave for
Airs. Frank Murphy and son Robert
$10,000 for him.— J. D. B in Frederic ride and is thrown on the way over, congratulated on their success with
Chicago Saturday Dec 15, where he j of Oakfield were in town one day last
ton Gleanor
fContinued on page 4)
arriving in a battered condition. On this last Elks entertainment.
will spend about 10 days.
' week.

AROOSTOOK RUMORS
BEING INVESTIGATED

DOINGS OF THE
SUPREME JUD. COURT

“ H0TTENT01” BY LOCAL TALENT IS FINE

$10,000 FOR COL. BIDWELL

POSTOFFICE BULLETIN
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mail and transportation forces. It is etl by the obstacles that confront writing to do, one should find it pos enough for amateur communications
also expensive, as many of the stores one's path. The pushers look over a sible to concentrate on making the and experiments, as there should be,
Established April 13, 1860
have to hire extra help to care for business field, and realize that com little that remains legible. Or if legi without interrupting public programs.
their
trade over the rush and mail petition is sharp, that they must go bility really is a fault, then the hie But they are not sufficiently heeded
A L L T H E HOME N E W S
and
express
work costs more, with up against capable rivals and often roglyphics placed on the dotted line or enforced.
Published every Wednesday morning
this
sudden
and
feverish peak to con against popular habits. But they; ought to be followed or preceded by a
H
U
N
T
I
N
G
F
A
T
A
L
I
T
I
E
S
by the Times Publishing Co.
show their pushing quality by energy typed translation of their meaning.
A toll of 10 lives was taken during tend with.
What shall it profit a man if he turn
CHAS. H. FOGG, President
the big game hunting season which
As people have realized these con and initiative, and if they go at it
out to go around the flivver ahead of
CHA8. G. L U N T , Managing Editor
concluded on Friday.
This is one ditions, the movement to promote right, they can make their way and ,
T H E R A D IO HOG
him and see 3,427 more of them far
Subscription in U. S. 81.50 per year in more death than the number last arly buying of Christmas and winter j win a prominent place in the business | The road hog, who takes the middle ther Oil?
and i of the road and holds it, regardless of
year but considerably less than the purchases has been promoted. It has j field. Newspaper advertising
advance; in Canada 82.00 in
good
service
are
tools
with
which
! other drivers, is a familiar spectacle.
average
of
a
few
years
ago
,
The
spread
the
business
over
a
more
exj
advance
The W a y He Looked
thov
can
do
it.
number
of
persons
killed
by
being
tended
period
and
thus
mitigated
the
|
The radio hog, a new development, is
Single copies five cents
mistaken for a deer was three this nuisance of this rush to some extent.
“ There’s a man outside, sir, that
still more exasperating, because he
Advertising rates based upon guaran year to four the year before. This is ! But there is still too much of a jam
wants to see you about a bill you owe
NO M O R E P E N M A N S H I P
discommodes so many more people.
a difference of but one, but it is I of business at the holiday time, and
teed paid in advance circulation.
Just as several thousand listeners him. He wouldn’t give his name.”
It is said by those who are studying
encouraging, for the killing of men i the people should try to avoid it.
the matter that not only is penman-, Iiave tuned in and settled down hap
“ What does he look like?”
Entered at the Post Offlctf at Houlton ■
hunters who thought that they
It would be a great blessing to ship becoming a lost art, but that pily to the enjoyment of a fine radio
I
:
“ Well, he looks like you’d better
tor ciculation at second-class
were deer is the most deplorable of hundreds of thousands of people, if such handwriting as is left is more concert, the music is interrupted by
pay it.”
postal rates
: folks would make their Christmas admirable if it is illegble than the, a loud voice butting in and calling
all accidents in the woods.
It matters not who does it, or how and winter purchases now, so far as other way around. Pesonal experts some other amateur. If the voice
All Subscription are DISCO NTIN frequently or infrequently such acci { possible, and prevent any such conin charge of employment for large makes connections, it may go ahead
UED at expiration
dents take place, it is not stating it I gestion of business as otherwise will business firms are not interested in j and hold the air for half ail hour,
--------I too broadly to say that not one was I occur for two weeks previous to the letters of application showing beauti- ] drowning out everything else and
.A M A T T E R O F E D U C A T I O N
j ever excusable.
When one hunter holiday.
fill penmanship. They classify t h e 1forcing the big, widely scattered au
of Indigestion, Biliousness,
The coast to coast trip from Port- sh0ots another, mistaking his victim
Constipation, Sick Headacho
writer of such a letter as a plodding j dience either to listen to a lot of
BE A L I V E C O M M U N I T Y
“L.F.” Atwood’s Medicine
land, Maine to Portland Oregon which j tor a wil(1 animal, he shoots before he
\
painstaking soul who would never act j drivel of no general interest what
has
been relied upon to
:o
1
took place in October was one which, is certajn what he is shooting at, | In the early days of American de
keep up the fam ily’s good
on his own initiative or make a good ever, or to shut off the instrument in
health for 71 years. Try
was of distinct advantage to the mem- ] and any person who does that is velopment, a large degree of comit. Large bottle 60 cents
executive.
! disgust.
: munity spirit was inevitable. Take
— 1 cent a dose. All deal
bers of the party as well as indirect-1 highly culpable.
The worst thing about such inter
The typewriter has helped to bring
ers.
“L. F.” M E D IC IN E
ly in many ways, to the State.
A number of years ago the State the case of the pioneers who went out
CO., Portland, Maine.
this about. It is very much more |ruptions is that the decent people,
,
from
the
East
to
settle
the
prairie
W e have mentioned many times the pjgjj and Game Deportment posted
efleient to carry on the bulk of busi- handling their radio sets with due re
needs of the people of this state, in through the woods a statement, by states. They found that to provide
ness correspondence
with
typed gard to law and courtesy, are help
realizing and appreciating the many j a fanious
Maine
hunter,
Nathan ! schools for their children, moral
rather than hand-written letters. The less. They cannot tell usually who
undeveloped resources of this State ! Moore on this subject. Mr. Moore * standards, justice between man and
former take much less time both in the boorish butter-in is, and they are
■and in order for each one of us to be had roamed through the woods many man, means for transportation etc., the writing and the reading. It is na powerless to talk back.
an agent to spread this propaganda j years and killed more game probably ; they must constantly co-operate.
If the radio is to realize its full
tural that persons who write usually
So while they improved their own
widely, we must see what an advan-1 than any man of his time, but lie
witli a typewriter should find their possibilities for purposes of social en
iage has accrued to California and j never had been responsible for a farms and developed the wilderness,
penmanship deteriorating for lack o f ; joyment and instructon, some way
other cities on the Pacific coast, in fatai accident of any kind.
He had they were all the time working with
practice and because they uncon will have to be found to eliminate
order to convince us what we might j avoided them by
refraining
from : each other to build up the essentials
these hogs.
sciously try to hurry pen or pencil.
be able to do, by following the exam-. 8h00ting until his game was in plain ' of community life.
Nevertheless,
if penmanship in
There are times and wave-lengths
But after a community becomes
pie of these people. No matter where j vjew and there was no possibility of
general is becoming out-of-date, signa
one goes on the Pacific coast, there is mistake.
That is the only safe i settled for a period of years, after it tures remain with 11s. Legal docu- 1
the same spirit of boosting and boom-, pGjjCy to pursue and if every hunter lias acquired some of the basic essenmeats and letters and hank checksI
tening their own particular section as j adopted it no fatal mistakes would 1tials of life, there comes a
and various other things still have to '
! deucy for many people to lose their
being the only place in the world, the be made.
be signed by hand. With less liandbest place with advantages superior
Tiie neWs story of one of the fatal civic feeling. They have the institu
to any other section, whereas those , si100ting of the season just con- tions that are vitally necessary to
places do not have any where near as * ciaded related that the man doing their comfort and well being, and the
T IM E TABLE
Best grade Stove, Egg or Nut Coal
much to crow over as we have here : shooting had seen what he took to be tendency is for people to give their
Effective N o ve m be r 26, 1923
in this State, yet we do not talk con- j ^jle horns Gf a deer moving through lives to just two ends, earning their
Cash on delivery $19.95 per ton
T r a i n s D a lly E x c e p t Sunday
tinually as we should about the many ^^he branches of the trees. He tired own living and making money, and
FROM H O ULTO N
Bes
grade
Sea
Coal
advantages and attractions that we j aad killed a man. Had he waited going in for sports and amusements 8 -8 a. in — For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and Van Buren.
Cash on delivery $17.95 per ton
have. As a matter of fact there are , a life would have been spared. A 1that will give them a good time,
ri el a. m. —For Bangor, Portland and
Cafe , Bailor
( far,
more arguments and talking points . deer hunter has to shoot quickl.y but i Manifestly when a lot of peopb* con
Best'on.
Best grade Pennsylvania Steam Coal (soft)
Van Bure n to Bangor.
right here in Aroostook county than ^ would be far better never to kill centrate their attention on these ob- For Ash I;ind. Fort Kent, St.
$13.50 net cash
there is in the whole state of Califor- ^hig game than to take one human jets, the strong desire for community
Francis,
also
Washburn,
improvement tends to fade out their
nia, yet the boosters here for this sec-, jjfe
! ’ r i•s11u•■ I s1»•
Fran cis. :(Iso
Best grade Virginia Steam Coal (soft)
U’asl ilium . \ a n Buivii
a ml
are very few, compared to that far
^ few years ago killing men in the minds.
St . .tell,, riv. i
$12.50 net cash
points
Via
That is what is the matter witli
advertised section.
, woods by mistaking them for game
Squa Ban and .M;i ]' 1<q .' n.
Screened Minto Coal
$10.50 net cash
In this issue appears an advertise- ( became so scandalous that the Leg- many cities and towns today. The
F< >r Ft. Fair f1•■111. 1'1'fSque
ment for another one of these sight islature passed a law making such people or the hulk of them have no
J.-ie ;amt <'a l it) oil.
Also Hard and Soft W ood in all sizes, lowest prices
,8 p. Ill ■For <b veil VilP', Baiutor B' ■i t seeing trips to the Pacific coast and accidents an offence, regardless of strong civic consciousneses, and are
land
and
Bost
on.
the particulars may be had for the circumstances.
Courts and jurys 'not deeply interested in proj ects for
D.t 1la intr' >r, B"rtlan'l
and
asking. Mr. Blake is desirous of get- 1have been disposed to be merciful to community development.
progress. Subjects like the King Tut
discoveries should be useful in wak
ing up American young people to a
broader view of life.
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Reduction in C o a l P rices

J

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

ting as many from this section as
possible, the idea being on this trip
to see as much as possible and that
will be a great deal, according to the
itinerary this is a delightful time of
the year to visit the points of inter-,
*est as well as to see the spirit as outlined above. One cannot visit this
•section without getting the same way
when they may see for themselves,
what others have been permitted to
see. and to learn from personal con-

those guilty of this form of manslaughter, but in Maine the “ fleets
0f y ie jaw have been salutary. At
anv rate tjie num|nM. ()f
ths have
t'auen ()ff greatly since its passage,
C)m, fa(.t that‘ ilulu(.t,(t th(>
ment of this law was the current
conviction
that
not
infrequently
these killings were not wholly am idental. Feuds among people who
frequent the woods an often hitter
aml deadly and the appearance of

tact what these people are doing t o ' accident without douht has some
build up the community in which they times served to screen murder. Culive. Those who took part in the til the adoption of the new law
Coast to Coast trip in October came (here was no way to I,ring such crim
home with an entirely different view inals to justice, even though moral
point from what they had when they certainty of their guilt, may have
started and the same thing will be existed. If the existing law servos
true of those who will take part in no other purpose, it makes it possible
the proposed trip in February next for the law to reach those who are
and it will reflect a great deal to the believed to be murderers even thouah
credit of the Portland Ad club under tjlp evidence may be lacking.
whose auspices the trip has been
But the primary cause* of all the
planned, as the response to the litera mistaken- for deer accidents is shoot
ture that has been sent out so far has ing without looking. No person lias
been very marked and under the the right to do this. If lie does, lie
direction of Mr. Philip Blake who should he punished. In some eases
conducted the former trip, every com this may seem harsh, but if we are
fort and pleasure of the members of to do away with such aeeidents.it
the party will be looked after.
is tlie only course to pursue
It Is an education in itself for all
those who can go, and it is a section
DO Y O U R B U Y I N G E A R L Y
of the country that those who are able
Up to comparatively recent years,
to go should, at some time at least,
most people* bought their Christ mas
plan to visit.
gifts during a hectic period beginning
about lb days befoie the holiday.
P A R T OF A N E D U C A T I O N
As the wealth of the country has in
A critic of the public schools in a creased, people have formed the habit
down state town found fault recently of making still more liberal pun liases
on the ground that the children had at this period. Consequently tin*
to spend considerable time learning Christmas rush kept on going from
about old King Tut. Many people bad to worse.
who are strong on practical subjects
.The gift custom was supposed U>
for the schools, would also feel that have been established to mark t la
the modern young people should anniversary of the birth of Christ, and
waste no time on one so long dead as celebrate a date that was supposed
-old Tut.
to bring thoughts of peace and good
This raises a big question If it is will on earth. Yet people have* dewaste of time to have the children veloped this gift purchasing custom
learn about King Tut, it would also to the point where tlie.se days of holi
be foolish to spend their energy on day preparation, which should have
any point of ancient history. Many been simple and sweet, have become
•other subjects now in the school a time of great fatigue to many pen
systems would have to be thrown out pie who serve the public in stores an
as impractical.
But If you let a boy just study
arithmetic and English and book
keeping and subjects that he can use Residents of Houlton Cannot Doubt

CONFIRMED PROOF

W h a t Has Been Twice Proved
in an ordinary job, you have done
In gratitude for relief from aches
little to stimulate his general intelli
gence. His mind is likely to revolve and pains of bad backs—from disIn a narrow groove throughout his tressing Kidney ills—thousands have
. publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
life.
To turn out intelligent men and I Pills. Residents of Houlton, who so
women, one must go outside the circle testified years ago, now say the re
o f daily life, and give them ideas suits were permanent. This testi- i
about the history of the world, de- mony doubly proves the worth of
velopment of science, the way people Doan’s Kidney Hills to Houlton kidney :
have lived in other countries and I sufferers.
i
Mrs. M. H. Small, 9 Smyrna St., j
ages.
King Tut would seem to be a good Houlton gave the following state- j
point to begin on if you want to wake ment August 17, 1911: “ I have used
up a young person’s mind. The King Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever
I felt
T u t discoveries are some of the most the need of such a remedy. I was
wonderful finds ever made in the troubled with kidney complaint for
history of exploration.
several years and I never used any
They should set people to thinking, thing that helped me as much as
and suggest that their own little Doan’s. I can say since buying the
circle of life Is only a tiny dot in the first box at Cochran's Drug Store, I
vast story of evolution. There Is a have used them exclusively. I shall
fascination In looking so far back in always be glad to recommend this
the dawn of history. A boy or girl remedy.”
w h o gets interested in such a subject
On October 15, 1920, Mrs. Small
la likely to be incited threby to go on said: “ Doan’s Kidney Pills gave me
to atudy other things connected with a lasting cure.”
Iramaxi development, and in time to
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
g e t an Intelligent idea of human Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
Caribou to Boston.

ALIVE

TO

B-r Ft Fairfield, V. 11: Baron

DEMANDS

( ’afe, Parlor Car, Bangor to
Van Bun-ii
DUE H O U L T O N
Fia nil Best on. I ’■>r: In .ad, B i n gor. Buffet Sleeping I3oston
to Caribou.
- F p an Van t ’.a re u. ( ' ,ri boa ,
and F, a t Fa a bead .
<'a i'e,
i 'a rk >r <'a r Vs n Bap ■n t u

T h e man who is tryi ng to build up
a business, should study the
umntal
processes of the public, and do
tic
things that seem to be necessary hi
attract public attention.
If 1c just
without
offers his goods
for s a l e ,
much regard to popular p-yvcholog'.
or effort to attract attention.
!c
is
not likely to get very far.
T h e r e is a kind of mental
between the quality
( ai l ed

F r o m 11. ...t . . 11. P o r t l a n d
g o r a n d C .re e n v ilb -.

B.n-

s'

B:

a

T

-

B:-,a;

W in

Ba-e; ,

i

**00^ a a.

Soci ety Hal l

T el . 14-5

HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
B U Z Z E L l ’S
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R AND
F U N E R A L DIRECTOR
Phone

161- W— Day

or

Fogg Block

THE DOOR TO ADVANCEMENT
S;ivng is tin* door to a dvancement •end happy i Ik * who enters the Houii on Sacilia's Hank e v e r y we e k witli
a deposit.

Dividends at the rate of 4G Her AnH im have been paid since 19!.'.

It*
";iu

ffiws cji.wv»

jhiir-rc*nuw -y s -j *' a a

•T

X

MUST

BE

SERVED
YeS, and it should e served
pill'e,
will) l esome
with Oil!'
file milk that has the
milk
rich t hi»l c (Jeli( ions ornam
Or der it I oday.
at op o ’ if
(Had to serve >o u

Jj.P. A u c o in
& i(y o u r W lk m a r i'ii
+PH 0N I41111 H O U L T O N , M E *
F. O. B.
DETROI T

$685

FULLY
EQUIPPED

Lower Priced T h an Ever Before
EVERY TIME YOU
DRAW A CHECK
on the Houlton Trust Comany you
add prestige to your standing and
know that you have safety for vottr
funds. How convenient it is to pay
by this eeononic moduli!.

H E many d esirable qualities inherent in the
Fordor Sedan commend this car to the considera
tion of every discriminating motorist.

T

When, in connection with these qualities, the low
price of the car is considered, the value of the Fordor
Sedan becomes unique. In it you obtain, at the lowest
possible cost a car of snug comfort, good appearance,
and high utility.
Its convenient operation, dependable performance, and
long life are well known. The style of its appearance,
the attractive comfort of its interior, are exactly in
line with the present-day demand.
You can buy this car through the Ford Weekly Purchase Plan

4 % Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

HOULTON
J ti
TRUST COMPANY

UP
%
W

i
%

!(>/

Ni ght

DR. F. 0. 0RCUT1
DENTIST

1

II T T - - TJTV

YOUTH

f

H O U L T O N .M E .
%

U SE

J.RAUCOINS
D A IR Y P R O D U C T S 'i

v-

St udi o:

lit'
"lit

: ,i.,,a

Fort Fairfield
IT aa I a.aa p, a t \,o.! .t!,d
I in ran t . ( afe. 1'ark >r ' 'ar

quality.
It
arises
from a tvpe of mind that is not daunt

RUDOLF HULTEN

Houlton, Maine

»oUs$ S 5 $ c

Kent

al.-o Van Buren, Washburn
Presque Isle via Squa Ban

Hush is a tine

T E A C H E R OF VIO L IN

Phone 110

m

!

at any one time want t i c particular
i mpressi on that l c is one of that use
fill el ement of people who an- com
mmily called “ pushers.”

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Fr'sbie Block

I"

him.
Thi s explains
why
so mar'/ ’ !■ a.
business s 1 1 <■e e >.nes have beet) tnii.'t up
B 11:a■■r to Van Bareii.
out of newspaper adverti si ng.
Time tables giving complete lnfortnatloi
If a producer or di stri butor makemay be obtained at ticket oT.ees.
it his legul a r pra< t h <■ to ad vert i-c in
OHO. M. HOUGHTON,
a newspaper, he mains t wo posi ti ve General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Main*
advantages. In the first place, lie will
sell a lot of the special line that ! c
advertises. If ! c i< getti ng out t h i n e
that people want, they
will
eagerl y
read his ads to see what these tilings
cost and what
merchandi se
ic
is
offer in g.
Hut this sel l er
doe"
more
than
me r e l y win the i n t c p e l of those win*

Over G. W . Richards Co. Store

B.tnsa.r.

a Tin it.'■
" push"

and the popular mind, so that a p>-r
son who e v r e i s e s p t d i win.-, popular
f avor Peopl e like to (In 1 1 1 ! - i 1 1 e - - We'

Consolidated Coal & Wood’s Product Co.

Berry and Benn, Bangor Street
Sales and Service

I
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N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
t ed in Peking. Great Britain has held constituting a Garden of Eden agriHenry W. Longfellow, the late War
Whereas Seldon C. Chase of West! it under lease for the past quarter agriculturally. The region's two bids
ren G. Harding, and William Penn,”
field in the ( ’ounty of Aroostook and
1. What have I ever done to bene
to fame economically are ground nuts
1century.
State of Maine by his mortgage deed
says a bulletin of the National Geo
fit the Maine Automobile Association?
■ "Great Britain’s step in taking over of which considerable quantities are dated the twenty-seventh day of Octo
graphic Society.
2. What would become of the
control of Wei-hai-wei in 1898 was not produced in the valleys; and pongee ber A. I). 1917 and recorded in Aroos
“ From Northamptonshire and the
“ ‘What makes pongee1, ponge'e?’ a
took County Registry of Deeds, Book
Automobile Association if every mem
•
due
to any economic importance ot silk.
counties to the north, Lincoln, York riddle that not one1 emt of a score of
301,
Page 247 conveyed to me, the
ber had done no more than I?
Oak-Fed Silk Worms
j undersigned, as trustee
under the
and Nottingham, came the
main the coed summe'r silk can answer, is the place,” says the bulletin, “ but
3. Have I told any of my friends
“ To most persons, no doubt, silk l wills of Edwin ( ’ . Burleigh, deceased,
stream of pioneer English stock to tieel up in a way with Wei-hai-wei, solely to t ie fact that it has strategic;
the aims and objects of the Assoeia|late of Augusta in the Countv of
settle and make America, but few one* of the1 half-eleizem or so patedies oi value as a naval has;1. The years 1897 ! means a fiber spun by domesticated
j Kennebec and State of Maine and of
ton and asked them for their applica
and
1898
saw
the
high
water
mark
of
silk worms fed on mulberry leaves.
places can challenge Northampton China that have* be*en uneler foreign
Frances E. Spiller, deceased, late of
tions?
shire’s claim as an outstanding garden cemtred,” says a bulletin from the i territorial acquisition in China by I But the silk industry is different in North Abington in the County of Ply4. Have I invited my neighbors
; foreign powers, and Croat Britain the Wei-hai-wei neighborhood and j mouth and Commonwealth of Massof heroes and great minds.
Washington, D. (\, headquarters of
living near me to join the Asso?
, felt, impelled to take a part in the other parts of Shantuny. The pongee achusetts, a certain tract or parcel of
“ One counterpart to Northampton the* National Geographic Society.
land situate in the northwest quarter
5. Is it fair for someone else to do
procedure, sin* has explained, by way
by which name their silk is known of said Westfield and described as
shire in the United States is to be
"Now it is anouneed that this patch
all my work and for me to carry the
of
self
protect
ion.
unbleached and in its natural color follows, to wit:
found in Virgina. On a clear day one of pongee-land is to be* turneel back
Association emblem of my member
is the product not of domestic but of , Lot number 4 in Range 10, accord
Moved to C h e c k ma t e Russia
can stand on the watershed of the to its age old owner as a result of a
ship on my radiator without that
“ Germany started the scramble in ‘wild’ silk worms. And they do not ing to “ plan of lots in northwest quar
Blue Ridge Mountains at the intersec British-Chine'se* agreement just reachter, Westfield, Maine," surveyed by
thrill of a desire to help?
November, 1897 by seizing the ill- eat mulberry leaves, but browse, so
tion of Rockingham, Greene and Madi
Everett E. Burleigh for Edwin’ C Bur
6. Have I tried to encourage the
fated Kino-how Day, from which she to speak, on the leaves of the scrub leigh in 1912; said lot containing 85.son Counties and see over a country
committees and my officers in their
side containing the life-long home of Franee. They elid thedr best to im was to be driven by Japan during the oak trees of the Shantung hills. 62 acres more or less. Reserving the
work by always occupying the front
Madison, in Orange County, the birth press the French customs and French World War, and by forcing China to Their cocoons art* gathered in large right for the selectmen of Westfield
seat without helping?
or the County CommFsioners of
place of John Marshall at Midland, language em the* comiue'red pemple. grant her a 99-year lease on tin* sur quantities and so tin* otherwise waste Aroostook County, to locate a road
7. Have I indicated by my pres
Instead,
em
t
of
the*
wedter
of
antagon
rounding territory. Almost
imme hill lands a re mad<* to yield a rela tour rods in width across said prem
the birthplace of Thomas Jefferson
ence that l appreciate their sacrifie?
ises.
at Shadwell, the birthplade of Wood- ism betwe'en Norman lord and native1 diately Russia forced from China a tively rich harvest.
8. Would the hungry be fed, the
serf
came.
1
a
m'w
language,
the*
English
And whereas the condition of said
“
In
returning
the*
Wei-hai-wei
lease'
25
year
lease
on
Port
Arthur,
at
the
row Wilson at Stanton, the birth
naked clothed and the distressed re
mortgage has been and still remains
F o l l o w  hold to China, Great Britain will turn
place of Abraham Lincoln’s father at lar.yuage and a ne>w pemple1, the Eng southern tip of Manchuria.
broken, now, therefore, by reason of
lieved to a greater extent if all mem
Broadway, the birthplace of John lish pemple1. elrawing from the com ing 1his, p ul Britain negoti ated for hack a better region than she rccciv (lie breach of tin* condition thereof, I
bers were like me?
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Sevier, first Governor of Tennessee ponent raems, but bearing a definite control of We i hai-wei, exact l y mi d ed.
9. Would the emblem of our Asso.
and give this notice for that, purpose.
near Lacey Springs, and the* birth Haven- and individuality unrelated to way between the German and Russian
be carried on radiators if all members
Dated this 28th dav of Nov. A. D
ports She made Iter reasons for the
N O T I C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
place of Zachary Taylor near Orange. cont ilie'iit al euvilizat iem.
1925
were like me?
Whereas. Don C. Sylvester, of Westmove plain by setti ng
out
in the
“ Within a radius of 75 miles from
Robin Hood and the Puri t ans
Lewis A. Burleigh
10. Have I a right to expect more
held, in (he County of Aroostook and
agreement that the lease was to run
a point 43 miles northwest to Rich
Trustee
"This new racial fusion asserted
State* of Maim*, by his mortgage deed, Wit t mss:
than I am willing to give?
mond, Virginia, were born twenty- itself in tin1 very country from which for 25 years or 'so long us Rns; ia dated the first day of November, A.
11. What would the Maine Automo
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
549
three men whose names loom large American drew heavily to found the occupies Port Ar t hur . ’ T h e lease was I). 191.1, and recorded in Registry of
bile Asso. be if all members were like
Deeds, Aroostook County, Book 2S5,
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
in American history: George Wash-; Republic. In Nottinghamshire’s Slier- t her ef or e nomi nal l y for 25 years.
me?
Page 77. conveyed to Edwin C. Bur
" W h e n Japan def eated Russia and
\\ hereas, Frank K. Wheeler, and
ington, James Monroe, Thomas Light-; wood Forest, Robin Hood became the
leigh, now deceased, late of Augusta,
12. Would I care to be a member
foot Lee, Richard Henry Lee, and popular hero representing the native took a 99 yea r lease on I ’ort Art imr in the County of Kennebec and State Arthur Cory, both of Westfield in the
of the Maine Automobile Association j
County ofAroostook and State of
not
extend
her of Maine, and to Lewis A. Burleigh of
Robert E. Lee in Westmoreland, classes successfully challenging the G n a t Britain did
Maine, by their mortgage deed, dated
if all members were like me?
|
said
Augusta,
Trustee
under
the
will
W
e
i
h
a
i
w
e
i
lease
correspondi
ngl
y,
County, Zachary Taylor and James Norman lords. Ho was a legendary
the 251!l day of October A. I). 1916.
13. May I in the solitude of my own j
of
Frances
E.
Spiller,
deceased,
late
ami recorded in Registry of Deeds
Madison in Orange County, Lincoln’s ideal yeoman, one of the (lass dost in and has let it run out in I In- original
of North Abington. in tlm County of
conscience ask myself?
Aroostook County, Book 291, Page 55,5,
town
of Plymouth and
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traffic be restricted on certain high and Benjamin Harrison. Charles City j
win C. Burleigh, in 1912; said lots con tract or parcel of land, situate in the
ways between Dec. 1, 1923 and May County, General Winfield Scott, Din- ji meeting place of many parliaments, with what may he called for .Ameri taining' 94.47 and <15,.29 acres, respec northwest quarter of said Westfield,
tively. more or less.
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Westfield, Maine,” surveyed by Ever
Wi th Port Arthur, this British locate a road four rods in width across ett. E. Burleigh for Edwin C. Burleigh
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to an inch width of tire, or any motor
father a blacksmith, but that the not ;a free ;md independent State for four
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ed philosopher, printer, postmaster ! teen years. George Hurvrv, former
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general, scientist, statesman came Ambassador to England was lmru a<
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weight which has any flange, rib,
I the son of a London butcher. The
Whereas. Anna Porter, of Westtiol.l.
clamp or other object attached to its
j father of William Brewster, immortal in the County of Aroostook and State
wheels, or made a part thereof, likely
j leader of the puritan band that land- of .Maine, by ber mortgage need dated
to bruise or injure the surface of the
' ed at Plymouth in 162b. was post- ; tin1 4th day of December A. D. 1916,
road, shall be moved upon or over
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; master and bailiff of the little village Aroostook County, Book 291, Page
any state, state aid or third class im
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tract or parcel of land situate in tin1
an stock.
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the order does not apply to tractors
“ This part of Northwest
England, and described as follows, to wit :
of the caterpillar type, so called, if
from which came the families of so
Lot No. ?>, Range S, according ta
the portions of the movable track of
many staunch American leaders, is “ plan of lots in northwest quarter,
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that part of the island in which tin1 Westfield. Maine." surveyed by Everet E. Burleigh, for Edwin C. Burleigh
face of the road represents a plane
waves of early invasions melted one in 1912; said lot containing 1"2.25
surface.
into the other. The Saxons and the acres more or less. Reserving the
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of
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on which the money of the state has
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been expended or over which the com Lake in the County of Aroostook and 192;
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A l l p r i c e s f. o. b. f a c t o r y
Further provision is made that tin* dated the 6th of November A. D. 1919
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A. B
gross weight (vehicle and load com book SS, page 475 conveyed to me, tin1
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bined) of any vehicle which may be ( undersigned as trustee under the will
Where,"-:, A . S. .Jewell a la I ( '.
operated on any way shall not apply of Edwin C Burleigh, deceased, late of
Augusta in the county of KcnnHie- Jewell, both of U’e.-f field ia tic (9
to the compact portions of cities or and State of .Maine, u certain lot or ty of ?! roiidimk and Ft
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portion,” thereon, if any. situated in the <av lif. cm ii day of Febru.i ry. \ I >.
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being defined in Section t!2 of Chapter half of Township 15, Range 7. W. F. and recorded in Aron.-took
L. S. in the County of Aroostook an l Registry of Deed - Book 2ui!, Par e
211 of the Public Laws of 1921.
State of Maine, now Wintervilie Plan ( Oil Veye,; to 111' 1, the undersigned,
T I'll -I ee under I ! e will-; of Ed win
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Section No. S, according to the Burl'd;.' h. <1 ■ "ii.e
id Stale
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of Byron Boyd, Reeiver, to Edwin C. County of Pl ymouth an
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19u,9 w call 11 of M a . c i di u -et t ss, a (■e r |;;
have plied his trade on horses owned ■and recorded* in Northern
District t r a d or p reel of laud ;-i t aa te in t’
by the ancestors of George Washing- i Registry of Deeds Aroostook County, Xnrt 11V, eat q u i e t e r of s. ;d W e t d d
ton and of John Adams and John ; Book 57. Pago 416, and in mortgage and d< cribed as follows , to v, it :
Lot
r two in Rat c e Pi a
of Preston N. Burleigh, et tils to Al
Quincy Adams, before any members
i North
bert A. Burleigh, dated February 29, iag to “ Plan of ! o ':
of these famous families ever dream 1904, and recorded in said registry. <Pin rt • r, West lid
Maim
Edwin C.
ed of trying their fortunes in America 1Book 50, Page 52, which mortgage was by Everett F. Bn • i r h P
Is an Interesting possiblity develop-; subsequently assigned to and fore Burleigh in 1912: said lot containing
closed by said Edwin C. Burleigh. 115.25 acres more or less. Reserving
ed by the discovery and recent pur
Reserving the right for the Plantation the right for the selectmen of Westchase and dedication of the Adams ' of Wintervilie or the County Commis field or the Countv Commissioner'; of
ancestral home at Floore, Northamp- i sioners of Aroostook County to locate Aroostook County to locate a road
tonshire, less than ten miles from the a road 4 rods in width across said four rods in width across said pre
m ises.
Washington home at Snlgrave
ami premises.
E astern T r a c t o r C o m p a n y
And whereas the condition of sail
And whereas the condition of said
the Franklin home at Ecton.
mortgage has been and still remains mortgage has been and still remains
John K. M cK a y, M g r.
“Not content with being the source broken, now, therefore, by reason of broken, now, therefore, hv reason of
of the Washington, Adams and Frank the breach of the condition thereof, I the breach of the condition thereof, I
K endall S tre e t
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
lin
families,
Northamptonshire,
a 1claim a foreclosure of said mortgage j
and give this notice for that purpose. and give this notice for that purpose.
small Inland county only a trifle
Dated this 2Xth day of Nov. A. ]). ' Dated this 2S111 dav of Nov. A. D.
larger than Cook county, Illinois, over 1923
*
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which Chicago spreads, also claims
Trust ee
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Uli
that within a ten-mile radius of
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Sulgrave manor lived the ancestors of
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ASK ME

W E I-H A I-W E I: A
BRITISH-RULED PATCH
OF PONGEE-LAND

PLACE RESTRICTIONS
UPON HEAVY TRAFFIC

Prices on
Studebaker
Closed
Cars
Light-Six two-pass. Coupe-Roadster $1195
Light-Six five-passenger Coupe
$1395
Light-Six five-passenger Sedan
$1485
Special-Six five-passenger Coupe $1895
Special-Six five-passenger Sedan
$1985
Big-Six five-passenger Coupe
$2495
Big-Six seven-passenger Sedan
$2685

SOME FAMOUS
BIRTHPLACE AREAS

Only the prices have been reduced. The quality
remains the same. It is a Studebaker policy to share
manufacturing savings with its customers. With the
addition of another enormous unit to its $8,000,000
Closed Car plants at South Bend, Studebaker costs
are reduced and the purchaser benefits accordingly.
In justice to yourself, you should come in and see what
Studebaker has to offer before you decide on any car.

HOULTON

PAGE FOUR

TIMES,
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is 60 by 65 feet in extent. The rear will make you the recipient of many
Jacksonville via Valdosta attractive
quarter is covered converting this sec courtesies and assure you fair treat
to the seekers after the maximum
tion into a hillside cavern where the ment that might otherwise be denied.
mileage of good road.
Serious
illness
and
even
death
may
animals seek shelter from rain. At The Club emblem stamps you immedi
San
Diego,
California,
has
planned
For the tourist who prefers the
A motor trip to Florida or to any
result from allowing the automobile a zoological garden, containing a con the back of the cavern are the sleep ately as a car owner who believes in
shorter
route
regardless
of
road
conother point in the Southland is no
ditions, considerable mileage can be, engine to run in a closed gaiage while crete lion grotto that is a distinct de- ing quarters in which the lions may supporting the work of his local auto
longer a hazardous adventure or task
the owner is making adjustments or parture from the ordinary barred be closed in case of need Doors pro mobile club, thus entitling him to all
to be accomplished at the expense of ! saved by going to Augusta, Ga. via
driving closely behind a closed body cages of the average zoo. Prince Leo vide for the keepers, and the conveni the benefits accruing to membership
.great Inconvenience or unusual r e -! Waynesboro, Statesboro, Reidsville,
truck, bus or car, is the warning given the King of Beasts, is apparently left ence and safety of the attendants has in the Club.
pair bills to the motorist This con-! Lane’s Bridge and Blackshear to Wayelusion was reached by the Touring |cross, bor such touiists the shortest by Dr. L. S. Colter, vice-president of j ollt in the open, but in reality he is been well provided for.
“ The San Diego Zoological Society,
and Transportation Bureau of th e ! way from Petersburg, Va. to Jackson- the American Automobile Association. JSilfely confined from any inclinations
Having left my home and my garDr. Colter cites the narrow escape lie mijlt have of mingling directly with under whose auspices the grotto was
American
Automobile
Association ! vile, Fla. would lead through Raleigh,;
from death resulting from carbon j tjie crowds of visitors. A writer on built,
specified the useof reinforced age’ 1 wil1 not 1)6responsible for any
following the completion of an inspec- i Southern Pines, Columbia, Augusta ,
Reidsville, Lane’s Bridge and Way- monoxide gas poisoning of tv o joung Concrete of Detroit gives an interest- concrete and concrete block. Steel debts contracted by mycar, Lizzie,
tion of the most feasible routes be
cross. For those who desire to in- j meu "'ho were piloting an automobile ing description of the grotto.
rails were used for reinforcing. The
tween Washington and Florida points
elude the attractions of Savannah on ! float entered by the Cincinnati Auto
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"Tne lion grotto is of special inter- walls
of the structureare concrete
by the official mapping car No. 3 in
Whereas, Asa M. Pinkham, of Fort
the motor trip South it is advisable! Flub in a recent civic paiade in est because of its magnitude and more block."
•charge of A. G. Seiler, manager of the
Kent, in the County of Aroostook,
to go from Augusta via Waynesboro, |Cincinnati. The parade was moving particularly from the orthodox meth
Touring Bureau at National head
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed,
Milieu and Statesboro to Savannah. |slowly andin close formation and the ods of lion housing," says the article
dated the 27th day of November, A. D.
quarters, accompanied by R. W . Cul
The trip on to Jacksonville via Darien i young men were enclosed in a special- j *.<y() ajjappearances the San
Diego
1917, and recorded in Northern Dis
len, chief cartographer of the Wash
trict Registry of Deeds, Aroostook
has several
ly built cab. The carbon monoxide i (.0ie(;tionwander atwill over a terraeJngton map division. The inspection j Brunswick and Yulee
County, Book 84, Page 419, conveyed
! stretches which would offer consider-! Kas fumes trom the exhausts of the i e(j hillside with only a three-foot herge
Remember, the emblem on yourj to me, the undersigned, as Trustee
trip of the routes to Florda whch is
cars and trucks ahead resulted in of cactus to restrain them from jointhe second one made by official cars j able trouble after rains,
car distinguishes you as a motorist under the will of Edwin’ C. Burleigh’
A. A. A. clubs are furnished with a both young men being liuriied to thej jng Die audience. In reality, conceal- who does not expect ‘‘something f o r 1deceased, late of Augusta, County of
of the A. A. A. this season, was com
complete report of the trip so that hospital for emervency treatment, j e(, ,)y the ca(;tns hedge, a wide moat, nothing." Entour, the Club emblem 1Kennebec and State of Maine, a cerpleted November 17.
tain lot or parcel of land with the
full information as to detours is avail Young ladies on the float were affect 20 feet in depth, affords a factor of
H ^ n M K H M 9» » 9aasa=ssa9B«EM |buildings thereon, if any, situated In
A dozen combinations of routes j
ed
by
the
gas
to
a
milder
degree.
able to tourists at the 364 touring
safety 40 per cent in excess of actual
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j the east half of Township 15, Range
leading from the northeastern section j
"Poisoning from carbon monoxide need. This method of safely present
bureaus of the affiliated clubs. ReWhereas, Frank Sirois, of Eagle 7> W . F. L. S., in the County of Arooso f the United States to Florida were
vised strip maps of the main routes 1&as from the exhaust of the automo- ing to the public the wonder and Lake in the County of Aroostook and t°°k ant* ®ta.te
Maine, now Winteruncovered y the A. A. A. scouts, j
will be available as soon as the cor- JAile owner appreciates, said Dr. Col- charm of the king of beasts is unique State of Maine, by his mortgage d eed1Vllle Plantation, described as follows,
There are detours on all routes, the J
to wit:
rections noted on the trip are made.: ^er who as a physician and an en- both from the standpoint of the clear dated the 24th day of April A. D. 1917,
majority of which, however, are kept j a
-ii open up the direct!
u
a i thusiastic motorist has made a snecial!
. .
. . view
.
.
. and, and recorded in Northern District i _ L Qt No. .53, according to survey of
Another year will
tnusiastu motorist nas mauc a spetiaij uninterrupted
of„ the animals
Registry of Deeds, Aroostook County, j John M. Brown in 1911, containing
in good condition. The minimum on
lines from the East to Florida as w e l l 1study of the subject. "Often motor- the freedom of living of the animals Rook 84, Page 28, conveyed to me, the 105-7:j acres, more or less, being part
any one combination is seven. To the
the same premises described in
as through Kentucky and Tennessee ! ists are affected and do not recognize themselves. Here there is no small undersigned, as Trustee under the |
motorist who wants the maximum
for the motorists of the West and j that the symptons of fatigue, head- and confined cage, which invariably will of Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased, deed of Byron Boyd, Receiver, to Edmileage of good road, regardless of
late of Augusta in the County of
F- Burleigh, dated^ December_15,
Northern central states. These routes ' a(’he, shortness of breath, dizziness challenges sympathy for the boast, K 0Iine))ef; ami state of Maine, a c e r -i19.09* and recorded in Northern Disthe distance traveled in reaching
are now being traveled by those seek-1 an(^ possible nausea result from car nor are there the usual many iron bars tain tract or parcel of land situated in j trict Registry of Deeds, Aroostook
Florida routes can be offered him
ing the most direct routing, regardless ' k°ix monoxide gas poisoning. The to interrupt the view of the spectator the east part of Township No. 16,; bounty, Book 57, Page 416, and in
which will insure a fairly comfortable
Preston N. Burleigh,
American Medical Journal in its There is no point in the grotto where Range 7, (Eagle Lake) in said Coun- ! n} or^;gaf e
of detours and new grades.
Journey. To the motorist who is in a
t
nls, to Albert A. Burleigh, dated
August number quoted a report from it would not require a 16-foot leap for ty of Aroostook, to wit:
Lot No. 192, according to the plan ! February 20, 1904, and recorded
hurry shorter routings between high
the Ohio State Department of Health a lion to escape and the top of the and survey of John M. Brown in 1915,1in ?aid Registry, Book 50, Page 32,
points which are generally travelable
showing 81 cases of poisoning from walls is built with aninterior over-j containing 37.13 acres, more or less.! w*1*.c*1 mortgage was subsequently
a re offered.
the deadly gas from automobile ex
()f i o n
iI1( hos as an added ! Reserving the right for the selectmen ! assigned to and foreclosed by said
ot 1.. I- - » in*"*-’*"w " e ot SI,M Town of Eagle Lake, or the “ ™ , C. Burleigh. Reserving the
Several combinations of the longer
hausts with 34 deaths during the first
factor of safety.
County Commissioners of Aroostook) riSht for the Plantation of Winterville
and better routings are given. From
ten weeks of last winter.
"The ground covered by thegrotto' Countv to locate a road four rods ill* ^
the County Commissioners of
Fred Roberts is enthusiastic over
Washington to Petersburg, Va. via
"Not only is it dangerous to run the _______________________________________ width across said lot.
1Aroostook County to locate a road
Farm
Bureau
organization
and
the
Richmond there is no contest.
engine in a closed garage but con
And whereas the condition of said! ^°.ur r°ds hi "hlth across said pre
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The longest route to Jacksonville work that it has done for him. He siderable risk is incurred in trailing
mortgage has been and still remains i tm*5es;
,
At
Whereas, Victoria Saucier and Hil broken, now, therefore, by reason o f ! And whereas the condition of said
and one which gives a connection to says, “ I have gone over my books and too closely a truck with a large body aire Caron, both of Winterville, in the
the breach of the condition thereof, 11 mortgage has been and still remains
central Florida and west coast points find that I saved about $91.62 freight which prevents the gas thrown off j County of Aroostook, State of Maine, claim a forec losure of said mortgage ; broken, now, therefore, by reason of
from spreading out. The same i s ' b.v their mortgage deed, dated the and give this notice for that purpose. the breach of the condition thereof, I
from Petersburg, Va. is via Clarkson each car of improved seed.’’ This
Dated this 2Sth day of Nov. A. D . ! tlaim a foreclosure of said mortgage
ville, Va., Oxfod, Durham, Greensboro,
true of a large closed passenger car 27th day of June, A. I). 1917, and re
“
'
'
'; and give this notice for that purpose.
corded in Northern District Registry 1
N. C., Camden, Columbia, S. C„ i saving was made possible because the or bus.
of Deeds, Aroostook County. Book 84,
j_owjs
Burleieh
Hated this 28th day of Nov. A. D.
Augusta, Macon, Tifton and Valdosta, | Farm Bureau obtained reduced freight
"With cool days, the motorist will ( Page 21h, conveyed to me, the under
Trustee
4 _ , . ,
l
Lewis A. Burleigh
Ga. to Lake City, Florida.
rates on the B. & A. on improved seed ! do well to avoid contact with the con
con-j signed, as Trustee under the will of Wit ness:
Edwin (\ Burleigh, deceased, late of
Trustee
349
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
fined fumes from the exhaust
i' an
Motorists using this route are a d - 1stock last year.
Augusta, in the County of Kennebec
Witness:
automobile
engine.’
vised to go from Charlotte to Camden I The following is the replv of Presi! and State of Maine, a certain lot or
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
I parcel of land
with
the buildings
S. C., in preference to continuing ! , . „
„ m
‘
Whereas, Thomas H. Phair, of
___ A1__
____
A1
® I dent Percy R. Todd of the B. & A.,
! thereon, if any, situated in the east Robinson, in tho County of Aroostook
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
along the main highway through
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Whereas, A. S. Jewell and C. E.
Whereas, Levite Viancour, of Eagle i hal f of T o w n s h i p 15 Ra ng e 7, \V. E. and Staff1 of Maine, by his mortgage
Spartanburg, and Greenville, S. C .! which this office received regarding
L. S., in the County of Ar o o s t o o k and deed diited the 29th of December A . : Jewell, both of Westfield in the Counand Athens, Ga. to Macon on account! Hie special reduced rates for this year Lake in the County of Aroostook and ! State of
Maine,
now
Wi n t e r v i l l e I). 1917, and recorded in Registry of , ty of Aroostook and State of Maine by
,
State of Maine, bv his mortgage deed,
o f new construction south of Hartwell, j
“ We have put in effect from St. dated the 14th day of June, A. D. 1917, I Plantation, described as f ollows, to Deeds. Aroostook County, Book 301, - their mortgage deed dated the first
Page 3X6, conveyed to me, the under-! day of March, A. D. 1918 and recordGa. bridge. A few months from now • Leonard, N. B. to points on our line : an<1. f o r d e d in
Northern District wit :
■llegistrv of Deeds, Aroostook ( ountv, I Lot No. 31 A. accordi ng to survey of signed, as Trustee under the wills of j ed in Aroostook County Registry of
conditions may be entirely changed. !
j the same reduction of fifty per cent
Book 84, Page 186. conveyed to me, John M. Br own in 1911. contai ni ng 79 Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased, late o f : Deeds Book 301, Page 466, conveyed
At present the soft new grade would
; acres, more or less, being part of tin? Augusta in the County of Kennebec to me, the undersigned, as trustee
) from our local rates that we made* last the ll'i<lersigned. asTrustee under the
offer serious difficulties in wet wea i
, will of Edwin ('. Burleigh, deceased, j same premises, descri bed in deed of and Slide of Maine, and of Frances E. |under the wills of Edwin C. Burleigh,
ther.
|year an(J have asked the Canadian Na- late of Augusta in the County of Ken Byron Boyd, Kemdver, to Edwi n C. Spiller, deceased, late of North Abing- j deceased, late of Augusta in the
| Burleigh, dated De c e mbe r
15,
19i>9, ton, in tin* County of Plymouth and County of Kennebec and State of
A variation of this routing between tional Railway System to make a nebec and State of Maine, a certain I and recorded in
Nort hern
District Commonwealth of Massachusetts, cer-j Maine and of Frances E. Spiller, delot or parcel of land with the build
Petersburg, Va. and Camden, S. C. similar reduction up to St. Leonard, ings thereon, if any, situated in the Re g i s t r y of Demis, Ar oost ook County, tuin lots or parcels of land in Block (eased, late of North Abington in the
which would be just as good in dry though we have not heard from them east part of Township 16, Range 7, Book 57. Pntte 116. and in mo r t g a g e of 21. E Range 2. Aroostook County, ( County of Plymouth and Common. wealth of Massachusetts, a certain
W. E. L. S., in the County of Aroos Preston N. Burleigh, et als, to Albert -Maine, described its follows, to wit:
•.weather is via Skelton or South Hill, i yet.
Lots
and 4. according to the plan tract or parcel of land, situate in the
took and State of Maine, (Eagle Lake) A. Burleigh, dated February 2(», ]9ol,
Wa., Henderson, Raleigh,
Southern!
“ The Maine Central Railroad is not described as follows, to wit:
and recorded in said Regi st ry, Book and sur vey of E. E. and A. A.
Bur- Northwest quarter of said Westfield,
'Pines, N. C. and Cheraw, S. C. A j willing to make the same reduction
Lot No. 201, according to tiie survoy 5n, P a g e .'ll’ which mo r t g a g e was sub b'igh in De c e mb e r 1917: sid’d lot 3 and described as follows, to wit:
The south half of lot number ten in
bridge Is out south of Cheraw. In a< from Corinna to our stations that thev of John M. Brown in 1915, containing sequentl y assigned to and f oreclosed contai ni ng 62 acres, mor e or less, and
by said Edwi n C. Burleigh.
Res<-rv- siiid lot 4, cont ai ni ng 55.80 acres mor e Range ten, according to “ Plan of Lots
ing tin* right for tin* Plantati on
of or h-ss.
R e s e r v i n g tin* ri ght f o r the in
Northwest
Quarter,
Westfield,
aSi: cent,
made but
la8thave
year’agreed
Wlli(l1 to™a reduction
1- 1ttown hof Eagle
e Luke
Zu™
good in every particular maV
as thee one
orn the County Wi n t e r v i l l e or tin* County C o mmi s Munieipat officers of E Pl ant at i on or Maine," surveyed by Everett E. Bur
'.via Greensboro and Charlotte.
|of one-third from our regular tariff Commissioner' s of Aro o s t o o k County sioners of Ar oost ook Comi t y to locate the County ( ' ommi ssi ooer s of A r o o s  leigh for Edwin C. Burleigh in 1912:
a road four rods in width across said took County to locate a road f our rods said south half containing 50.875
To motorists whose destination is rates and special tariffs covering that to l ocate a road four rods in width premises.
in width across said premises.
acres more or less.
across said premises.
Jacksonville and East Coast
points ] reduction have been published and tire
And w Imp-as. tin* condition of stud
And \vhcr» ;ts the condi ti on of said
And whereas the condition of said
Ami whe r e as the corxlit ion .of said
the short cut between Macon and ! in effect."
mo r t g a g e lias been and still remains mo r t g a g e has been and still remai ns tnortgege has been and still remai ns m o r t g a g e has been and still remains
Jacksonville via Perry, Hawkinsville
The Farm Bureau was responsible broken, now, theref ore, by reason of broken, now. Therefore, by reason of broken, now, theref ore, by reason of i broken, now, therefore, by reason of
tin* breach of tLn* condition thereof, 1 tiie breach <>:' the condi ti on thereof , I the breach of the condition thereof, I
and Waycross, Ga. Is generally good. for having at least 30 cars of improved t he breach of tin- condition thereof, I claim a f orecl osure of said mort gage,
claim a f orecl osure of said mo r t g a g e claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
claim a f orecl osure of said mo r t g a g e
Constructon north of Callahan, Fla. seed brought into the county last
and g i v e this notice f or that purpose. and gi v e this nori te for that purpose. and g i v e tins notice for that purpose. and give this notice for that purpose.
necessitates a detour which will be year at an average saving of $90 a car,
Dated Him L'Mh day of N o w A. 1).
I );d *•d this 2srh dav of Nov. A. 1).
Dated this 2Sth dav of Nov. A. D.
Dated this 2Mh dav of Nov. A. D.
I923.
1923
1923
eliminated shortly.
The continuous the saving to Aroostook was $2700. Is 1923
Leu is A. Burleigh
L e wi s A. Burleigh
Lewis A. Burleigh
Lewi s A. Burleigh
stretch of concrete from Lake City to the Farm Bureau worth your $2. If
Trust ee
T r us t e e
Trustee
Tr us t e e
Jacksonville helps materially to make you think it is send your dues to the Witness:
Wit ness :
Wi t ness :
Witness:
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
the longer route form Macon to Farm Bureau office.
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
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SAN DIEGO ZOO HAS
FUMES FROM EXHAUST
CONCRETE LION GROTTO
DANGEROUS WARNS DOCTOR

FLORIDA ROUTES

INSPECTED BY A. A. A.

IS THE CLUB EMBLEM
ON YOUR CAR?

J

FARM BUREAU
SAVED MONEY
FREIGHT RATES

UIIII!IIIMIIIlllltllltllllMllf»^

These are some of the features of the Coast to Coast Trip sponsored by The Portland
A d Club under management of P. W . Blake, leaving Portland 10 p. m., February 15th
returning March 9th. Promoted for business men and women of Maine for educa------ -------tion and enjoyment—you are welcome to go—we will travel in a --------------

Geo r g e o u s S p e c i a l P r i v a t e T r a i n
t • « t %mt J # t J #.•! * .• J * 35* J * • 51* 5 2 *
T o be entertained all along
the line.

You can travel

in any kind of a Pullman
Space— D r a w i n g R o o m ,
Compartment, U p p e r o r
Lower, as long as the reser
vations last

• ♦ *■* •# V * * V : * * W '* *
* * ^ * * ,**.;*•
* •' 2 * *

-------- Tia Juana, M exico--------The Gambling Monte Carlo of North America

* ••.**%•**

is* ,* # m
* ' m• 1
i

For Complete Information
W rite

\

Horse Racing, Roulette, Faro Bank, Keno, Poker, Saloons—
A W ide Open Town— What we don’t want in the United
------------------- States— See it and be convinced---------------------

Frank W . Wardwell, Sec’y Portland A d j

New Orleans and the Mardi Gras

Philip W . Blake, Manager

The only Fete of its kind in the world. Parades, Fancy Balls,
Street Carnivals, W eird Stunts

------------Juarez, M ex ico -----------Mexican Entertainment.

.v * a

m 0 ft
* • v j *: • *

|

Club, 32 Exchange St., Portland
j

501 P. M. & B. Bldg., Portland !
i

Geo. Harrison, Divison Passenger Agt. I
Grand Trunk R. R., Portland

The Birth Place of Revolution

St. Augustine, the Fascinating City. El Paso, the Wonderful
City. San Antonio, the City of Charms.
San Diego, the
Hospitable City. San Francisco, the City of Surprises

A H ig h C l a s s T r i p f o r H i g h C l a s s P e o p l e
Over 300 already applying—Make reservations early—W h a t ’s the matter with an
- — --------------- --------------exclusive Aroostook County C a r ? ------------------------------------nHQ[Q)(iiii)iBiiiiJiiuHiHiiFBfliinHittiiBiKiiisiiuii(ffliRninRiuoNfiiifliQuiniiinDiiHinnni^ni90iHiw[BMRnMH{QttffliaBioraaiRsiu&ir
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lower Alaska. The Juneau district region in Mexico. In its area, once whieh with the ‘finger’ of Florida, al
Tommy Tucker
Alton Curtis produces three times as much gold as and a half as great as that of Mary most surrounds the Gulf of Mexico.
land, the inhabitants are estimated to
Pollv Flinders
Elijah Rand the rest of Alaska.
“ The east coast of Quintana Roo is
Mr.'Miller
Oliver Bell
number around 10,000— about one per
Mother Hubbard
Velma Buzzell
largely
low and sandy, much of it
son to eaeli two square miles.
Daffy-Down-Dilly
Shirley Perrin
edged with mangrove trees and back
Recitation— ‘‘The Limit”
Includes Cortez' Landing Place
ed by coconut palms. At a few points
Barbara Jackman
EtflDItfCD A
^
tho Post Office; also that at the end
“
Quintana
Roo constitutes
the are high bluffs. All along the coast,
Dan Ellison
Quintana Roo is neither the nom do
HJKM LK A A V W I W lk
! 0f the first three months he had to Bird Song
Dialogue Two Kinds of Fun
plume of an eccentric writer nor the easternmost land of Mexico. It lies a mile or so off shore, is a coral reef
I make a return to the government of
Meredith Ambrose and
along the Caribbean coast of the whieh makes navigation difficult and
the amount of business transacted
Kermit Estey technical name; of a hug, but. is the
peninsula ot
\ ucatan— the ‘thumb’ dangerous.
everyday
cognomen
of
one
of
Mexico’s
Alvin Jordan and
which showed that stamps to the Piano Duet
To the Editor of the TIM ES
Robert Parker two remaining territories which has
value of some over $6.00 had been
Reading—A Boys Pocket
Brother F ogg:
remained largely unexplored since1 tin1
sold, and that his salary for the per
Wm. Bowers
As a former resident of Aroostook
,
days
of Cortez.
iod was $6.25.
Solo Sing Me The Rosary
and for more than fifty years of the j It has been the custom of the Club
Madeline Clark with j “ Now the territory seems about to
town of Sherman, I am getting a good j
Quartette Chorus 'yield up more1 of its secrets says a
to put on some form of entertainment
Ed Rand I bulletin from the1 Washington I). ( ’ ,
deal of satisfaction in the perusal |
pach winter usually either a minstrel Solo —The Rosary
Frank Ambrose
each week of your good paper, with] or dramatic performance, the talent Reading
Rope Skipping
Velma Buzzell ' headquarte.-rs of the National Gcoits items of local news from so many j for the same being members of the Dialogue—The sick doll May, Ger * graphic Society, “ for modern transAroostook and Northern Penobscot; club, and a Drama is now under
aldine Ambrose; Sue, Myrlice j port at ion has appeared with the- arRobinson; Dr., Rex James. ' rival recently of an American cater
towns; and it occurs to me Jftat per-j
rehearsal to be given on the evening
Song -Mama's Lullaby
Helen Bow
haps I ought to be able to contribute
of Dec. 18th admission being I be
ers and Mable Jackman pillar tractor whieh is pushing i t s (
something in return, aside from th e j
j way into the dense1 fori'sts to bring;
lieve 50 cents and should by chance Dialogue Trials of a Teacher
small subscription price paid for the
Verna James, Donald Perrin, out cabinet woods.
1
any readers of the TIMES be in Bos
and Scholars.
same.
I “ Knowledge* of Quintana Roo liereton at that time we trust they will
Song Sailing
Ambrose children
It is rather remarkable how many
I tofore has beam confined ehiefly to
avail themselves of the privilege of
Maine people are to be found, go |
: strips of its coast along the* Caribbean
attending rather than paying more
where you will in any section of th is!
money for theatre tickets and wit- from Juneau or Skagway to the other Se*a and the1 Gulf of Mexico and the1
great country, and I feel sure, fro m !
! northwe'stern
boundary where1
it
nesing doubtless an inferior perfor district.
my own experience and from that of
“ Wire communication between the touche's the; state or Yucatan. The1
mance.
others whom 1 have met, that the
two parts of Alaska is maintained by j world knows little* of the interior,
Most Sincerely
leaving of the good old home State |
L. E Jackman submarine cable and by telegraph line ('specially in the* southwe*st, except
was not from any feeling of dissatis
through Canada down the Yukon |from minors and fugitive reports from
faction therewith, but rather from the
valley, but physical communication is gatherers of chicle*, the gum which
fact that the “ways of fate”, business;
either by boat across the Gulf of keeps America’s chewing gum indus
and other connections pulled more
Alaska or through the Skagway gate try and Ame'rica’s jaws going. The*
strongly to other
localities;
and j
The possibility of the
United to the Yukon and thence to central far interior is said to have great roll
wherever you may come across former !
States having a new territory pres 1Alaska. Even the shortest journey ing pampas whe're stock-raising would
Maine people today in other states!
ents itself by the announcement that from Juneau to Se ward takes all of elouiith'ss lx* profit able1, while* the
you will And that they sill retain a j
the proposal to separate the first two days, a longer trip than from southern section is covered with dense*
love and a feeling of pride in good old i
judicial district from the rest of New York to Kansas City.
forests of tropical trees and plants
Maine. And too there is something
“ Population distribution bears upon ineluding logwood,
Alaska received a majority vote in the
mahogany, and
S it in the Painters hands? If not, see
about Maine’s rugged climate, long |
the recommendation of the Alaskan vanilla.
November territorial elections.
cold winters and other obstacles to b e !
that you place it with the right men
“ Alaska, in the minds of most citi citizens of the first, judicial district.
“ As in near-by Yucatan, the* terri
met and overcome that breeds a type |
zens of the United States is a country The whole territory has now a popula tory was formerly the; land of the
of men who are fitted to go out into j
_ of mountains, mines and snow, simi- tion of 60,000 half of which an; na .Mayas and contains nume'i'ons ruined
the world equipped to well assume the 1
I lar throughout.
However, that sec- tives. Lower Alaska claims 17,000 of cities evidencing tin* heights to which
leadership in many lines wherever!
|tion "which recently has voted to be this total, but it has 12,000 whites to tlie'ir civilzation attained bed’ore1 the*
they may be found. And again Maine |
|come a separate territory is seperat- 5,000 native's. Juneau in lower Alaska arrival of Corte>z. Neither Spain nor
1 00
Ef f ice nc y
people, wherever congregated have a ;
; ed from the rest of Alaska by a wall of is the present capital of the territory Mexico entirely cojieiue'red the* pen
way of getting together at times to b e -!
I ice no living man has crossed,” ex- and the residence of the; governor.
nants of the* Mayas, and after one of
The Auto Painters
come better acquainted with each
“ The conception that Alaska is a their latest rebellions in 15(10 tin* In
I plains a bulletin from the National
other, and to renew and to talk overj
country of mountains is as erroneous dians retired into the fastnesses of
; Geographic Society.
House, Furniture and Sign Painting
old associations; thus there has been,!
! “ How w’ould the map of Alaska be as the conception that it is as cold as Quintana Roo. Only a few are sup
organized many years ago, here in
Opposite Woolen Mill
Telephones
, changed by the formation of a new Greenland. At Juneau the tempera posed to be left however and the
Dorchester a Club composed of former j
ture seldom goes below' zero and this territory is the most, sparsely settled
j territory?
Houlton
362-W & 18-11
Maine residents and known as the I
modulated climate is found in practi
Alaska’s “ Land T r a i l ” of 600 Miles
Dirigo Club of Dorchester, and n o w ,
j “ Alaska presents a great square cally all southern Alaska, swept by
having a membership of about 150.
I block, wedged cornerwise between warm winds from the* Pacific ocean
This club whose officers consist of a
|North America and Siberia, obstruct- which bring heavy precipitation to
; m m 111f 11111 m 1111111m 1111111111n 111m 111m i ii i m m 11l
President, Vice President, Sec’y, Fi
i ing an open channel of the Pacific this coast.
nancial Sec’y and Treas., aided and
He a t Prost r at i ons in Al aska
I Ocean to the North Pole. On the
advised by an Executive Board, hold j
“ EVERGLADES LIMITED"
“ At Fairbanks, which is in the’ same
|southermast corner of the square
■ i n 1111111 m 111 ti 11 m 11 m 11 ii n 111 fmn 1111 m1111 m 111111111 rj s =
meetings on the second
Thursday
T h rou gh T rain
j block is a trail of land extending down latitude as Icedand, three men were;
evening of each month, except J u ly '
F rom N e w E n glan d
I the coast in the direction of Seattle. prostrated by the' heat last summer.
, |i jj
l1
11111111ii111111111111111111111mm11111m11m111h111nniT
and August, at Colonial Hall at the |
Lv. Boston - - 7:25 p.m.
It runs southward for 600 miles from Fairbanks is the center of a groat
corner of Washington and Park Sts. j
“ Providence 8:38 p.m.
the longitude boundary
between section which wemld surprise1 the; in
“ New London 10:13 p.m.
Dorchester, where a fine supper is !
Alaska proper and Canada. This see dividual who expectf'd only moun
“ Springfield 8:35 p.m.
served at 7 o’clock followed by a busi- j
tion reaches back from the coast to tains in Alaska. Away from the south
for JACKSONVILLE
ness meeting and some form of enter-j
the watershed of the Canadian Rock e'oast, tlie> country back e>f the barrier
ST. PETERSBURG
tainment. It will undoubtedly be of
MIAMI - TAMPA
ies, a distance varying from 50 to 150 of memntain ranges strotedies broadly
interest to Houlton people to know
5 other daily Pullman trains leave
miles. It is known as the first judicial as a great inland plateau, rolling
that a former Houlton boy, Mr. Ken -1
Penna. Terminal, N.Y., at 9:15 a.m.,
gently north to the remedies of the
district, or the Juneau district.
*3:35 p.m.,*6:30 p.m.,(Effect Dec. 31),
noth McKay, is at present very effi
“ Of the four judicial districts of Bering Sea. Tanana and Fairbanks
8:45 p.m. and 12:30 a.m.(Sleeper open
ciently serving the club as Fnancial
a t 10 p.m.) *Colonial Express affords
Alaska the first has the largest popu are* e-enters of a growing agricultural
Sec’y, and that his estimable wife and
connection at New York or Wash
lation of white men and in most re region whie-h is having considerable
ington with these trains.
two sons are doing much to promote
spects outranks the others, although sue-e-ess in prexlue-ing ejuick-growing
Winter Tourist Tickets, at reduced fares,
jts welfare.
the third division, along the southern e-rops. The big inland plain is in
now on sale, allowing stop-overs, return
The primary purpose of the club is
limit June 15, 1924.
reaches of the peninsula, looms larg habited chiefly by huge; herds eif
to promote sociability and a b etter.
|
er in many important commercial fac rendeer guarded by native1 owners.
acquaintance among the members and i
“ Most of the; minerals for which’
tors. Of four Alaskan cities which
Address J. H. JO H N SO N , N. E. A.
visitors and the monthly meetings are |
294 Washington St., Boston. 9, Mass.
had a population of more than 1,000 in Alaska is noted-—gold, silver, and f
Telephone Congress 6057
full of Interest and have always the {
1920, Juneau, Ketchikan and Sitka, copper— are found in both upper and j
semblance of a big family gathering, j
the former capital of Alaska, are
W e usually have quite a list of visit-'
Notlc3 of F ir s t Meeting of Creditors
j
located in the first division while
ors at each meeting, and at least one 1
Fairbanks, which has a population In tho District Court of the United States
of the Maine Governors, Gov. Femald j
for the Northern Division of the Dis
only one-fifth as great as the combined
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
j
has visited and addressed the club |
populations of Juneau and Ketchikan, In the matter of
|
,
while in office.
packing for that hunting
In H;u,kiupt.-v
is located on the Tanana river, in the I’nul M. Thilioele-au
Most of the former Maine people!
Bankrupt
|
fourth judicial district.
tripjdon’t forget the one

SHERMAN MILLS

OF LOCAL INTEREST

QUINTANA R 00: MEXICO’S
UNKNOWN TERRITORY

COMMISSIONER WRITES
INTERESTING STORY

RED ROSE

TEA 'is good tea

From the best tea gardens in
INDIA and CEYLON

A POSSIBLE NEW
U. S. TERRITORY

s

That Car

Read & Forsdick

Florida

Radio

II Two Thousand

J| wives are now wondering what
11 to give carowner husbands for
I j Christmas— W e s u g g e i s t

Atlantic Coast Line

II

the

following

jj Automatic Windshield Cleaner
|j Combination Stop Light and

W hile

|j

License Bracket

|j Luggage Carrier

To til ee-reelitors of said Paul M.
Residing in Dorchester are from the
Ice B arrier Separates Districts
Thibodeau of Connin' in tin- county of
central and southern parts of the |
“ The wall of ice which separates j Aroostoeik, anil District aforesaid, bank
state, Mr. McKay, Mr. Pearl J. Caldlower Alaska from upper Alaska is : rupt.
well and myself being the only mem
Notice- is he-re-by give-n that on the- 6th
made up of hundreds of glaciers mov
day of Dec. 1921, the- said Paul M.
bers from as far north as Aroostook.
ing down the steep sides of the Rocky Thibodeau
was
duly
adjudicat eel
Our entertainments, following the
Mountains which tower above the In bankrupt; and that the first meeting of
supper and the business meeting are
land passage. This passage is an arm creditors will bo held at the office of
varied and Interesting and include
of the sea forming a breakwater be Edwin L. Vail, in He-niton on the 26th
music, both instrumental and vocal,
day of Dec., A. D., 192.1. at 10 o'clock
tween the ocean and the mainland. in the forenoon, at which time the said
readings, dramatic sketches, occasion
So ruggedly mountainous and wild is creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ally an address by some good speaker
this section of the coast, particularly appoint a trustee, examine the bank
on some topic of the time, etc. etc.
between Skagway and the Copper rupt and transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
A t one of our meetings last winter our
River section in the third judicial dis
Date-el at Houlton, 1>ee*. 7th, 1921.
entertainment, at the suggestion of
trict, that no explorer has traveled by
E D W IN L. V A IL,
the President, took this form; volun
Referee In Bankruptcy
land entrely over American territory
teers were called upon to write, and
to read for the club seven minute
articles on the topic “My Native
Town’* and there were seven respon
ses, the different towns written up
being Union Wayne, Unity, Athens,
Lebanon, Thomaston and Sherman
and many humorous as well as histori
cal facts were presented and I will
Just refer to a few points brought out
by our Treasurer, Mr. Albert Fellows,
In writing of his native town of
Athens. Mr. Fellows recalled that in
the early pioneer days the first ap
propriation by the town for schools
was the sum of one hundred dollars,
the same to be paid in grain of three
different varieties, wheat, corn and
oats, as I recall it, and the teacher
was hired with the understanding that
she should receive her pay in these
commodities and her salary was $1.50
per week.
Mr. Fellow's also related the circum
stances in connection with his ap
pointment as the first Postmaster of
the town and of the fitting up of the
corner in his country store for use as

j

important thing
that’s
your supply of

B.F.A.
Cigars
All Dealers Have Them
For A
Home
Mild
Made
Smoke
Cigar

W e opened for busliness in
our new location on Automobile
Row in the garages formerly oc
cupied by the E. E. Wentworth
Corp. and the Britton Garage Co.
where we are better prepared
than ever to handle our rapidly
increasing business

Notloo of First Mooting of Creditors
In tho District Court of tho United States
for tho Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In tho matter of
|
Alex C. Plourde
j In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
To the creditors of sa'd Alex C.
Plourde of Caribou in the county of
Aroostook and District aforesaid Bank
rupt
Notice Is hereby given that on the 6th
day of Dec. A. D.f 1923 the said Alex C.
f*l9 9 rd* was duly adjudicated bankfupti and that the first meeting of
creditors will bo held at tho office of
Edwin L. Vail, In HoultotToh the 26th
day of Dec., A. D„ 1923, at 10 o'clock
la tho forenoon, at which time the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appplnt a trustee, examine the banknipt and transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. Dee. 7th. 1923.
ED W IN L. VAIL.
.
Referee In Bankruptcy

16,000 sq. ft. for storage room
4,000 sq. ft. for repair shop
1,600 sq. ft. for office and show

Remember the new location
Automobile Row, Bangor St.

Ingraham Garage
L. R. Ingraham, Prop’r

11 Thermalware Gallon Jar
jl Flashlights
|! DeForest Radio Set
I i

IS

|[ Northern Supply Co. |I
|p

1 1 Exchange Block

Court Street

11

I §
i §
=H-,iiitnMiniitiiiiiiitriiftilltriiiiiffiiiiiniiriiitiriiniinutjimmiiniiiiiiiifiiniiiiiimiiiitiiiimtiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiniiiififiiiiiimtillfSIKtitlt^ =
Hill

HottungTakesthePlaceof

3u
TEA

Authorized Service Station for Ford—
Buick — Hudson — Essex Cars

11 Radiator Cap and Motometer

5 1

R em o val

On December 1,1923

11 W eed Chains

COFFEE

COCOA

— itf« a H olland Secret— 100% pure, guaranteed to contain
/Arabian Mocha and genuine Java blended w ith other special*
ly selected high grade coffees to produce that delieiousness
found only in

— packed in tin,

Ask fo r it

at

chain stores— neighborhood stores — department storas—►
restaurants— delicatessen stores.
f

**

HOULTON
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RICKER TRAVEL CLASS

CO-OPERATIVE SELLING

PORTLAND SPECIALIST
1
HERE TO PERFORM
OPERATION

On Monday evening, tRe Ricker
(Continued from page 1)
-------j Travel Class held its
Christmas
Mrs. Woodbury Mooers who was in-!
Merchandising, which is
directly j Thimble Party with Mrs. Ilda and
opposed to speculation, cannot be
] IVIiss Ethel Titeomb. There was no jured in August 1922 while riding on
troduced in its stead, wthout emphati-! regular program but head hags, em- a Boston and Maine passenger train,
cally making its presence known.
j broidery and Christmas gifts in the the result of a suitcase falling frm a
4. A farmer selling cooperatively niaking fined the first part of the rack, striking her on the back, since
cannot sell at will, as under the old evenjllgt TJie gumo » A Penny for which time she has been in poor
system. Selling, as he does in a pool, Your Thoughts’ was much enjoyed. health, submitted to an operation
each and every one cannot receive Two huge green stockings were hung last Thursday at ihe Aroostook hospifire and packages over- 1tal.
any more
in return than his pro rata | by the open
................
I Dr. Abbott a specialist from Portshare. Neither can he receive pay-1 bowed on mantel and floor
ment In full until the pool in which]
The 1)oet n[ the evenlng WU!t Miss { land performed the operation which
he has delivered Anally settled. This j L(n|i!.e
Cullmi,ng8 who not
only |was a serious one, as an ex-ray photo
eettlement Is not poeslblo until every, „ emonstrate„ lhat she coul(, w ,.lt0 graph showed a broken vertebrae
car In each pool Is actually P«W /or.
try t0 oriler bllt she
(lo „ which had to be removed and a new
not only the potatoes but all freight rush or(,er am] tunl
|h(, ,.e.(1 ; piece of bone grafted on. It is hoped
adjustments made as well.
|thl
Enth member o[ tbe club re. ' that the operation will restore* her to
Flrat Effects of Cooper.t.y. Selling j eeive(| #
we„
,ke(1 ar„, boMll ! health.
The flrat effects of the Institution o f '
„ iere camc wlth lt some of tb0
the sales . methods
seems
no I choice
. .
„
,,,,, added
„ .. ,
.
, . general
.
Cummings
poetry wliicli
matter what theagricultural
commo-1
.
,,
,
.,
....
,
..
°
j to the value ot the gitt and tlie tun
dlty.
! of the evening.
1. Under the pooling system, re
Refreshments?—-Banquet would he
turns are naturally much slower i n 1a better name for the good things set
reaching the pocket of the farmer out on tlie tables by the hostesses
than when he may haul his product i assisted by Mrs. Gertrude Shean and
to the market place receiving cash for Miss Elizabeth McGary.
the same when delivered to the buy- j
er.
j
The pooling system if conducted j
properly, although
preventing
_
_
_ prompt
Acting on information
received
payment early in the season, should!
A °
, , r TT T . .
. . ..
.
•
.
.. I Customs officers, W. H. Lindsay and
enable the mass of growers to realize „
„r
,
.
_ .
1F. N. McCormack recently visited
when final
settlement
is
made
at
t
h
e
.
.
.
.
.
...
,
Florenceville and made some seizures
dose of the season, a larger propor„
,
,
,
.
,. , , ,
. . . .
...
.
_____ - of goods mostly clothing, which had
tionate share of the sales proceeds of.
6
,
, .
f
. . .
.
. ..
,
. . . , I been purchased in Houlton or Mars
their product than under speculative .
* .
, , , ,
,
w .
selling
I Hill, Maine, and had been brought m-

GETTING AFTER SMUGGLERS

8eSuch an innovation In selling, with-! to Canada without ,re?ortlng at the
out a corresponding change In ar-! Cl,stoms or 1,ay,nft dut,es’
rangement for payments on which; Within the last few days officers
have been arranged to mature during Hanson and Lindsay have called upon
the first few months of selling.
i 80me parties in the near vicinity of
2. It is not uncommon for friend Woodstock and these parties were al
and foe alike to question the practi-!so tound to l)e violators ot tlie Cuscability of the plan. In some in. j toms laws and suffered accordingly. It
stances endeavor to bring about ai *s expected that other seizures will folgeneral mental condition that would M °w "'ith little delay. It would appear
spell defeat no matter how well or-! Hiat anyone who has smuggled goods
ganized and well directed was the *n
or ^ier possession would do well
plan itself. Such arrangment of c o - jto make report to the Customs offioperative selling that is in actual j eers, pay the duties on same and thus
operation only a few months, is much escape a heavy penalty.--Woodstock
like condemning an automobile
fore it is even driven.

be-) Press.
j

Evident Results of Cooperative
Selling
1. The binding marketing agree
ment prevented contracting potatoes
at a stipulated price in the early
spring for fertilizer, also prevented
executon of sales contracts in the
field before harvesting.
Both practises common in the pastf
were based on problematical prices.
Many times the price secured was
well below the prevailing market
price
at
the
time the crop was actu„
,,
„
ally sold. The grower was thus quite
perceptibly a fairly heavy loser.
2. The Maine Potato Growers*
Exchange was unproven as a business

. —.....

In the D is tr ic t C ourt of the United
States f o r the N o rth e r n Division of the
D is tr ic t of M aine.
In B a nk rup tc y .

■M illiam A.of,,
„
1 elk<\\

I

In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. |
To the creditors of said William A.
I’elkey of Ashland in the counts' of
Aroostook and District aforesaid bank

Fuller Brushes
for either personal or
household uses — as
many as you want or
as few as you want,
and put up in attract
ive holly boxes
in sets Ifor Christmas
W rite or phone me to come
to your house any day most
conveniecit to you.

Hugh M. Hescock
T<*1. 2N0-M
Houlton, Maine
IIIIIIJIIJIIII!!!!lllill
....I.... ............................... ......................... mini.... mi............

Dance in
Society Hall
Friday, Decemberl4
Admission 55 Cents
Dancing until 1 o’clock — Every Come

Notice is hereby pi Veil that oil the y*S111
d a . o f Nov.. A, l ». l'.cM, tlie saiil William
A.
i’eikey
was
duly
adjudicated

bankrupt ami that tin*
creditors
" ' m l,e hreld at
win L. \ ail. m Ifoutoii
,,r 1)(.(. A 1(
,lt

rust meeting of
tho
(,nu e ,,f KA'
mi the f'Ui dav
,n ,,
jn , hl>

together with the apparent confidence
k d w i x i, y a h .,
banking circles had in the managein Bankrupts
ment made possible the negotiation1------------------------ -----------of a $350,000 loan This aeeomplish+
ment enabled many growers who ap +
plied for the same, to harvest their
crop without selling enough potatoes
at a price that the other fellow would
pay to provide funds for harvesting.
This again insures the grower a much
larger proportion of the sales price.
3. It has also been evident to a
certain extent that possibly thus far
the non-member through conditions
created by organization and his abili
ty to sell at will has reaped greater
benefits than his brother fanner who
had sufficient courage in his convic
tions to sign the contract.
I
It would not be the first time if the
non-member did receive more for his But it is not yet too late to have gift
product than the member.
Such a photographs taken of all the family
condition has existed in other states Settle many of your shopping pro
where cooperatives have functioned blems economically and efficiently by
for the first time.
deciding that this year you'll give
Should this seem strange it is well
photographs
to realize that the Maine Potato
Growers Exchange is organized for Sittings will he mad** all next week
five years, three months, one year, or and finished for Christmas. See our
display of newest holiday styles
two years, may not truthfully show
what the effect will be of cooperative
Sittings day or night by appointment
selling.
These 3100 potato growers in con
Priced from $S.u<i up
dhctlng the campaign properly
or
ganised. The present plan is such.
The Waddington Studio
At least one year’s operating experi
Houlton. Maine
Phone 227-M
ence is necessary to make deductions
_|------------------------------------- +
as to the possible outcome.

Christmas is Coming

HikilYidlkkT ri ■fimm ;

Hovey & Company
Telephone 106-2

iiiimn'iiiiimiimiiiimm
........................................................................ it.... ............................................................... mum iiiim

Delicatessen Shop
and Lnnchroom—Opening December 17, 1923

FOR

BUY

HAND

E. J. Lozier

SALE

MADE

A D D IN G

GREAT

W E D D IN G

M A C H IN E

R IN G S

ROLLS

MAY

BE

obtained at the TIMES Office.
F O R S A L E — PO O L

TABLE,

IN Q U IR E

of .1. S. I.ougee, Oakfield, Me.
Y O U 'L L

BE

S A T IS F IE D

4fit

W IT H

YOUR

watch if it is repaired by Osgood, IIoulton.
FOR

SALE—ALL

D O N ’T

K IN D S

M IS S T H E

OF

DRY

S A L E A T S U R P R IS -

ing low prices on
Taber
YOU

W IL L

Fin d

all

goods.

SOME

Nora
150

IN

FOR

S A L E — 10 RO O M

W IT H

150 S A V E Y O U R B A T T E R I E S B Y H A V I N G
A ID R E SO N

BROS.

W IL L

BE

Peabody Garage C’o. care for them this
winter.

HEAD-

quarters for Christmas dinner supplies.
Tlie new grocery store on High St. T A K E Y O U R B A T T E R I E S T O
PEATub 91 or 1*2
50tf
body Garage for winter storage, dry or
wet. Tel. 496
THE

FULLER

BR U SH C O M P A N Y CAN

use two men in Aroostook County.
Permanent work, advancement rapid.
It costs nothing to investigate this op
portunity. Address Hugh M. Heseoek,
Box 14f>, Houlton, Me.
]50pd

T Y P E W R IT E R

RENEW

H A V E A L A R G E A S S O R T M E N T OF

YOU

CAN

BUY

BOILED

CIDER

FOR

.Mince .Meat at Anderson Pros. New
Grocery Store, High Street.
Phono
91 or !*7
4Stf
FOR

SALE—TWO

BUCKS,

ONE

bred, one grade choice, :«in.
Woodworth. 1bait on, Me.
U.
Tel .
I

PURE

I*. L.
F. I >.

42:*-ll.

HAVE

lMipd

COATS,

HATS,

DRESSES,

waists, kiniotias, sec them and get.
prices.
(let thl' little olles a doll.
Nora Taber
15'*
TRY

THE

NEW

GROCERY

STORE

ON

High Street for a good place to buy
groceries am! meat.
Anderson Pros.
Tel. !*1 or 92.
491f
DON'T

FORGET

THAT

WE

ARE

G iv

ing ]<* '5 discount on all cash sales up
until Xmas, At <'ll ad wicks, the fieri st
on High St.
5*ttf
CHRISTM AS

GIFTS

OF

EMBOSSED

OR

printed Stationery, engraved or print
ed ('ailing Cards, may be obtaim-d at
TI.MKS Ufiiee.
BUY

SOME

GOOD

SAUSAGE,

MADE

fresh every day, for 15<; per pound, at
tlie new grocery store on High Street,
Anderson Pros. Tel. 91 or 91
4Stf
FOR S A L E — S I X
.- leds,
We

1 set

NEW

LONG

In 111sIe(1

for

m\ i t e inspect inn.

ITido water.
FOR

POTATO

Mai n

Ge,.

K.

r ead,

DKi dsot i .

,\|e.

SALE — I

l.a*

HAVE

1500 P O U N D S

OF

I l.i rd u a 11 pl.c-’.r p if .
also enough
. a h iii e 11 . tiid.il ;i Inm-’e. A geod trade
!'•>r ■"i:;e.,!,.e
i 'all 7! -2 .J. A . Ski-ban
SALE — I N

! I'M .

CAR

LOAD

LOTS

4

1, de|I\e I'ed III I l.lkhehl

I "!!■ ;'

\ \ i ,' -

llm id -m

,\] . ■

WANTED
CARPENTER W A N T E D

N ot

FOR REPAIR-

Hi m!

1*1*; "in a :: ' ' You ain't nt.o of
ike . v.a it (11’ojis 111*■i r t mils and
as

knock-off

blows,

"IPIIIi'i |||!:l|!i;l!;::l

A N N O U N C E M E N T
WISH !o inform my friends lliai I have pur
chased the business formerly carried on by
Annie Miller, in tin* Mansur Uloek. where I
will carry a complete line of Kmbroidcry
Hoods. Small Wares. Yarns. Stamped Hoods.
Ktc. 1 will make a specialty of tin* Hood
Shepherd Yarns.
My stock of Hhristmas
Novelties is complete.

Mrs. Eunice A . Lyons
.Mansur Uloek

Houlton. Maim*

IliilllM
lililllliiilUH

!!i!llilllii:!!lilli!!llJII|!y!ll!!il!ji|!j|l:!lli!iniillll:ii:l!i!llii

COUPON

YOUR

at

the

S U B S C R IP T IO N S

TO

all papers and magazines through the
TIMES Agency, Club rates on most
publications.

FOR R EN T
FOR R E N T — U P S T A IR S R E N T OF F IV E

rooms and bath on Summer St. Tel.
41o 7 - J

tf45

FOR

R E N T — FOUR

ROOMS

C H R IS T M A S G IF T S OF E M B O S S E D OR

printed Stationery, engraved or print
ed Galling Gards, may be obtained at'
TIMES Olliee.

U P S T A IR S

with hot and cold water on High St.
For particulars phone ill-;,
150pd

EVERY

potted plants, artistically tied special
for Xmas. Try these gifts. At Chad
wicks.
50tf

R IB B O N

Books for any ribbon made
TI.MKS Office. Same price.

ABSOLUTE

FOR

R E N T — N IC E

LARGE

SA L E — I AM

P O S IT IV E L Y

going out of business, goods are all
new, bought by me this fall from New
York. Nora Taber
150

coiivicnet* and double piraKc, on 68 F O R R E N T — O N P A R K A V E . , H O U S E
of six rooms, with modern conveniences
Court street. Import at TI.MKS Office.
Harry R. Burleigh. Tel. 195-W.
t f 43
50tf
WE

ADS

M ISC ELLA N EO U S

G I L L I N ’s M I L -

W ONDERFUL

large black crystal ash trays with gold
bands at Chadwicks for only $2**0 50tf

■■ ' " o n

s

B A R G A IN S

CLASSIFIED

linery I ’arlors, Saturday, 1>er. la, 1923.

hard wood and dry soft wood. Telephone
557-W
26tf

Painting and Paper
Hanging
Telephone 360

___ C L A S S I F I E D ADS

of Osgood.

Pint ll.l-d W

O F F IC E ' EQ U 1P M E N T

FOR W I N T E R

STORAGE

with steam heat and all conveniences. 1 of >'our battery is ready. Batteries
In Frisbie block. Rent reasonable. |
f,; r and d^ v e re d by Harry A
Apply G. W. Richards. T el. 259.
40tf ,
1 a b e r’ r e l ’ 361‘ 'vv
449
FOR

ONLY,

YOU CAN BUY FR ESH G R O U N D H A M -

good comfortable rooms, every con
venience, and only 2 minutes walk
from square. Apply to C. G. I,unt,
TI.MKS Office.

R E N T — TO

GENTLEMEN

burg Steak for 15c a pound, at the new
grocery store on High Street. Ander
son Bros. Tel. 91 or 92.
tf
H O U B IG A N T T O IL E T

FOR

R E N T — TO

R E S P O N S IB L E

PAR-

tics until May 1st, a 7 room house
completely furnished, every convienco
and good location.
For
particulars,
write Pox no. 715, Houlton, Me.
249

LOST AND
WHO

FOUND

LOST AN A U T O M O B IL E

ELMER

owner can have same by
calling at TIME'S office and paying fur
this ad.
N IG H T

BETWEEN

BOOK

NO ,

16916

IS S U E D

IS

S T IL L

colts broken, horses trained and de
veloped, till mirses to receive my per
sonal attention. R. W. Burrill, Houl
ton Driving Culb Stable, Houlton, Me.

150

BY

the Houlton Savings Hank is reported
lost, and this notice is given, as re
quired by law, that a duplicate book
may be issued.
L. (>. Kudwig, Treas.
249

IF YOU L IK E TO T R A D E A T A S T O R E

where they make it a point to see that
every customer is treated courteously
and is completely satisfied, call A n 
derson Pros., The Xew Grocery Store,
on High St. Tel. 91 or 93
50tf

WANTED
WANTED —A

SEE

CAPAE3I L E
GIRL
g e n e r a l l i ons, ' w o r k .
App l y M r s .
I 'OW i rs. 12 H igh St..

FOR
K. 11.

50tf

THE

B E A U T IF U L

CRYSTAL

Buy the Biano for Christmas that you have been
thinking about for a long time. To ehoose from we
have the Conover, I vers & Pond, Estey, McPhail,
Kingsbury, Wellington. Come in now and make your
selection
The Victrola amlEdison will be hard to get near
Christmas—On these' we would advise you to

Shop Early

White’s Lunch Room— Court Street

Lunch Counter as usual for Ladies and Gentlemen

Mrs. Kate Campbell
Houlton, Maine

Astle

Music

Company

Houlton, Maine
----------------- ------ The House of Quality------------------------

IN

five colors with encrusted gold band
design, mayonnaise set, console set,
sandwich, divided sweet meat boxes,
baskets, candle sticks and etc., black
blue, helio, yellow.
Chadwick florist,
High St.
50tf

W A N T E D —100 A U T O M O B I I L E O W N E R S
t o s t o r e ■ the i r cars in our fireproof
garage.
L. K. I n g r ; t ha f n, Autounobile
H o w , 11;ii ng o p St.
bS N E W F A L L C O A T I N G S — 56 I N . P O L O
Tan, Blue, Brown $2.00 yd.; 56 in.
W A N T E D — A PIANO TO
RENT
FOR
Brown with green overplaid $2.50 yd.;
the winter months,
to be used in
56 in. Brow Mix Plaidback at $2.10 yd.;
tin- Methodist, parsonage, Houlton Me.
56 in. Mens shirting, khaki and gray
Call Key. A, H. I.Uir, Tel. 296-.)
2 1975o yd.
Free samples and circular.
Gordon Co., Dexter, Maine
38
H O S P I T A L O F 75 B E D S , S P E C I A L I Z ing in surgery and obstetrics, with a
i.eilicul
a tli 1ia tion. wants
ima lt hy, S A V E
P A Y IN G
R EN T—OWN
YOUR
earn. - !, ambit ions, educated girls to own home. This is a bargain for a inan
eider its training school; this instituwho has a little money to invest. A
t’ ' . 11 i- I'eengtiized by tlie American
lot 9 rods long on a fine street, 6 roils
<'.illege ,,t' Surgeons and has an ac
(l. cp. bouse in good condition, suitable
credited Training School.
Xew class
for two families. I.ive in one renting
w id start
.Ian.
1, 1!*21. A pply
to
for
per month, rent one for $2® or
Sn pennt endeiit i.f
Training
School,
\ ice versa, the property can be bough*,
Mart Private IMspita!.
55 Moreland
for $?, pit*. Call at TI.MKS Ofiice. no
St., lWhury. Mas-.
r.**
brokers, for information.

arc

S e e d Potatoes
Gret;n Mountains from Estabrooks Stock &
-------------Certificate of Field Inspection--------------

Wilson Patterson & Gifford, Ltd.
St. John, N. B.

44#;

Perth, N. B.

Cristhmas
Slippers
Men, W o m e n a n d
Children

Make this a Musical
Christma s

THE

T R A N S IE N T A N D B O A R D IN G S T A B L E

./. A. Prouim's store, Main St., and the
post ofiice or near AYoolwortbs a ten
dollar bill . Finder please return to
Mabel Gyr, Madigan Hospital.
l.'Opd
BANK

J. C U R R I E R

Watkins dealer for Houlton, and all
orders will bo promptly attended to.
('till at the Fairview Grocery, or Tel.
596 -M
50tf

CRANK

o n Main St?

LOST— TU E S D AY

P R E P A R A T IO N S

will be fine gift for Christmas. Com
plete stock of sachet, talcum, compacts
toilet water and perfume, at Jameson
and Co.’s, "Women's Wear Shop on
Court Street over TIMES Office. 49tf

for

With a full line of Home Cooked Meats, Fowl, Bread
and. Pastry, Beans and Brown Bread a Specialty for
-------------------------- every S atu rday--------------------------

il.iliumwHd.. -‘idA

’

FOR

---------- Ill the building formerly occupied by ---------

Court Street

CLASSIFIED ADS

ATTENTIO N

W e have a few of the Corinna strain Maine Cer
tified Green Mountain potatoes. As fine pota
toes as grown in Aroostook County.
G E T IN T O U C H W IT H US.
Mars Hill, Maine

or hope to receive are
Fuller Brushes: Hair
brush. F l esh brush, Ma
nicure brush, Clothes
brush/or any one o£
the many

rupt.

forenoon, at which time tlie said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
' B'ustee, examine the bankrupt and trails...
,
act such other business as may properly
entit.v, je t the fact .>100 growers had oome before said meeting,
signed five year binding contracts
Dated at ibmiem .\ov. mil. : a .

FARMERS

T h e fin est Xm as
g ifts an y w om an
could g iv e —

y®u have anything to sell or want anything, these columns of advertising will give you
results at a low cost. Call or phone your needs and the TIMES will serve you. Call 210

IF

All kinds, Felt and Moc
casins, Slippers. Nothing
better for a present, al
ways appreciated.
W e have an exceptional
large stock. A pair of high
Overshoes would make an
excellent present.
Better get them now while
you can.
HimiiiiiMiiiiiimmiMiiMimiiiiimiBiiiimiiniiBH

Palm ers Shoe Store

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 192:

RADIO PROGRAM
Westinghouse Radio Sta tion
Springfield, Mass.

AroundtheTown

337

Meters— 890
T hu rs da y ,

WBZ

Kilocycles

Dec.

13th

PAGE SEVEN

green men entirely. With the excepEXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT
REPORT OF SCHOOL
I tion of one substitute, Adams, the
NOT NECESSARY TO
NURSING FOR
State Championship team of last year
PRODUCE GOOD MILK has been broken up by graduation.
DECEMBER 1923
Clean, wholesome milk with a low

However, lie has eleven men out and No. of schools visited
8
bacteria count can be produced at
11.55 Arlington Time Signals; Weather
is
working them hard and may de No. of grades visited
28
little
extra
cost
and
work,
says
For
Reports; Boston and Springfield
Herbert Larson of New' Sweden was
‘ That Masquerade” a home talent
Market Reports
rest A. Barbour, State Dairy Inspec velop somethng later in the season. No. of pupils inspected
1,044
a
business
caller
in
town
last
Thurs
play at the Temple, Jan. 16th.
tor. It is not necessary to install high Among the men who are out for the No. notices sent to parents
I M.
431
7.30 Twilight Tales for the Kiddies priced equipment and build a model
Mrs. Herschel Shaw returned last day.
team this year are:
Adams, Robin No. health talks given
Better from tie
Xew
England
Olin
L
Berry
who
was
operated
on
week from a two weeks visit in New
barn to be able to produce milk as
1lomestead
son, Roach, Wilkins, Berrie, Briggs No. sanitary inspections
last Thursday at the Aroostook hospi
16
pure as water supply. Good milk I
* York and Boston.
tal for appendicitis is getting along 8.mi Concert by Ruth Avery Ray. vio can he made in the average barn by Reed, Manuel, Jewell, Byron and Col No. telephone calls concerning
Mrs. P C Newbegin and daughter
linist;
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Nlms
lins.
pupils
73
Hoover, pianist and accompanist using good methods.
Ellen left this morning for Bangor nicely.
The
High
School
squad
of
ten
men
No.
visits to investigate absentees 15
Piano
solo.
Mrs.
Cary
McKinney
and
young
son
Methods
mean
more
in
milk
pro
for a couple of days.
28
of Woodstock and Miss
Eleanor 0.00 Bedtime story for grown-ups by duction than any amount of equip-; have been getting in some stiff prac No. home visits
Mr. and Mrs. W B Roben are re
tice for the past ten days and Coach No. miscellaneous visits
Orison S. Maiden
54
Whiteside of Presque Isle visited Mrs.
ment. If a dairyman uses
good j
ceiving congratulations on the birth
Guiney announces that he has some No. children accompanied to physi
Arlington Time Signals
W illard Hovey at her home on the j
methods he cannot help but obtain a j
of a daughter, born Wednesday Dec.
comers in his string. He will start
cians
15
(Eastern Standard Time)
county road a few days last week.
good
product. Poor methods cannot!
5th.
three last year men in Thursday’s No. children accompanied to denMiss Belle Hinds, school nurse left j
F rid a y , Dec. 14th
make good milk with the aid of all the 1
Mrs. Moses Burpee went to Pres
game, Thompson, Good and Shaw,
tists
20
last Friday for Boston where she w i ll1A. M.
equipment that can be obtained. If a
que Isle Monday to represent the
with W. Putnam and either Goodall No. children accompanied to hospi11.55 Arlington Time Signals; Weather
do a week of school work in the public !
dairyman has a hooded pail, he can
Reports; Boston and Springfield
Houlton Woman's Club at the Pierian
or Faulkner to finish out the lineup.
tals
5
schools of that city and will then r e keep out considerable dirt and con- j
Market
Reports
Putnam is a new man and though he No. dressings done
Club.
182
turn to her home in Portland to P. M
sequontly many bacteria; but if he'
is light is showing considerable speed.
Among the out of town people to
WBZ does not properly sterilize this p a il:
tin
spend her Christmas vacation.
! 6.00 Pinner con •rt by
Adams
is another of the last year men Measles
98
attend the Elks play last week was
Quintette
he cannot expect to obtain good milk. ■
At a meeting recently of the direc- ■
and will, along with Meagher, be us Ringworm
2
Mrs. Leonard McNair of East Milliruck, a drama- Without good methods
7.00 “ From the Main
the hooded !
tors of the No. Maine Fair Assn. Na- j
ed in the first team, Clough, Peabody Scabies
3
Vouth's
tized story fr i the
nocket.
pail, or other equipment, which en- j
than F. Perry was elected President
(
’ompanion
and
Scott
are
also
considered
as
Impetigo
28
Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Lewl^y of Milof the Association to take the place . 7.3o Twilight Tales for the Kiddies hances the production of a clean ! promising material in the second Pediculosis
50
linocket arrived Monday for a visit
of J Frank Guiou who has tendered
Current Book Review by R. A. product, is useless.
string of players.
Enlarged tonsils
380
with Mrs. Lewin's mother, Mrs Isa
MacDonald of the Pourt Square
Modern equipment helps greatly in
his resignation
Harvey McGlauflin,
Neither High School nor Ricker Defective teeth
815
Wakefield.
Book Store
the
production of a better product [
who was elected secretary at the an
have completed any schedule at pres Dental improvements
145
Farmers'
Period—“The
Red
Plov
Mrs. Clarence W ass left Monday for nual meeting, having declined to ac
when properly used. Such devices as j
er Situation," by John R. Dick
ent, hut the High School manager Class in Home Hygiene three times
Ashland to spend the Christmas holi cept, Ora Donaldson wras elected at j
cotton-pad j
inson, Manager Seed Department the smal-top pail, the
plans to have a game every Friday
per week.
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the meeting of the directors to fill
of the Eastern States Farmers’ strainer, the aerator, or cooler, the I
night
if
possible,
and
they
are
trying
Milk
Lunch in first three grades.
Exchange
Arthur Walker.
manure carrier and stanchions are *
that office.— Star Herald
!
to arrange for a game here on Christ Total number of children,
308
!'.r>5 Arlington Time Signals
designed to save work and help to i
Hugh Burns Jr., who has been em
mas night.
Number taking the milk,
266
11.00
Program of Chamber Music by the
make the production of good milk
ployed in Bangor and Lewiston during
W BZ Quintette; and William S.
But. the product containing
the summer months returned home
Tilton, baritone, Mrs, Ruhv Til easier.
Next Sunday, Dec., 16, Rev. George
ton Kingsley, accompanist, of the little sediment and a low bacteria I
Thursday morning.
.................... IBBBBIBBBBHHBBM H W
S. Cooke pastor will preach on the
Springfield Conservatory of Music count can he obtained without these
Friends of Mrs. Frank Dunn who
(Eastern Standard Time)
subject: “ The Spiritual Fore-runners
labor saving devices.
was recently operated on in a Boston
and Heritage of Jesus.”
By observing the few principles
Saturday,
Dec.
15th
hospital will be glad to know* that she
A. M.
governing the life of bacteria and how
is improving rapidly.
11.55 A r l i n g t o n T i m e Si gnal s ; W e a t h e r
they grow and using effective methods
Re p o r t s ; Bo s t o n and Spr i ngf i el d
• “This is your’s to keep.”— At the
to
light them, the dairyman can, with
Made in Houlton— of the
M a r k e t Re p o r t s
Temple Theatre Friday, Dec. 14th.
A f t e r a ll
little equipment, produce the best
M
best Havana Filler
‘Mine to Keep”— a Ben Wilson Pro
'n
oth
in g satisfies lik e '
.ml 1 >inner
concer t
by
I lie
1lotel milk that can hv obtained.
The best
Sumatra W rapper
a good c i g a r ^ ^
duction. Don’t miss it.
Kimball Trio
direct.
from
the
friend a dairyman, who wants to
The annual meeting of the auxiliary
Ho t e l K i m b a l l d i n i n g r o o m; Jan
Try one and be convinced
Mrs. P S Berrie who was oper
is the
(Jeorts,
v i ol i ni s t
and
d i r e c t o r ; produce good milk, can have
was held Monday evening in the new
ated upon in a Boston hospital last
A n g e l a C o d a r d L o n e r g a n , cellist; knowledge of clean produet ion, rapid
headquarters with a very large atten
Chas. Cullison, Manufacturer, Houlton, Maine
Thursday morning is reported today
P aul L a w r e n c e , pi ani st.
cooling and thorough sterilization.
dance.
A. .M.

21

j

j

J

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH

liSmoke a Justus)

ANNUAL MEETING
OF AMERICAN
LEGION AUXILIARY

as being very comfortable.

The reports from different brandies

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Fogg w’ho show that the organization is in ex
have been in New York state during cellent condition.
the past ten days visiting friends will
The following officers were elected;
return to Houlton Thursday.
Pres.
Cora M. Putnam
Friends of Henry Helms, Charles Vice Pres.
Mrs. Carrie Perry
St. one of the veteran public car Sec.
Mrs. Annie Barnes
drivers will be sorry to learn that he Treas.
Mrs. June Dunn
Is confined to his home by illness.
Executive committee: Mrs. Geo. B.
The Committee of the Congrega Dunn, Mrs. H. B. Cleaves, and Mrs.
tional church will make the annual Howard Lunt
Every Member Canvass for 1924 next
Sunday afternoon between 2.30 and
CLUB
5.00

HOULTON WOMAN’S

7. R1*

Twilight Tales
f or
t he
Kiddies
• ' Wh a t the D e c e m b e r E l e c t i o n s in
E n g l a n d M a y M e a n to A g r i c u l 
ture and to Busi ness in the E n i t ed S t a t e s , ' 1 w i t h f a m i l i a r tal ks
Nothing much has boon hoard about,
upon o t h e r n e w p ha se s o f f a r m 
basketball so far this fall and winter
i ng thi s w i n t e r b y H e r b e r t M y riek, E d i t o r
Farm
and
H o m e hut the High and Ricker teams are at
" E a s t M i n u t e C h r i s t m a s S u g g e s  if nevertheless. The season will open
tions f or Fo l k s in C o u n t r y
and
this week with Ricker playing the
T o w n , ' ' b y Mrs. M a r y
R.
Rey
lead-off game with Danforth High to
nolds,
J louse!i dd
Editor
farm
night. On Friday night the High
and Home
..an Co n c e r t b y M a l w i l o E. i ’. ra>
»n- School will play t h e i r first game with
t r al t o; Mrs. Bur t o n
R.
Millinocket. High.
accompani st.
Coach Cant or
of
Kicker,
has
.mi B e d t i m e s t o r y fur gr. . wn
g l o o my outlook
at
p 1 ■ s,■nt
as no
< n isim S. Mard' -n
A r l i n g t o n T i m e Si gnal s
squad will have to he
picked
from
i Eas t e r n S t a nd a r d T i m. i

BASKETBALL SEASON OPENS

The Houlton Woman's Club on Mon
Mrs. Frank Jordan of Caribou who day, Dec. 10th was wonderfully enter
has been visiting with Mr. and Mrs. tained by Mrs. Stella White who gave
Shirley Benn in Hodgdon, left Monday the story of her motor trip from Houl
night for Michigan where she will ton to Los Angeles, California and re
AARON P. KINNEY
spend the winter.
turn. Full of anecdote and descrip-’, Dee. In. Aar on U. Ki nney,
Do not forget the first two basket tion and told delightfully, with many war veteran, died at the home
ball games of the season. One tonight humorous touches, it was
enjoyed son, Ha r r y Ki nney, west Main
between Ricker and Danforth High, exceedingly hv each member present. Me r r i mae , Mass., Sunday
f orenoon
the other Thursday night, Houlton
Two solos by Mrs. Daisy Towers ac f ol l o wi ng a bri ef illness. Mr. Ki nney
High vs. Millinocket High.
companied on the piano l>v Mrs. the last one of a fami l y of 12 was
The dance in Society Hall after the Thomas and with violin obligatos by born in Dixmont, Me., Sept. 2'b l v ’,n.
He resided in l i o ul ' o n
l or
many Up to<!. i.- courses in R o o kke o pi ng
Elks play on Friday night was well! Miss McGinley, preceded Mrs. White's
and Accountancy, Shorthand and
years
wher
e
lie
was
a
cont
ract
or
and
attended.
Music was furnished by |talk.
T y p e w r i t i ng , Penmanshi p, etc. that
He has iie.-n a resident of
Lougee’s Orchestra who will give an- > The next meeting will be Dec. .‘list builder.
real l y tit you to fill a good position
Wr i t e, call or phone
addressed by Esther Cloudman Dunn, M e r r i ma e the lost two yeors, liviim
other Friday night this wreek.
O . H . H 0 d g i n s, Prim,
Houlton,
Me.
with
his
son.
Ph.
D.
London,
Assistant
Professor
Tuesday, Dec. 11th brought the first
He was a veteran of the civil war.
snow of the season, about 5 inches English, Smith College.

j

falling, enough so that many sleighs 1
were out, and besides the town snow
plows cleared- the sidewalks.

GUILD OF THE MILITARY
STREET BAPTIST CHURCH

se r v i ng f or the duration of the war
with the tit li Mai ne battery and was in
14 battles, i ncluding Gettysburg. T h e
Wi l de r ne s s and Anti ctum.
He
was

The regular monthly supper of the
Holding Sale in Church vestry, Dec. 14 s e v e r e l y wounded several times.
Meduxnekeag Club will be held at the
Oh— Christmas shoppers e v e r y wh e r e .
He was a me mb e r of Kussell Post,
club house Thursday Dec. 13th. This
Just stop ami take a look,
(i. A. R., of Houlton, and Mari ners
is the final supper of the year and a I
L o d g e of Masons.
l i e was also
a
We've fancy work of every kind
large attendance is expected.
|

j

You ever saw in hooks.

Mrs. E B Cornelison of Woodstock !
N. B. has been in Houlton sev eral, W e ’ve luncheon cloths, and napkins,
days visiting friends before leaving
too,
for Raleigh, N. C., where she will j And doiles not a few
spend the winter with her daughter. |And pillow slips and night gowns, of
The members and parish of t h e 1
almost every hue.
Congregational church are invited to We have towels too of every kind
a reception Friday evening, from 8 You’ll see them on the limn
to 10 o'clock in the church vestry in ■
honor of Rev. and Mrs. David L Yale. And aprons large and aprons small

me mb e r of the
Baptist
church of
Houlton, and very acti ve in its work,
s er vi ng as chori ster for a number of
years.
He also taught, music.

Mr. K i n n e y is survi ved by his wi fe
and one son Harry, of .Merrimae. and
a stepdaughter, Mrs. Ik I-'. Townsend
of Portland.

M tiiiiiiH M iiiim n li 1ii iii ii ii m i mi 1iitiitim 111111 m u 1m n 1111m in

Roland G Findlay who has
been There are more than ninety nine,
taking a Course in Linotype mechan-! W e hope you don't forget the date
ics and operation in Boston at a Gov- Please come before it is too late,
eminent vocational school, has com -'
-------------------

pleted

his work
Saturday.

and

returned

Kandy Kitchen
& Luncheonette

For Sale
A g<'Od IKi y i 1 1 g and well patroinized
Kandy Kit r bin a nd I..line! heoneti! for
sale nt a p -asona!b- pri re. Thi s i•etail
and w holrs ab- g oing bus iness must
bn sol, 1 by Chris t mas.
K ent $3 5 a
mont !i.
Fix t lirrs and StOr k woul d be
sold if purr baser
w i s bed.
Hur
act
quirk. Mod, •rn K a ndy K i i rile]], Fort
Fairfir] d. M,
24 8

We find the cigar a good sel
ler and a well made cigar
J. E. Robinson & Son

Am having a steady call for
tin1 JUSTUS cigar

We have no hesitation in say
ing that this is a good and
free smokng cigar.
O. F. French & Son

Geo. It. Averv

fill JI li II Mil II N llllllllllllf l lllllll M IItlllllllK lllillf lintltf IIIM IIIIIIIIIIIin tllllftlH III I llllllt llllllM llllllim illM t llllll IlllfPllJlf lllllfllllin if fllfllllltlM lllflflJIIIIIIIIIIItlftlltflllllill

69 Main Street,

Houlton, Me.

• us •

Gould’s
Sho e Store

' S to V
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Practical Gifts for the Entire
Family
---------W e have made special efforts to
have a complete line of Bedroom Slip
pers that not only would make a pretty
gift but would be Serviceable as well.
Our Bedroom Slippers are made
of the very best of material and we are
sure the assortment is the largest you
can find anywhere.
Men’s Brown Kid Everett Chrome Sole
$1.79
“
Black
“
“
“
“
$1.79
“
Grey Felt Slippers
“
“
98c
Boy’s Navy Blue Slippers Chrome Sole sizes 2 to 6 $1.15
“
Grey Slippers Chrome Sole
“
“
“

FLOWERS OUT OF SEASON

home

Only 10 shopping days left until
Christmas, have you selected the gift
that you intend to give. Houlton mer
chants were never better prepared
■fith fine stocks of goods to satisfy
your needs.

READ THIS!

They are meeting with a
good sale and we recommend
them.
Leighton & Feeley

Eddie Barker son of John Barker
who live at the home of Mrs. Maine
Chase, River St., on Wednesday, Dec.
6th picked from a flower bed near the
house a handful of pansies in full
bloom.
1Mrs. Charles Shaw of Sunnyside St.
[ sent in to this office Thursday a small
; bouquet of Stock which she picked
( rom her gar(iell on Dec. 7th besides
i the blossoms there were also manv
|)U(jH I)artlv opened.

Women’s Felt Bedroom Slippers Chrome Sole, Ribbon
Trimmed and Pom Pom
CO LOR S

Home of the
There will be a food sale at HallettMcKeen s on Friday afternoon at one
o clock, the proceeds to go for the
Christmas celebration for children
Form erly $4.00
by the State Board of Childrens
Guardians.
The death of James White occurred
at the Town Farm Sunday while in
bis eighty seventh year.
The ser | A meeting of the Burleigh ( lass of
Bet t e r
vices were held Tuesday afternoon the Congregational church was held
B a k e d
and burial was at the Evergreen Friday evening, Dec. 7th in the church
B r e a d
1parlor.
Cemetery.
2 2 O u n c e s 10
Regular business and work for the
The death of Mrs. Helen Boutot
age 68 occurred at the Town Farm j Sunday school Christmas tree* or- in m 1111h fu 1111111<r11111111111111 m m 111m 1111111 m i m11m 11m 11u ti 111m u 111m i h 1111
Also Remember
§
here Monday of this week. Funeral ' cupied the greater part of the even- - 1
| The Best 35c Dinner in Houlton |
services were held this morning from ing.
After the work the members wen- 1 Open from 6 in the morning till f
St. Mary’s Church the Rev. P. M.
invited to the dining room where re I
Midnight
|
Silke officiating.
Close Sunday evening at 8.00
|
Capt. T P Packard, Capt. J G freshments were served by the fol-' |
Mrs. Dyer, Mrs.; ~| 11m NH11ti 11n 11111n n 111111III in 1111111I rm 1111it n 111m NIM11111n I n I m 11m n IH m Mu?.
Potter and the Lieuts. W A Cowan, lowng hostesses:
15 S Barton and W H Jenkins of the Mishou, Mrs. Atchison and Mrs. Me- j tl1IIMt1tn m illM lllttlltllim M tlltllllttttlllltlM l|IIIIM 1tlMllltM1llltlttllltlM IMI1lttllllll
in
i
local battery were in Presque Isle Glnley.
-over Sunday attending the School of
Instruction being held there for the
w w vw vw w u w vw .
National Guard officers.
Fred Tarbell, Washburn street, nar
A T U R D A Y , DECEM BER TH E FIFTEENTH
rowly escaped a serious accident Houlton Firemen to give Annual Ball
Following a custom of long stand
while driving his car up the slanting
per pound
FIG FUDGE,
approach of the Highland bridge, ing, the Houlton Firemen will hold
Tuesday. A s he neared the bridge their annual dancing party, on W ed
bis car s k iv e d on the snow and be nesday evening Dec. 31st to which the
Do your Christmas Buying early — ‘Foss and
fore It coulq be stopped ran across to public is invited. The committee of
Apollo Christmas Boxes— Our own make Ribbon
the left andjlnto the rail, the left front arrangements have secured Hulten’s
wheel dropping over the edge of the orchestra so that all may be assured
Candy, Peanut Brittle and Hard Candies
first class dance music, as In the
bridge. Thjp Iron railing and ‘ lamp
post were bkdly broken and bent, but past these dances have been conduct
w ere of suf|clent strength to prevent ed in the best possible order, so we
the car froIjnUaking the twenty five may exp^ft that this year’s dance will
be
the same high order.
foot drop.
W W W V W W W W W W W W W V W W W V ^W W W W W W W W

BURLEIGH CLASS MEETING

Kaywoodie Pipes
N ow $3.25

Bugbee’s

WILL DANCE THE
OLD YEAR OUT

s

Cents

M IL L A R ’S

23c.

of

“ The Home of Good Candy ”

of

Coral
Purple
El Grey
Brown
Wine
Sapphire
Rose
Azure
Heliotrope
Baby Blue

These come in straight colors
and also combination colors to
match.

98

Usually Sell For $1.25 to $1.50
Misses’ Astrachan Fur Trimmed Bootee sizes 12 to 2 $1.15
Childs’
“
“
“
“
“ 8 1- t o l l 1- 98c
Infants’
“
“
“
“
“
5 to 8
89c
Colors Sapphire and Red, all sizes in each
Misses’ Felt Moccasin Chrome Sole sizes 12 to 2
95c
Childs’ “
“
“
“
“ 8 Vi to 11 1 2 89c
Infants’ “
“
“
“
“ 5 to 8 and 1 to 6
59c and 69c
Colors Sapphire, Red and Brown, all sizes in each

Do your shopping early while the as
sortment of colors and sizes
are complete
W e exchange or refund your money if purchase ife not
-----:------------------------- satisfactory — .................
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News

From

Island

Falls

and

Patten

i ____- ......... hi........................... -............ ;.................................................................... ........................... ...................... ......... .
The boys’ and girls’ basketball
■Cl A l i n C A I I C
the hone was set and the afflicted
IS L A lils f A L I jw
member put in a east. It is needless teams of Patten Academy are practic
ing for the first game of the season on
Geo Dow was a business visitor in to say that his injuries are exceeding
Friday evening, when they will play
ly
painful
and
uncomfortable.
The
Brownville this week.
in the Town hall against visiting
Smyrna
Mills
team
won
the
game.
Mr. and Mrs. G A Young motored to
Rev. T B Hatt of this town has one teams from Smyrna Mills.
Bridgewater Sunday Dee. 2.
Ralph Emerson was a business of the earliest newspapers in the
Dr. and Mrs. G L S Jameson of
visitor in Bangor and Boston this State. The paper is the Kennebec Philadelphia and St. David’s, Pa.,
Gazette and was published by Peter came to Patten and spent Thanksgiv
w6ek«
Wm. Hews of Ashland was a visit Edes in Augusta, District of Maine, ing at Sebois Bridge ( ’amps which
or at J. H. Lurvey’s one day this State of Massachusetts, Feb. 2(i. ISOS. are now' owned by a club of which Dr.
The paper consisted of four leaves Jameson is a member.
W6@k•
Mr. and Mrs. John Roach are spend each leaf about 11x17 inches. Mr.
Those who listened to Rev. I H Liding a few days with relatives in lo it Hatt in order to preserve the paper stone’s lecture on Mexico last Sun
has
had
it
framed
under
double
glass
Fairfield.
TT
day evening an* looking forward to
Mrs. Aubyno McGivnev of Hersej so that the entire contents of the
next Sunday evening when he will
was a visitor at Mrs. Fred W alker’s paper may be read.. The print, is
speak on Porto Rico, using 70 storeoprather
fine
although
very
clear,
but
ituun
iiuvnnuvuih*'
*v
‘
»
*
'
*v
"
*
*
....
.
..
.
, ,.
i ,.
,. *
one day last week.
Mrs. Nathaniel Clark and young son rather confusing to the readers of to-] tican views relative to Ins subject.
Why go to Florida when we have
John Douglas have returned from the day as all the s’s are written tin
same as our f ’s. Among the legisla such wonderful weather in Maine as
Aroostook hospital.
Mrs. Edna Edwards will have em tive news is <m article by Thomas we have had recently? Several cows
ployment in the store of M D Estes Jefferson. The lottery which was were turned out to graze last week, a
common in those days received con party of young ladies had an out-doors
during the holiday rush.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo Dow have moved siderable attention as did the adver picnic on Sunday, and Mrs. C E Cobb
into town for the winter and are oc tising of rum and other ardent spirits. reports new leaves opening up on her
The regular meeting of the Pine lilac bush.
cupying rooms at G A Young s
Miss Marion Bliss has gone to Cari Needle Club met Tuesday afternoon,
J Frank Price* will soon open a
bou where she has accepted a posi Dec. 4 with Mrs. Laura Scribner and grocery in the building formerly used
there
were
fifteen
ladies
in
attendance
tion in the office of the Potato Grow
In the absence of the president, Mrs. as a bakery by H M White. This be
ers Exchange.
longs to Dr. E J Farnham estate and
Mr. and Mrs. M W Leslie, Miss Mary Drew presided at. the meeting.
has been closed over a vear After
Mary Saunders, Misses Amber and The program w’as in charge of Miss
thoroughly cleaned and renovat
Lucille Anderson and Grace Braun Agnes Franks and Mrs. Rena Daggett. |
ed, Mr. Price intends putting in a full
spent Thanksgiving with friends in Miss Franks took up the Life and !
Works of Louise M. Alcott and Mrs. line of groceries, moats and home
Patten.
cooking.
The stores of the village are begin Daggett gave a very interesting re
A box of fifty books has been receiv
ning to assume holiday aspects and view of Little Women, one of Miss
preparations are being made in the ALeott’s most popular books. At the ed at the Reading Room from the
churches for Christmas trees and con- close of the program the hostess State Library and are ready for dis
served delicious refreshments
of tribution. The ladies having charge
certs.
The Baptist church will observe the chicken and celery salad, hot rolls, of the room once more remind their
going out of the Old Year with a olives, assorted cake and coffee1. The friends that all gifts of books suitable
watch meeting and the first full week members of the club were glad to for the Reading Room are gratefully
in January will be observed by this have with them at this meeting. Mrs. received, also, that many first-class
Myra Emerson who has been confin magazines have accumulated and may
church as week of prayer.
Wm. St. John has secured the ser ed to her home by sickness for sever bo had for the asking as the shelf
room is needl'd.
vice of C W Davenport of Houlton, a al months.

Mr. and Mrs. T S Robinson are at
tending State Grange in Lewiston
this week.
Mr A Hamilton and wife have gone
to Derby when1 Mr.
Hamilton ex
pects employment.
Mamie Hussey returned from Bos
ton recently and was accompanied by
her daughter, Mrs. Clara Davis.
We had our first snow Wednesday
Dec. nth which only lasted a few
hours followed by a heavy rain.
Ray Hamilton returned from the
Aroostook hospital, Houlton last week
where he underwent a surgical opera
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. II A MeLellan of
Island Falls were in town Friday to
attend the Bazaar and entertainment
in the evening.
Ray Courier of Pittsfield, who has
hern visiting at tin* home of Mr. and
Mrs. E (' Young returned to his home
Wednesday by auto.
Mrs. C F Robinson and grandchild,
Joan Horsey left. Saturday night for
Boston. Mrs. Robinson will remain in
Boston for several weeks.
Mrs. M J Hamilton and two chil
dren of Derby have returned to their
home accompanied by Mrs. Annie Gallison who will remain for a week with
her daughter.
The annual meeting of Golden
Sheaf Grange was held in the Grange
hall Thursday night. The following
officers were elected for the ensuing
year: T S Robinson, M \Y; E C Young
Overseer: Rose Morgan, Lee.; Owen
Grant, Steward: Wm. Jordan, A S;
Frederick Parker, Chap.: Lucy Mit
chell, Treasurer; Natalie Porter, Sec
retary; Irving Patterson, G. K . ; Ermina Robinson, Ceres; Grace Patter
son, Pom.; Thankful Bryant, Flora;
Eleanor Clark. L. A. S.; Finance Com
mittee, E W Rand, Maurice Jackman,
Orlando Patterson; Executive Com.,

A lw ays

Ray Patterson, D M Caldwell, Frank
Couroy. The other committees will
be appointed and announced later.
The Church Bazaar held Friday,
Dec. 7th was a success in every way.
The different booths were decorated
in two colors of crepe paper, each
committee trying to decorate his oi
lier booth more attractive than he
other. Therefore
the
decorations
were all and more than was antici
pated. Special attention was called
to the manual training booth which
was composed of the handiwork of
Mr. Parker’s and Mr. Adam’s class of
boys.
table brought $24.80 The
proceeds from the kitchen dept, was
$7.30; Emily Crockett’s class (hand
kerchiefs), $6.15; Marie Robinson’s
( lass (dolls clothes etc.) $2.96; Apron
table, $12.80; fancy work, $22.00;
cake, sandwiches and coffee, $25.60;
Bessie Estv for the cradle roll, $3.50;
Annie Esty’s (lass (pop corn), $5.50;
Ida Joy’s class (candy, salads, cold
drinks etc.., $25.73. The proceeds
will net over $15n.
The Following program was given:
Dialogue, ( hristmas in Mother Gooseville
Mother Goose
Mildred James
Jack and Jill
Robert and Nina Mott
Hoy Blue
Robert Parker
Bo-Peep
Barbara Curtis
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N
D IS C H A R G E

FOR

In tlie matter of
]
Arthur A. Williams
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
To the Hun. John A. Peters, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
t he District of Maine.
AR TH UR A W ILLIAM S of Caribou
In tie**
County
of
Aroostook,
anti
State of Maine, in said District, respect
fully represents that on the 10th day of
<)ctolier, last past, he was duly adjudg
ed bankrupt under the aets of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly
surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and lias fully complied with
all the requirements of said Aets and of
the orders of Court touching his bank
ruptcy.
W h ere fo re , He prays that lie mav he
(hc-reed by tile Court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy aets,
except such debts as are excepted by law
from such discharge*.
Dated this 10th day of November, A I>

Humpty
Sky Sweeper
Mistress Mary
Jack Horner
Miss Muffett

Everett Rowers
Monda Ellison
Myra Gosnell
Carl James
Beryl Lawler

(Continued on page 5)

C O L L E C T O R ’S N O T IC E OF S A L E
OF L A N D OF NON R E S ID E N T
OWNERS
State Of Maine

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the
Town of Merrill, in the County of
Aroostook, for the year 1923,
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
Town of Merrill aforesaid, for (he
year 1923, committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the 30th day
of July, 1923 remain unpaid: and
notice is hereby given that if said
taxes with interest and sharges are
taxes with interest and charges are
not previously paid, so much of the
real estate* taxes as sufficient and
necessary to pay the amount due
therefor,
including
interest
and
charges, will he sold at public auc
tion at High School Building in said
Town, on tlie first Monday in Febru
ary, 1924, at nine o'clock A. M.
Name of Owners
! R. E. Bates
Land bounded on the South
by land of G. L. Rockwell, on
tbe East by Clark Road so
tilled, on the north by land
of Tarbell Bros., on the west
by land of Powers & Lumbert
said to contain 80 A. more
or less. Value $860
$71.80
R. L. Curtis
Land bounded on the South
by the Moro Road so called,
on the east by land of P. L.
Husties and Powers & Lum
bert, on the north by land ot
Powers & Lumbert, on the
west by land of Walter Splau,
”
said to contain 160 A. more
or less. Value $1160
$95.80
Paul Powers
Land hounded on the south
by land of Mrs. H. A. Gard
ner, on the east by Smyrna
Town Line, on the north by
land of P. H. Tarbell and
John Watson Est., on the
west by the Rockabema Road
so called, said to contain 7 A.
more or less. Value $1200 $99.00
Silas Perkins
Land bounded on the south
by the Dudley Brook Road so
called, on the east, north and
south by land of James Fitz
gerald, said to contain oue
Acre. Value $110
$11.80
John Watson Est.
Land hounded on the north
hv land of P. H. Tarbell, on
the east by land of P. H. Tar
bell, on the south by land of
Ebeneezer Grant, on the west
by land of John Anderson
said to contain 5 A. more or
less, and known as the John
Watson
Starch
Factory.
Value $3800
$307
I)ecembf*r 12. 1923.
Leroy Gardner
Collector of Taxes of
the Town of Merrill

first class barber and now promises
In spite of tin rainy weather there
his patrons that there will be no more
was a good attendance* at the ChristPATTEN
long waits in his shop on Sherman St.
■ 1923.
’
’
nias sale and supper held by the
Over 100 Years of Success
Mr. John Anderson and Miss Mil
A R T H U R A. W I L L I A M S
Mrs. John Dobbins left for Bangor , Ladies’ Aid of tin* M. E. church at the
dred Estabrook, both of this town on the train Thursday afternoon.
Bankrupt.
A Doctor’s Prescription
Town hall on Thursday afternoon.
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N .
were united in marriage Dec. 1 at the
,
The
sale
commenced
at
2.30
o'clock
Miss Ethelyn Moore who teaches at
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
For Internal and External Use
Congregational parsonage by Rev. T
im tliis 8th day of December, A I>., l!i23
and the tallies thinned out quickly.
B Hatt. The single ring service was Sherman Mills spent the week end at
on reading tDo foregoing petition, it is—
There was an unusually line lisplay
home.
Ordered by the Cour t, That a hearing be
used.
Vernon Hall who has been employ , of fancy work and the indispensable
had upon the same on the 18th day of
Paul Crabtree of the firm of Crab
apron
was
there
in
various
styles
and
.January, A. D. 1924, before said Court
tree and McCue was in Bangor this ed in Sanford returned home a few
colors. The following committee's ap
at Bangor in said District, Northern'
week returning home Friday with days ago.
The Gleaners met for study on Mon pointed by tin1 efficient president.
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
twenty six men for tycyflS oclldfizio
and that notice thereof be published in
Mrs. Lucy Lidstom* were* in (barge of
crew. They have now about one hun day evening at the home of Mrs. An
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
The famous old anodyne that is
. the table's: Fancy work, Mrs. Angelnie Brown.
in said District, Northern Division, and
dred men in the woods.
ine Bates, Mrs. Mary Porter, Mrs.
Dr.
M
P
Hanson
and
family
recent
that
all known creditors, and other per
different
from
others.
For
more
Mr. W W Sewall and son Merrill
sons in interest, may appear at tlie said
Eunice Mitchell and Mrs. Delia Car
than a century it has proved it’s mas
have made several trips by canoe to ly motored to Richmond to visit Mrs.
time
and place, and show cause, if any
penter. Aprons:
Miss Annie1 Brad
they have, why the prayer of said peti
their Hook Point camp recently and Hanson’s mother.
tery over Colds, Coughs, Grippe,
ford,
Miss
Jennie
Bradford,
and
Mrs.
Mrs
Taniah
Knowles
recently
enter
tioner should not lie granted.
on Dec. 3 brought up from their gar
Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
And it is f u r t h e r Ordered by the Court,
Candy, Mrs. Ber
den at the camp lettuce fresh and ed the Eastern Maine General hospi Inn Cunningham.
that tile Clerk shall send by mail to all
tha Davis, Mrs. Ellie* Finch and Mrs.
tal for treatment.
Burns, Cuts, etc. The family safe
’ green as in summer time.
known creditors copies of said petition
surprize
Mrs. Addie Finch who has been seri Delia Johnston. Ten-eent
and this order, address to them at their
guard against suffering and serious
Mrs. Joseph W ebber was obliged to
package', Mrs. Verna Woodbury, Mrs.
places of residence as stated.
enter the Madigan hospital where she ously ill with rheumatism, is very
troubles
in
thousands
of
homes
Witness the Honorable John A. Peters.
Nettie
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
Myrtle
much
improved
in
health.
submitted to a serious surgical opera
Judge of the said C ourt, and the seal
throughout the land.
Birmingham.
An
excellent
supper
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lysander
Darling
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi
tion, Thursday, Dec. 5. The reports
sion of said district, on tile 24th day of
All dealers. 25 and GOc.
from her are that she is resting com have returned from Moro and are was served in the dining room from
s io n
of said district, on the 8th day of
5.3U
to
7
o'clock,
with
tile
following
stopping
with
Mrs.
Dora
Grant.
fortable. Her many friends hope for
I leremhor. ,\. I '., 1923.
menu:
Roast
chicken,
mashed
pota
Mrs.
Rachel
Carpenter
who
has
her speedy recovery.
G*. *s’ )
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Despite the pouring rain of Thurs been in poor health for some time toes. turnip, cranberry satire assorted
Deputy Clerk.
cake* and coffe*e.
A t r u i* c o p y o f p e t i t i o n
and order thereon
day, Dec. 4, the sale and supper of suffered an ill turn on Tuesday.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Knowles
returned
Attest;
DA BEL SHEEHAN,
the Congregational Ladies Aid were
Deputy Clerk.
well attended and $206 was realized. home Monday after spending several
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
months
with
friends
in
Boston.
The articles which were not sold may
Whereas, William A.
Ileal
ami
Miss Helen McGraw and Miss Edna
be seen at the home of the president,
Maude Heuil, both of Weston, in the
Arbo
who
are
teaching
in
Millinocket
Mrs. Geneva Emerson.
i County of Aroostook and State of
At the regular meeting of the were at home for Thanksgiving.
1Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C
S
Grindal
were
Masonic order Wednesday, Dec. 5 a
(lie* eleventh day of May, 1911, and
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ansel
Clay
of
picnic supper was enjoyed at six
reworded in the Registry of Deeds
Millinocket
on
Wednesday
and
attend
o'clock, after which the regular lodge
for the Southern District of said Coun
ed
the
dance
that
evening.
was held and all the officers were held
W H McG iry of Houlton was in ty of Aroostook in Book 254, Page
by Past Master of the lodge. There
town
Sunday. Mrs. McGary lias been 221. conveyed to Stella J. Stineliwas a good attendance.
here
several
weeks caring for her lield and Ralph Scribner, tie' under
Kenneth York who is attending the
signed, a certain lot or parcel of land
mother,
Mrs.
Addie Finch.
Boston University and is a member of
Mrs. Cornelia Wiggin entertained situated on both side's of the sothe University band recently accomcalled Houlton and Baring road in the
paied the football team to New Yorkj the Twentieth Century club on Tues ’ said town of "We-don, and bounded on
day
acting
for
Mrs.
Edwina
Fairfield,
where they played the New York U n U
tip' north by He* so-called Bancroft
versity team. About three hundred! who has gone to Florida for the win road and by tip* homestead farm of
went from the Boston university by { ter.
Ernest Boynton, Jr., Edroy Parker one certain Arthur Gilpatrick: on the
boat from Fall Rivor.
|
and Emery Palmer formed one of the e*ast bv the* land of heirs of Ellis Mc
With every nook and corner of this beautiful
Owing to the open condition of the j
successful hunting parties and got Allister. on the south by land former
ground it is impossible for the North- j
their full quota, each bringing home ly of Harriet French, occupied in said
store all purging orth the gladness of the Christ
ern Woodenware Co. to get logs to I
1911 by ( ’arson Kreneh; on the west
two
deer.
their mill here and as a result the
by
land
of
one
certain
I’ratt
McKinAmong the lucky hunters were E M
mas Season we bid you welcome. We heartily
mill will be shut down until the
being the homestead farm of
Sipprelle and Frank McElrop, who on ne'y:
ground freezes. This makes it very
the last day of open season drove into Edwin L. Ileal, father of said William
invite your comments upon our vast displays of
hard for the employees of the mill just
the Coady Farm and returned in a Heal, late of said Weston, deceased,
at the Christmas season.
containing
eighty-five
acres,
more
or
few hours each with a fine deer.
Cifty Things. From Abroad. From Home. Of
Mrs. Bertha Mooney left on the
Stillman Stimpson has gone into j less, with all buildings thereon situ
morning train Friday for Fort Fairthe woods for the winter in the em ated:
comfort. Of cheer. Of prettiness. Of friendli
field where she would attend Recipro
Also oi k ' other lot or parcel of land
ploy of the Merrill Mill Co. and Mrs.
city day, held by the Philomathian
Stimpson is with her parents, Mr. and |situated in said town of Weston,
ness. (Jiffs that will make friends happy
Club of that town going from there to
hounded on the north by the* home
Mrs. John Peavey in bis absence.
Presque Isle, where on Monday, Dec.
stead
farm
of
oi
k
*
certain
Thomas
Word has been received from Mrs.
10, she attended Reciprocity day of
Just a suggestion of the many articles suitable
Clara B Brown and Mrs. Edwina Fair- |Gilpatrick, late* of said Weston. <le
the Pierian Club.
field that they have reached Jackson |( ('used, occupied in said 1911 by one
---------------------- f o r a G i f t ---------------------------Henry Marko of Keene, N. H. was
ville, Fla., where they will remain a certain Ellis Kinney; on tin*- e*ast by
calling on friends in town one day
land
of
Thomas
Howe*
and
land
for
week or two before proceeding to
this week. Mr. Marko formerly liv
merly of Hugh Weatherbee, all being
Tampa.
Watches, Fancy Clocks, Diamonds, Chains and
ed here and he and Mrs. Marko have
formerly of the homestead farm of one*
many friends in this town, who will
Albert S. Springer; on the south by
Pendants, Brooches, Scarf Pins, Cut Class.
be interested to know that at present
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N F O R
land of one certain John C. Heal; and
D
I
S
C
H
A
R
G
E
they are located at Keene, N. H.
Fancy Chna, Hand Painted Pictures, Framed
on the west by land of one eertain Van
In the matter of
!
where they are conducting a candy Gsirfielel
J. Adams
In Ikuiki unt< y I R. Hardin: the lot conveyed being the
Mottoes, Boxed Stationery, White Ivory Toilet
kitchen.
lot commonly called the West t’leaBankrupt '
Mrs. Alice McGouldrick
of Bar To the Hon. John A. lvters. Judge of the ve*s lot, being a part of the same' pre
Articles, Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils.
District Court of the Cnited States for mises conveyed to said Edwin L. Heal
Harbor was in town this week solicit
the District of Maine*.
ing funds for the work among tubercu
and
.Michael
('ondon
by
one
certain
GARFIELD J. ADAMS o f
liodKdon
Cameras, Leather Goods, Umbrellas
lar patients in the County. This is a field in the County of Aroostook, and John Weller by deed dated Sept. 3rd,
most worthy cause and should be re State of Maine, in said District, respect 1870, and recorded
......
in Aroostook
All goods bought of us will be engraved free
sponded to generously. Some of the fully represents that o n the* fe11i day o f 1Gounty Registry of I)ef*<ls at Houlton.
October,
last
past,
lie
was
duly
adjudg
money which has been given in the
in said Gounty, in Vol. 40, Rage 63:
past has come back to our own town ed bankrupt under the acts of Congress
And whereas the said Stella J.
to bankruptcy; that he has duly
and no doubt will in the future if relating
surrendered all his property and rights Stinchfield, by her assignment dated
there is need of it.
of property, and has fully complied with the twentieth day of October. 192.’},
The regular metting of the Wom an’s all the reejuirements of said Arts and of and recorded in said registry in Vol.
Christian Temperance Union was held the orders of Court touching his bank 348. Page 137, assigned to the under
ruptcy
Friday, Dec. 7, with Mrs. Lillian Saw
W h e re fo re , He prays that lie may bo signed all her right, title and interest
yer at which time the baskets were decreed by the Court to have a full dis in and to said mortgage deed, the debt
decorated to be given out Christmas charge from tell debts provable against thereby secured and
the premises
his estate under said bankruptcy acts,
to the aged and sick of the village. except such debts as arc excepted by law therein described; and whereas the
These baskets are filled with fruit and from such discharge.
j?
1
conditions of said mortgage have been
t
%
Dated this 26th day of November. A. I'.
other delicacies and always bring joy
broken and still remain broken:
Jeweler and Optometrist
to the receiver’s heart, Donations to- R»-3.
N o v therefore, by reason of the
GARFIELD J. ADAMS
=
i
i
ward the filling of the baskets will be
Market Square
Bankrupt. breach of conditions thereof I <lain)
Houlton, Maine
gratefully received and may be hand
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N .
ed to Mrs. Lillian Sawyer or Mrs. A l District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
Springfield. Me., I)ee. 6 1923.
On this 8th day of December. A !>., 1923
berta Paul.
Ralph Scribner.
The Sunshine Club met with Mrs. on reading the foregoing petition, it is ■
h
h
m
b
i
By Mayo and Snare
O
rdered
by
the
C
o
u
rt,
That
a
hearing
be
Mary Myrick Wednesday afternoon, had ujeon the* same on the 18th day of •h’>0
his Attoniev
Dec. 6, there were seventeen ladies January, A. D. 1924, before said Court
present. A short program was car at Bangor in said District, Northern
ried out which was followed by games. Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
•‘iimmuiiiiiMitii ’inrtinnninn11111rim1111111mimiiu .... 11ni,imnn,, ..... n;,m
im
ii;iii:iiimimmiiiittniiimiihitiiM iin itn iiti iin ti imiiiitttitii iiM iitiM itiiin tm iiiitim iM iiiiititiiiitiiiiM H tiiiiim iM itttiiii!?iiM M tiiM iitn iiitiim iiiiffifiiiit iiiifitM iiiiiitH tiiiiiiiitiiitit f m tiiiiitiiitiiitn itm frc.
The hostess assisted by Mrs. Alice and that notice thereof he published in
the
Houlton
Times,
a
newspaper
printed
W alker and Mrs. Irma Scheobel serv in said District, Northern Division, and
ed delicious refreshments of creamed that all known creditors, and other per
chicken, hot rolls, assorted cake and sons in interest, may appear at the said
coffee. Two new members were taken time and place, and show cause, if any i
they have, why the prayer of said peti- 1
into the club at this meeting. The tloner should not be granted.
next meeting of the club will be with
A nd It is fu r th e r Ordered by the Court,
Mrs. Lucy Prescott, the first Wednes that the Clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition |
— --------------------- Bangor, Maine
= i
day in January.
and this order, address to them at their
The Island Falls A. A. basket ball places of residence as stated.
1
Long Distance Receiver Completely Installed with Magnavox Loud <M
CA
Witness the Honorable John A. l ’cters.
team went to Smyrna Mills Thursday
of the said Court, and the seal \
night to play the Smyrna Mills team. Judge
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi- '
Speaker— Works on Dry C e l l s .........................................................
Paul Thorn a junior in high school slon of said district, on the 8th day of ;
went Us one of the team from here December, A. D., 1923.
Be*n Franklin Phones, 3000 ohms..............
$3.98
and during the game he was unfortun
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
j
Fischer Couplers .......................................
2.50
199 Tube Sockett.................................... ............... 50
Deputy Clerk. J
ate in receiving a blow in the face
Urosley
Varied
Tuners................................
2.00
199 Tube Adapter.................................. ............... 65
A
true
copy
of
petition
and
order
thereon
that broke the bone of his nose. He
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Dials ............................................................
.25
Lightening
Arresters ............................ ......... 1.20
was taken at once to Houlton where
Deputy Clerk, i

Johnson’s ,

Af^liniment

On Guard

Your Christmas S h o p p in g
Troubles can be easily solved
by a visit to this store
«

Ready now with

a

Bountiful S t o c k of

everything t h a t
Pretty,

is

Practical,

Useful, Attractive

A Store Full of
Christmas Gifts «

J. D . P

Broadcast from Station

□

1’iimiiiimiHMimimHiiMmifimimim

neumonia
An Old Fim ily
Doctor's Favorite
Proscription

□

White Dial .................................................
13 Plate Condensers....................................
Goto Transformers (audio)........................

£8

B-L-A-K-E-S
.85
2.50
2.50

Panel 14, sejuaro inch........................... ............01J4
Drv Cells .............................................. ............... 40
B. Batteries, 22V6 volt, large size.......... ......... 2.40

Srecial 1400 miles Receiving Set, only $50.00

At the First Symptons Use;

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Penetrates to the seat of Inflammation
and Heals Affected Tissues. Nothing
better for Croup, Colds, Coughs, Colic,
Cramps, Sprains and Strains. Good
for Rheumatism and Sclatict.
Sold
everywhere. Liberal bottles.

MmumwiiMMMMmimumiiHHUHWwmfwuiHmimHtMmimmMnimtHutmitmnMtimmmimumtmtmuitmtniitmtniuiMiWim*

Delco Light and Electrical Supplies— W e solicite out of town business and ship all
mail or phone orders within 12 hours— Salesmen Wanted

Maine Electric Light & Power Company
1 447

erry

Blue Prints, P a r t s

and Instructions for
making your o w n
Set (one tube)

$10-50

Frank R. Blake, M anager

17 Franklin Street, Bangor, Maine—Phone 2401

SuillimilllUIUMIIIIIIimmi»IIMIItimilMMIIMUIIIininillinilUltUIIIUMIHItUUUUUHMIIIUIlllUIIIIIIIMMMUIIIUIIIIIIMIIUIIIIUinmilUIIMIIIIUUUlUimilllMIUimillUIUIIIIUMIMUIIMIIUUIMIUIIIimiH»limMIIUIIIMIUUimUIHmilllltllilllllHIIHillllllllllllllUIIIUIIIMIIIIIUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIilllMII)lllllllllllllllllll!lltlllMIMIIItnUIIIIIHI<^
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I ’ve There is very little heavy traffic in ! milk for the bacteriological content. Dakota, Vermont, Texas, Washington
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
The test for counting the number and Wisconsin.
this connecting link between Aroos
got.”
Whereas George W . Gardiner of
In answer to the question, “Are you took and Penobscot counties, so that of bacteria in milk is simple. This
Westfield in the County of Aroostook
this section with the proposed main does not mean that you or I, without
and State of Maine by his mortgage
“The United States is the largest married?” one young woman replied:
tenance will be in good condition at a laboratory w’here sterile precautions
M A N Y W A D V C DC i deed dated the fourteenth day of
“No, but I’d like to be.”
3&E.IV3 M A N I TTU a A X IV J , March A. D. 1918 and recorded in the
employer in the world.” This state
are possible, and without the knowl
A questionable sent out in taking a all times.
Despite the fact that the number of Aroostook County Registry of Deeds,
ment In an authoritative government census of the civil service, contained
From the turn in the Trunk Line at edge of laboratory technique, could
federal
employes has been reduced byi
514, conveyed to me,
I
publication may be accepted as true. an inquiry as to “martial condition,” Mawahoc towards Island Falls, not perform that test.
J j tne undersigned, as trustee under the
nearly
400,000
since
the
close
of
the
wills of Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased,
But taking the miracle of sterile
The civil branch of the government meaning whether single, married or only has the nine miles and over been
built but the crew is still working this precautions for granted, there is very j war, the civil service commission sees late of Augusta in the county of Ken
divorced.
One
man,
mistaking
the
in
numbering nearly half a million per
nebec and State of Maine and of
tent, replied:
“W a s very good, but side of there towards Island Falls little work to counting the bacteria 1no prospect of a considerable decrease Frances E. Spiller, deceased, late of
sons, comes largely, as regards all
my wife died last week.” Another and have been straightening out and in milk.
in the number of opportunities for North Abington in the County of Ply
changes In personnel, under the juris
mouth and Commonwealth of Mass
About two drops of the milk are !
had had the opposite experience, and widening parts which will add to the
achusetts, a certain lot or parcel of
diction of the civil service commission, answered by an expressive word of comforts of travelng as well as being placed upon a small glass dish. This ! government employment.
land situated in said Westfield and
which since the passage of the civil four letters.
of great help to the farming com is mixed with agar, a rich stiffened ; To meet the normal turnover, which described as follows, to wit:
sevice act in 1883 endeavors to rem
munity through which this road goes. bouillon in which all bacteria thrive. |in a tremendous force like the govern
Beginning at the southeast corner
edy the evils of the “spoils system”
At present there is only one bad ' The dish is then sealed and placed 1ment’s is necessarily large, the com of a lot of land conveyed by said
George W . Gardiner to C. A. Smith.
by providing eligibles for appointment
section between Houlton and Bangor j away in an incubator, in a tempera- j
mission held examinations in the year M. D. Smith, and F. A. Sylvester, on
With the completion of the work
to all parts of the service through
and that is through Mattawamkeag, j ture conducive to germ life. After 24;
Feb. 11,1918; thence running northerly
done in Presque Isle and Easton dur
competitive examinations, and by
Winn, and the north part of Lincoln,; hours the bacteria will show all over ended June 30, 1923, for more than six I on the easterly line of said lot to the
ing the past year, six and one quarter
corner thereof;
thence
regulating all changes so ah to con
where the road goes through the set- j the surface of the glass dish in clus-; hundred different kinds of position, i n ! northeast
miles of gravel road has already been
serve efficiency and merit eliminating
continuation of the north
tied part of these towns and which as j ters of white plainly enough to be which more than 200,000 persons com -!
added to the many fine pieces in
! line of said lot to the line between
as far
possible the balefhl effects
in many towns through which the counted by the naked eye.
peted. Present indications are that j Ranges 10 and 11 in said Westfield;
Aroostook county, ^hich gives this
of political partisanship. The motto
state plans to build, nothing is done
the number for this fiscal year will be I ^ ence southerly on said Range line to
section as good if not better roads on
of the commission is “the best shall
i the southwest corner of Lot 5 Range
by the towns and if this section is I
as
great.
the whole than in any other section
10; thence westerly on the north line
serve the state.”
built in 1924 as is desired by the
A study of the examinations held of land conveyed to Don Sylvester by
of
the
state.
Incidentally the commission acts as
Highway Commission, the entire dis
during the past two years reveals an deed dated Nov. 17, 1917, and record
The Presque Isle-Easton section
bureau of information and handles an
tance between Aroostook and Mass- j
Whether ranch raised animals pro interesting range of positions all the ed in Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
which
has
just
been
completed
gives
immense amount of correspondence.
Book 301, Page 288, to the point of be
achusetts will be completed with few duce fur equal to, poorer or better
way from charwoman and laborer, for ginning; containing 82% acres, more
Many letters addressed simply: “U. the residents of the larger towns to exceptions. As laid out by the com than the wild animal depends almost
which the primary requirement is or less; to be designated as lot num
S. Government, Washington, D. C.,” and from Houlton an improved stretch mission when the work is started, it entirely upon the
raiser.
W h y ; good physical condition, to those ber 6, Range 11 when surveyed.
of
practically
56
miles
the
entire
dis
■are turned over to the office, which
is planned to eliminate many of the shouldn’t animals fur properly if fed >
Reserving the right for the select
which demand qualifications of a very
•either answers them or forwards tance, so that with the Tarvia treated railroad crossings through these last regularly upon the food that they lik e,;
men of Westfield or the County Com
high order, such as agricultural trans missioners of Aroostook County to
section from Houlton to Mars Hill and
■them to the proper department All
mentioned towns by building a new with living quarters similar to those
portation economist at a salary of locate a road four rods in width across
the treatment of the balance of the
letters received are given careful at
road, in a straighter line that the pre which they enjoy in the wild condi
$4000
to $5000, and mechanical and said premises.
road during the season of 1924, no
tention, and and Illiterate post card
sent road runs, which will save the tion? They will and do. For proof we
And whereas the condition of said
electrical engineer at a salary of
better road can be found in any sec
4n lead pencil is considered and
mortgage has been and still remains
many crossings which are a menance need only refer to the sale of silver
$5000.
broken, now, therefore, by reason of
answered no less than a congressional tion of the country, or connecting any j to all motor travel,
fox pelts, ranch-raised, at higher
more important towns in any district.
the breach of the condition thereof, I
Inquiry. The only exceptions are oc
j
The roads south of Lincoln the en- prices than realized for the wild.
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
During the auto season there is a
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
casional communications profane in
|tire distance to Bangor are practically
The raising of fur animals is already
and give this notice for that purpose.
great deal of business to be done by
Whereas, David Plourde, of Winterlanguage or insulting in tone are re
Dated this 28th day of Nov. A. D.
improved and the new cement road far more of an industry than gener
j vile, in the County of Aroostook, State 1923
motor owners on this road and its
turned to the writer as not in accept
irom Oldtown to Bangor completed ally known. Some months ago the I of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
importance is being realized more |
Lewis A. Burleigh
able form. Usually they are re
j the stretch of fine highway, which a United States Department of Agricul ! the third day of May A. I). 1917, and
and
more every day.
j
Trustee
admitted, properly written, with an
j few years ago seemed but a dream ture sent out a list of questions to j recorded in Northern District Regis- Witness:
The work done by Boone a n d !
.
.
„
,
,
.
I
try
of
Deeds
Aroostook
County,
Book
to those interested in the welfare of fur raisrs so far as known, from which j 84t P age 79, conveyed to me, the
apology.
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
Brewer was
most satisfactory in |
A large part of this correspondence
the State of Maine.
it
was
learned
that
fur
farming
was
j undersigned, as Trustee under the
every way, although the contract was j
comes under the care of the writer,
being carried on in 25 states as fol- i "'Hi
Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased,
started late in the season, they con-;
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
late of Augusta, in the County of
especially that from persons in the
lows:
California,
Colorado.
Idaho.
tinued to work with much speed and j
. .
.
Kennebec and State of Maine, a cerservice who Inquire about possible
Whereas, Joseph B. Pelletier,
of
like all workers in any line, they first j Milk is graded according to bac Illinois, Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Maine , 1tain lot or parcel of land with the
changes in their condition, including
Winterville in the County of Aroos
equipped their outfit with the latest j teriological content; not, as many peo Masachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota. buildings thereon, if any, situated in took and State of Maine by his mort
relief from real or fancied grievances.
the east half of Township 15, Range
road building machinery, so that j ple think, according to the amount of Missouri, Montana. New Hampshire, 7, W. E. L. S., in the County of Aroos gage deed, dated the 20th day of June,
It is an experience to be “trouble
New
Jersey,
New
York,
North
Dakota,
cream
it
contains.
In
other
words,
every part of the work was done in i
took and State of Maine, now Winter- A. D., 1913, and recorded in Northern
clerk” for some 400,000 public ser
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South ville Plantation, described as follows, District Registry of Deeds, Aroostook
an efficient manner, resulting in a |Grade A Milk is not necessarily rich- j Ohio
vants.
County, Book 76, Page 189, conveyed
to wit:
fine job well and promptly done and I er in cream than the B and C grades,; != = =
to Edwin C. Burleigh, now deceased,
Most of the correspondence portrays
Lot
No.
34,
according
to
the
survey
.N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
much credit is due these two young contrary to general opinion.
of John M. Brown in 1911, containing late of Augusta in the County of Ken
the lighter side of life, its comedies i
men for the completion of their first'
It
is
the
number
of
bacteria
found
Whereas,
John
C.
Turner,
of
Mars
50.75 acres, more or less, being part nebec and State of Maine, a certain
more than its tragedies. One man,
Hill, in the County of Aroostook and |of the same premises described in lot or parcel of land with the build
in
milk
which
determines
how
it
is
large
job.
j
whose supposed grievance the com- J
ings thereon, if any, situated in the
W hile there is much more work to I graded. Grade A milk contains the State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, i deed of Byron Boyd, Receiver, to Ed east half of Township 15, Range 7, W .
mission did not find worthy of investi
I dated the 30th day of December A. D. win C. Burligh, dated December 15,
be done in building roads in Aroos- j fewest bacteria; there being no more 11916, and recorded in Registry of 1909, and recorded in Northern Dis E. L. S. in the County of Aroostook
gation, replied: “The civil service
took county, it is hoped that they may |than 30,000 per cubic centimeter in |Deeds, Aroostook County, Book 291, trict Registry of Deeds, Aroostook and State of Maine, now Winterville
commission is a superfluous aggrega
be the ones to do the work, and in j this grade after pasteurization. In Page 576, conveyed to me, the under- County, Book 57, Page 416, and in Plantation, described as follows, to
tion of unmitigated humbugs!”— vig
wi t :
this section with such a firm on con- j Grade B milk there are no more than |signed, as Trustee under the will of Mortgage of Preston N. Burleigh, et
Lot No. 55. according to the survey
orous English, surely. A letter almost
j Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased, late of als, to Albert A. Burleigh, dated
tractors, the two miles which w ill be j 100,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter. j Augusta in the County of Kennebec February 20, 1904, and recorded in of John M. Brown in 1911, containing
unintelligible from its slang was re
built between this town and t h e ; In Grade C milk there are no more j and State of Maine, a certain lot or said Registry, Book 50, Page 32, which 89.35 acres, more or less, being the
ceived from a mechanic who com
Boundary line in 1294, could be com- ■than 300,000 bacteria per cubic centi |parcel of land, situate in E Range 2, mortgage was subsequently assigned |same premises conveyed by said Ed
plained because the wages were not
in said County of Aroostook and State to and foreclosed by said Edwin C. j win C Burleigh to said Joseph B.
pleted ready for travel as soon as meter.
paid the first day of the month. He
i of Maine, described as follows, to wit: Burleigh; also, the south one-half of! Pelletier on the 20th day of June, A.
the ordinary contractor would be get
The bacteria in milk are considered [ Lot No. 1 in block 6. according to lot 34A in said Winterville according j D. 1913. Reserving the right for the
w as afraid the disbursing officer might
ting ready and rushing a job on a generally, non-pathogenic;
that is, the plan and survey of Everett E. to said plan and survey of said John j Plantation of Winterville or the Coun
abscond,
and
added:
“One
guy
road that has as much traffic as this , non-creative of disease. All milk con 'Burleigh in 1914, containing 111.20 M. Brown in 1911, containing 351ty Commissioners of Aroostook Coun
around here vamoosed with all the
ty to locate a road four rods in width
section does would be the w ay the tains bacteria under ordinary circum I acres more1 or less. Reserving the acres, more or less. Reserving the across said lot.
dough In his mit.”
right for the Municipal officers of E. ( right for the Plantation of Winter-!
ordinary traveler would like to see stances, and their presence in this Plantation or the County Commis-, ville or County Commissioners of | And whereas, the condition of said
Inquiry is made as to the length o f ;
the work done.
sinners of Aroostook County to locate I Aroostook County to locate a road ; mortgage has been and still remains
food is expected.
time a man has been a resident of his
a road four rods in width across said four rods in width, across said pre broken, now, therefore, by reason of
state— “length of legal residence.”
Other Road W ork
If milk were tested and found not to premises.
j the breach of the condition thereof, I
; mises.
One man responded: “About 40 feet j The work which is being done by contain bacteria it would immediately
And whereas t h e condition of said;
And whereas the condition of said the undersigned, as trustee under the
front.” A s to place of birth, one ap Mr. Hill of the State Highway de be suspected of containing preserva- j mortgage has been and still remains' mortgage has been and still remains ■will of said Edwin C. Burleigh, and
acting in pursuance of the authority
plicant gave no other Information j partment through the woods at the tives, which are more harmful to the I broken, now, therefore, by reason of broken, now, therefore, by reason of j given me by said will, claim a fore
the breach of the condition thereof, I the breach of the condition thereof, Ij
than, “the back chamber of my end of the Silver Ridge road is an health than the bacteria common in claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage 1closure of said mortgage and give
other
hand,
the and give this notice for that purpose.' and give this notice for that purpose.! this notice for that purpose.
father’s house.” They must send a 1other fine piece of road work, but milk. On the
Dated this L’ Mli dav of Nov. A. 1).
Dated this 2Sth dav of Nov. A. D. I Dated this 28th day of Nov. A. D.
photograph
“taken
within
three owing to the kind of condition of this presence of too many bacteria in milk
1923
! 1923
years.” The commission was surprls-j section it was deemed best by the indicates carlessness in the handling, 1923
L e w i s A. Burleigh
Lewis A. Burleigh
Lewis A. Burleigh ;
ed to receive a picture of a bouncing j Highway Commission to have this j and this, in turn, might some time in
Trust ee
Trustee
Trustee j
baby, with the w ords: “This was ■done by days work under the direc vite bacteria not entirely harmless. W i t n e s s :
Witness:
j Witness:
349
349
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349 ! L. A. Burleigh Jr.
when I was two years old— the near- j tion of the department’s foreman. Therefore, the importance of testing, L. A. Burl ei gh Jr.

UNITED STATES HAS
500,000 ON PAYROLL

est to three years of

anything

U. S. GOVERNMENT STILL

MORE TRUNK LINE FINISHED

as

RANCH RAISED
AND WILD FURS

DIFFERENT GRADES OF MILK

f \ I T will agree with us that this is an honest to goodness sale.
^

^

Our quantity is large, the quality of our goods is right, new

and up-to-date, and with our guarantee of your money’s worth or
your money back, you don’t take any chance.
Whether you want to buy Handkerchiefs, Hosiery, Shirts, Shoes,
Suits or Overcoats, in fact everything that men and boys,
wear.

You will save from 25 to 33 percent.

If you really

want your dollar to go as far as you can this Xmas attend

Green’s Anniversary Sale
now in full blast.

You will find your dollar will have the

purchasing power of $1.50.

W e are telling you this right

from the bottom of our heart, for we positively believe it.
You can do your shopping around and then come here and
see the values we are offering, and the saving you can
make on every dollar.
23

Years

of

Honest Merchan
dising.

.

.

If in just doubt ask your neighbor

Green’s “My Clothier”
Union Square
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coat, cough, increased experiments are numbered to corres-! disease spread in 1922, as now can be
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
respirations, constant bloating, persis pond with the description)
seen here in the 1923 crop.
Whereas, Frank Martin of Eagle
fies the means.
Soil-test experiment— Unfertilized.
Spindla-tuber yield test—In north Lake in the County of Aroostook and
“The N. M. A. takes the stand that tent diarrhea, and hard lumps over the
With thirty-six states in the Union
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed,
!
body
which
indicate
infected
lymph
east
field. See sign.
This
land,
5
acres
next
to
the
green
taxing motorists from one to three the automobile has been in existence
dated the 24th day of March, A. D.
1glands. The lymph glands, which house, is in preparation for a long
Plots of Federal Insect ides and 1917, and recorded in northern district
cents per gallon for gasoline it is fear long enough to encourage definite
:
may
be
infected
with
tuberculosis
(retime fertilizer experiment in which Fungicide Board. Just north of the Aroostook County Registry of Deeds,
ed that the sixty-eighth session of ideas in regard to its regulation,
' cognized by external swellings), are potatoes, oats and clover will be spindle-tuber yield test. Here inform Book 82, Page 565, conveyeed to me,
Congress will reveal numerous pro rather than experimentation. The
1located about the angle of the jaw, in grown in the usual rotation, and the ation is secured upon which to act in the undersigned, as Trustee under the
posals for a Federal sales tax on gas. whole process needs to be halted long
1front of the shoulder blade, in the fertilizer applied with the potatoes the enforcement of Federal laws rel will of Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased,
enough
to
determine
whether
it
is
Rumors of this are already reaching
late of Augusta in the County of
!
in the usual way. The land will be ative to insecticides and fungicides.
Kennebec and State of Maine, a cer
the Washington headquarters of the on the right track. Experimentation, bind flank and in front of the udder.
tain tract or parcel of land situated
National Motorists Association, and when it means more expense for the ! In order to determine whether or divided into plots, each with a differ
in the east part of Township No. 1C.
In the
adoption of the gasoline tax by seven car owner, should not be tolerated. not tuberculosis is present, a com- ent fertilizing treatment.
Range 7, (Eagle Lake), in said Coun
1
petent
veterinarian
should
apply
the
original
plan
the
5-8-7
formula,
avail
teen additional states in 1923 will en And it is on grounds that the states
The county agent has received a ty of Aroostook, described as follows,
i
tuberculin
test
to
the
cattle.
Such
able phosphoric acid and potash, will
to wit:
courage an epidemic of Federal tax are not clear as to the advantages of
letter from u newly elected Livestock
Lots numbered 50A, 50B, and 50C.
proposals. The activity states in 1923 the gas tax— to the m otorist-that ! tests should be applied annually, even j j)U US(M| as a starting point. The vartuber ions plots, in addition to the 5-S 7, will Project Leader, Charles Blackman in 1according to the plan and survey of
will encourage an epidemic of Feder-, tjie
m . a . intends discouraging any ! fho the herd is found free of
•, ,
„r
. . , .
, John M. Brown in 1915; said three
al tax proposals. The activity among J such proposals in Congress.
Pet s culosis. If any cases of tuberculosis all receive a total of 2(1 per cent of winch he says, I will certainly try to ( lotH containing in all 101.40 acres.
are found the test should be applied one or all of these ingredients as fol
state legislatures this Spring was get one thing settled first.”
give you every assistance possible more or leHS- Reserving the right for
oftener than once a year until the lows:
4-S-8. S-4-S, 8-8-4, 4-4-12, 4-12-4, win,
l. 1
1
, ., , 1 1tlie selectmen of said town of Eagie
largely due to the fact that it was
---------------herd is free. Then! need he no fear 12-4-4, 20-0-0, 16-4-0, 12-8-0, 4-10-0, 0- with >our livestock work, and it looks, LaU<lt or the rouMty commissioners
“legislation year” generally; the com
on the part of the owner that the cat- 20-0, 0-10-4. 0-12-S, 0-8-12, 0-4-10, 0-0-20, as though there was great opportunity | Aroostook County to locate a road
ing season will find most of the ac
. . . .
, ................
|four rods in width across said lot.
Tuberculosis is probably the most
j tie will contract tuberculosis from the 4-0-10, 8-0-12, 12-0-8, 10-0-4.
<>1
county. , An(1 whereas tjH, condition of said
tivity centered at Washington.
dangerous disease of cattle, not only
J tuberculin used in these tests, for The entire series of plots is now Not that I believe it should he made ! mortgage has been and still remains
According to Fred H. Caley, secre
from an economic standpoint (this
tary of the N. N. A., the gas tax idea ! disease causes a loss of millions of ! tuberculin does not contain germs of unfertilized in order to test soil uni- a livestock county, but it does seem • broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I
tn its present form is merely an ex- j
^ ^
|)vestock yt,ar,y)i ,lut 1tuberculosis.
toimitv and to exhaust teitilitv to an desirable to me to have more diversi- claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
! and give this notice for that purpose,
pertment, and should not be further, ^
(rom (he fact tllat it is impossible 1 There are three methods of apply- extent before starting the fertilizer fled fanning.
; ing the tuberculin test. There arc', experiments.
encouraged until it has been proved
“
I
hope
that
some
time
in
the
near
Dated this 28th day of Nov. A. D.
for human beings, especially children,
the subcutaneous, the intradennal and Breeding of Cereals, *Beets and Clover ■future* we mav meet and discuss the' 1Q9-I
desirable.
T
. ry . . ,
to contract the disease from cattle by
1the opthalmic.
“Our investigation shows that the
Oat
variety
senes.-Duplicate
tesl
possible
ways
that
we
may
attack
this
Trustee
drinking the milk. It is widespread,
i In applying the subcutaneous test, 0 tsixteen varieties, '-aeli originated ; problem. As a general suggestion I Witness:
increase in the number of states
occuring in all sections of the country,
the tuberculin is injected under the from an individual plant. Every fifth believe it would he well to do what w e'
A - Burleigh Jr.
349
adopting the gas tax is not the
j^
js iesa frequent where cows are
' skin; a rising of tie' temperature' fol strip is Maim1 34u. See labels for can to improve the herds that now
of a demand for a more equitable j
kept outdoors.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
lowing the injection denotes tubereu- names.
form of taxation but to rivalry among
exist rather than endeavor to do too
One of the dangerous features of
Whereas,
Isidore Pelletier of Win
1lar infection.
states,”
Mr. Chaley contends.
“It
Sweet clover garden rows. Fxperi- much to increase the industry.”
terville in the County of Aroostook
,
*1,0*
: tuberculosis is that it is very decepWhen the intradennal test is ap ment to study tin* manner in which
wan a foregone conclunon that when
show outside
Mr. Blackman has had much expert- , an,l State of Maine by his mortgage
Connecticut started collecting a penny |
sympto„ ,
most plied the tuberclin is injected between the annua! characteristic is inherited. etice in extension work and his ex deed dated the third day of August A.
a gallon on gun sold to anyone buying |(ji5eases ^
^
certatt| ,,xle,.„al the layers of the skm. A swelling at
Sugar beet, variety series- Compari perience should he of value to those D. 1920, and recorded in Northern
Ditstrict, Aroostook County Registry'
fuel wlhln its boundary, Vermont,,
3 wherel)y (||o d|scM<. ,„av lK) the point of injection denotes a reac son of various strains. On two tyjcs of you who an
interested in Live- 1of Deeds, Book 92, Page 435, conveyed
tion, which indicates tuberculosis.
of soil.
to me, the undersigned, as Trustee
st ock.
New Hampshire
Marne a
j recognized, but in many - uses »t
When the opthalmic test is given
Wheat
variety
series Duplicate ________________________________________under the will of Edwin C. Burleigh
flphusettq
get
on the band i tuberculosis,
°
.
acnuseus would
\ui
s
even m advanced. stages.
the tuberculin is placed in one eye. A test of varieties each originated from
N n T i r p ntr r n n e n c q m p i :
i <,et’t‘ase(I- late of Augusta in the
wagon. But the overanx cue legfela-1 there are n0 noti(:eabi„ sylupturns,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
i County of Kennebec and State of
discharge from the eye after instilling an i 11<Iividu-■1 plant. Every fifth strip
li.-n-as
inn <
M-lvosWr. aud , Main(.,
lot
I)aree, of
torn in Massachusetts made a mistake
Dlaoa8e is ya(lse,| by a SpeelBr
the
tuberculin
mean-:
that
tin1
animal
An .nr t hylvnsi,.,- both ot \\en fi.-l,! |„.ith the b,m ,n„g!i , hereon. if any.
is Red Fife. See labels for names.
in trying to put one over on Connecti
Germ called Bacillus
Tuberculosis.
in ( nun 1 ot A 1mistook and Slato o situatod in the oast half of Township
has lilt' diseii.se.
cut with a two cent tax; the Bay
Potato Diseases
This germ gains entrance into the
Mat,,;; hy than- inortKano don,I tinted j 15. Itange 7. W. E. I.. S. in the Coun
No Cure -■Cattle giving positive re
State motorists themselves raising an
Dusting versus spraying to control tin' dttl, day ot .\n«',nl.or. A 1).1916. ty of Aroostook and Stato of Maine,
body of the cow mainly thru con
action to the test should be slaughter late blight See sign for explanation.
immediate objection and, through the
and recorded ... Iteg.s ty o Deeds. now Winterville Plantation, described
taminated food and water which be
ed immediately, for if they are not Spraying with a Watson traction Aroostook t otinty. Hook 291. • Page |as follmvs, to w it.
efforts of the Massachusetts State
come contaminated by the .germs.
destroyed they may spread tin* disease j sprayer, using two nozzels to a row. 456. convoyc'd to m< tlte tindeisigiied. i f.or A'o. ;!7A, according to the sttrAutomobile
Association,
affiliated
The common drinking trough or water
as Tnisteo under the wills of Edwin j vey of John M. Brown in 1911, containt o many ot her animaIs.
with the N. M. A., subjecting the law
Dusting with a Niagara machine driv C. Burleigh, deceased, late of Augusta
hole is dangerous in spreading this
[ ing 51.50 acres more or less, being
to referendum.
in tin* ('(unity of Kennebec and State j part of the same premises described
en by a Oollis engine.
disease. Running water may carry
“This will lead to a clearer defini
Set d-plot
( )ver a dozen st rains of .Maine, and of Frances E. Spiller, |in the deed of Byron Bovd,’ Receiver.
the germs from one farm to another. AROOSTOOK FARM
deceased, late of North Abington, in
tion of the principles involved in the
plant
ed
by
t
uhor-unit
s. in ext rente the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, |to Edwin C. Burleigh, dated Decem
Pastures may become' contaminated
process of taxing motorists for the
VERY
VALUABLE
.southwest part of tarn;. Sec sign for a certain tract or parcel of land, situ ber 15, 1909, and recorded in Northern
with the discharges which contain the
I District Registry of Deeds, Aroosamount of fuel they use, and will en
ate in said Westfield and bounded and ' took County, Book 57, Page 416, an 1
Following is a list of some of the explanation.
germs and constitute a source of in
courage the blocking of proposals for
Experimental tra nsmission of de described as follows, to wit:
in mortgage of Preston N. Burleigh.
fection. Feed troughs are apt to be- valuable experiments being carried
All that, portion of lot 7 and 8 in !
a Federal Tax on gas. Despite all regeneration
diseasos In nortliest field, Range l, ;iud of Lot 7 in Range 9 |Pt als, to Albert A. Burleigh dated
on
at
Aroostook
Farm.
Don’t
pass
i « «• i come contaminated with the germs
“ • JFebruary 20, 1904. and recorded in
Dorts
the,7gasoline tax is not . working!
i
P0
, n .A |from some ot the body discharges, and over this but read ami digest it so you below railroad track. Compare lot ]. Westfield Plantation, south of the said Registry, Book 50, Page 32, which
as smoothly as its exponent would
Westfield
Station
ground,
and
lying
it is a very common occurrence for will have an understanding of the diseased, wit blot 2. healthy, and lot
mortgage was subsequently assigned
have us believe, and the publicity
Franti 3, the last from the same seed as lot bet ween the Bangor and Aroostook to and foreclosed hy said Edwin ('.
cattle in stalls adjoining a tubercular work under consideration.
Railroad Company right of way on the
which the N. M. A. intends giving this
farmer in Aroostook 2 but infected experimentally in 1922 west and the center of Presque Isle Burleigh. Reserving the right for the
patient to become infected. Young cally every
Plantation of Winterville or the Comi
fact will doubtless encourage the idea
of thr* St. John Stream on the east.
calves become diseased by drinking 1should keep this for furtlnr reference with th*‘ disease of lot 1.
ty Commissioners of Aroostook Coun
of blocking any Federal Tax pro
Efft et of growing near diseased Being same premises conveyed to said ty to locate a road four rods in width
milk which contains the germs. Such 1and find out what results were obtain
Don ('. Sylvester and said 2\rthur ( ’.
posals until more light is shed on
milk may come from a diseased udder ed. Take this with you ami visit stoe kin different r e g i o n s in 1922 A Sylvester on November 29, 1916, by across said premises.
what the States are doing in this con
And whereas the condition of said
Aroostook
Farm,
tin
men
in
charge
healthy
lot
was
divided
in
1921
and
Lewis A Burleigh, Trustee.
or from teats which have been contam
mortgage has been and still remains
nection.
was
grown
in
1922
partly
between
will
be
glad
<0
explain
the
work
lin
And
whereas,
the
condition
of
said
inated with bowel discharges contain-,
broken, now, therefore, by reason of
California and Maryland
are al
diseased rows in Virginia (see stake mort
m -tk W Ims
ami still remains , |]e lireat.,,
UlG condition thereof. I
ing the tubercular germs. Manure; ing undertaken.
ready taking steps to reduce or wipe
Description of Experimental Plots 41. in Long Island and on Aroostook In-ok,-„. nmv llieretore by reason o |,.Iaim a foreclosure of said mortttape
mortgage
which drops from the hairs of a cow
the broach of the condition thereof, I
out entirely the conventional registra
South, 1claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give this notice for that purpose.
'Plots or Farm (stake Ci. Further
into the milk pail is also liable to in on Aroostook Farm 1923.
Dated this 2Sth dav of Nov. A. I.t.
tion fees in the belief that the gas
and give this notice for that purpose. 1923
fect the milk. Such mLk is dangerous
tax is not only ample for all purposes,
Dated tin's 2St!i dav of Nov. A. D.
for human consumption.
Lewis A. Burleigh
192::
roadbuilding and otherwise, but also
T rustee
Swine generally become infected by
Lewis
Burleigh
more equitable to the motorist. This
Witness:
following tubercular cattle and eating
Trustee
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
3.49
trend will doubtless result in the
Witness:
matter contained within the droppings
elimination of a policy of imposing ex
349
L.
A.
Burleigh
Jr.
of the diseased cattle. They may also
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
man who believes that the end justi flow, rough

FEDERAL TAX ON GAS

LIVESTOCK PROJECT LEADER

TUBERCULOSIS

cess taxes on the man who buys a
j become infected by drinking raw skimbetter car and will be fairer to the
! milk from diseased cows.
man who does not use his car ex
I Symptoms and the
Tuberculin
tensively, but It assumes that the gas
I Test.— Since many cases of tubertax is equitable, and that point has
1culosis do not show external symptons
not been demonstrated, according to
1 one should never rely on outward apreport fro ma number of states.
i pearances in determining the presence
“The gas tax as developed at pres
I of the disease. However, one should
ent does not take into consideration
! suspect tuberculosis when any of the
the variation in gas mileage of cars,
I following symptoms occur;
Loss of
jnor the fact that mileage does not
|flesh, unthriftiness, diminished milk
bear a direct relation to w’eight. The
man who uses 500 gallons of gas per
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
year in Virginia pays $15 in gas tax,
Whereas, Don C. Sylvester, of Westwhile the man with a car that uses field. County of Aroostook and State
just twice as much pays $30 for of Maine, by his mortgage deed doted
identically the same use of the roads.
?th day of b ebrimry A. D. 1917,
.
. . .
and recorded in Registry ot Deeds,
There are
a number of instances |Aroostook Countyt I3ook 095, PaR0 85 ,
where cars of equal weight are giving conveyed to me, the undersigned, as
wide variation in gas mileage. Even j Trustee under the wills of Edwin ('.
a variation of only three mles per Burleigh, deceased, late of Augusta
„
, .
.
i in the County of Kennebec and State
gallon on an annual basis means an of MainG| an(1 of Frances E. Spiller,
excess tax for the man whose car deceased, late of North Abington, in
does not happen to be so economical the County of Plymouth and Commonfrom the gas
standpoint.
wealth of Massachusetts, a certain
..
„ ,,
tract or parcel of land, situate in the
"Furthermore, the State ot ( on- northwest qllartei. ot Slli(, Weatfielrf.
necticut, which has had considerable and described as follows, to w it:
experience with the gas tax, reports
Lot No. 3, Range 9, according to
much difficulty in checking up the
,^otsr ,*n nol'^ lwes[ quarter,
. .
a
. .
Westfield, Maine, surveyed bv Ever•Utements ot gasoline dealers, re- eU E BurIoigh f()r K(hvin c . ]Jurl,.w ,
suiting in much expense and the loss }u 1912; said lot containing 84.94
of many dollars of tax receipts. In acres, more or less.
Reserving the
Florida, where the tax was Increase 1 right for the selectmen of Westfield
, ..
. .. .
A
. or the Count v Commissioners et
to three (jents this year, the first cent Ar„,,sl(lok ( .()U,;tv
of the tax is divided equally between four ro,is }n width across said pr<the counties of the State with no de- in isos.
And whereas tin* condition of sail
flnition as to the use of this money.
. .
mortgage has been and still remains
Much effort is being made to see
nmv
-„y ,.,.aKO„
that all the gas tax proceeds will b: the breach of the condition thereof, I
used for road building and mainten claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
ance, but even with assurance of this an(l
lor that purpose.
Dated this 2Mh dav oi .Nov. A. D.
the motorist is in the position of the 192::

A. Burleigh
Trust eo
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Whereas Vetal Beaulieu of WTnter- Witness:
I,. A. Burleigh Ji
ille in the County of Aroostook and
3 19
State of Maine by his mortgage deed
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
dated the twenty-third day of July
Whereas New<-!1 Bear of I’p sqn ■
A. D. 1917 and recorded in Aroostook
County Registry of Deeds in the Isle in the County of Aroostook- ami
Northern District, Book 84, Page 302, State of Mai ne by his mo r t g a g e d< e.l
conveyed to me, the undersigned as dated the t wenti eth day of Novem!,e>trustee under the will of Edwin C. A. I). 1910 and recorded in Aroos' o-ik
Burleigh, deceased, late of Augusta in County Re g i s t r y of Deeds, Book 291,
the County of Kennebec and State of Page 401, conveyed to mo. tin* unde:Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land signed, as truster' umh r tin* wills of
with the buildings thereon, if any. Edwin C. Burleigh, deceased, late of
situated in the east half of Township Augusta in tin; County of Kennel m ■
15, Range 7. W . E. L. S. in the County and State of Maine, a ml of Frai mes K.
of Aroostook and State of Maine, now Spiller, deceased, late of North Abi ng
Winterville Plantation, described as ton in the County of Pl ymouth an I
follows, to wit:
‘ Co mmonwe al t h of ,Wa- -mcliuscM s, a
Lot number 155 according to the certain tract or parcel of land situate
survey of John M. Brown in 1915 con- in the northwest quart eg of We s t f e 1 I
taining 119.85 acres, more or less, he- in County of Aroost ook ami State of
ing part of the same premises deserib- ! Maine and described as follows,
to
ed In deed of Byron Boyd, Receiver, w i t :
to Edwin C. Burleigh, dated December1 Lot number 5 in Kane, ■ 9 ace -rding
15.1909 and recorded in Northern Dis- to “ plan of lots in northwest quarter
erict Registry of Deeds, Aroostook of Westf i el d
Maim' ”
surveyed
by
County, Book 57, Page 410. and in Everett. E. But high
for Edwin C.
mortgage of Preston N. Burleigh et Burleigh in 1912; said lot containing
als to Albert A. Burleigh, dated Febru- 102.19 acres, more or less. Reserving
ary 20, 1904, and recorded in said , the right for the selectmen of WestRegistry Book 50. Page 32, which ; field or the County Commissioners of
mortgage was subsequently assigned ■Aroostook County <0 locale a road
to and foreclosed by said Edwin C. four rods in width across said pro
Burleigh.
mises.
And whereas the condition of said
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been and still remains mortgage lias been and still remains
broken, now, therefore, by reason of broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give this notice for that purpose. and give this notice for that purpose'.
Dated this 28th day of Nov. A. D.
Dated this 2(Mh dav of Nov. A. I).
1928
1923
‘
|
Lewis A. Burleigh
Lewis A. Burleigh |
.
Trustee
Trustee j

Witness:

L. A. Burleigh Jr.

349

Witness;
Robert B. Williamson

!
349 !

Holiday Meals
A s the holiday season nears it is
no longer necessary to take dow n the
trusty rifle and go out to hunt for your
turkey, goose, or other holiday meats.
Civilization has driven these from
your haunts. A t the same time, h o w 
ever, civilization has provided for you
even more bountifully than did nature
in the old days, and m odem efficiency
and service have removed the hazards
that once attended the securing of those
early meals.

Today, Swift Sc Company brings to
your retailer, whether he is in village,
town, or city, the kind and quality o f
meat you desire. This s e r v ic e also
makes available to you Sw ift’s Premium
Milk-Fed Chickens, Golden W est Fatted
F ow l (both identifiable by tags),turkeys,
ducks, and geese.
Skill md care in feeding and han
dling, coupled with the efficiency o f the
packing plant, branch house, and car
route, thus assure you o f the best to be
had, whether you live near centers o f
production or hundreds o f miles away.
Our profit from nil sources
averages only a fraction
of a cent per pound.

Swift & Company
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
J. R. McIntyre, Manager

Whereas, Joseph D. Pelletier, of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas.
Isidore Pelletier of Winterville in the County of AroosWinterville, j]] t lio County of Aroos- tok and State of Maine, bv his mor;tok. State of Maine, by his mortgage &:i£e deed dated the 17th day of June,
deed, dated the 27th day of November, A. D. 1913, and recorded in Northern
A. i). 1917. and recorded in Northern District Registry of Deeds, Aroostook
Distinct. Aroostook County Registry County, Book 76. Page 165, conveyed
of Deeds, Book 84, Page 414, conveyed ; to Edwin C. Burleigh, now deceased,
to me, the undersigned, as Trustee late of Augusta in the County of Kentinder the will of Edwin C. Burleigh, 1nebec. State of Maine, a certain lot or
deceased, late of Augusta, County of parcel of land with the buildings
Kennebec and State of Maine, a eer- thereon, if any, situated in the ea-t
tain lot or parcel of hind with the half of Township 15, Range 7 W. E.
buildings thereon, if any, situated in L. S., in the County of Aroostook and
the east half of Township 15, Range State of Maine, and' now Winterville
7, W. E. L. S. in the County of Aroos Plantation, described as fallows, to
took and State of .Maine, now Winter wit :
Part of lot No. 7. according to the.
ville Plantation, described as follows,
survey of John M. Brown in 1911. con
to wit :
Lot No. 3.7, according to the survey taining 45 acres, more or less, being
of John M. Brown in 1911, containing part of the same premises described
59.50 acres, more or less, being part hi deed of Byron Boyd, Receiver, to
of the same premises described in said Edwin C. Burleigh, dated Decemdeed of Byron Boyd, Receiver, to Ed- her 15, 1909. and recorded in Northwin C. Burleigh, dated December 15, ern District Registry of Deeds. Aroos19o9. and recorded in Northern Dis- took County, Book 57, Page 416. and
triot Registry of Deeds. Aroostook in mortgage of Preston N. Burleigh,
County, Book 57, Page 416, and in et als. to Albert A Burleigh, dated
mortgage of Preston N. Burleigh, et February 20, 1904. and recorded in
als, to Albert A. Burleigh, dated said Registry, Book 50. Page 32. which
February 2<», 1904, and recorded in mortgage was subsequently assigned
said Registry Book 50, Page 32. which to and foreclosed by said Edwin C.
mortgage was subsequently assigned Burleigh, to wit: 30 rods in width,
to and foreclosed by said Edwin C. net south of that part of said lot 7.
Burleigh. Reserving the right for the conveyed June 17. 1913 to Desire SunPlantation of Winterville or the Conn- cier. et als, the north line of the pie
ty Commissioners of .Aroostook Coun mist's of said Joseph I). Pelletier, I c 
ty to locate* a road four rods in width ing the south line of said Saucier’s lot.
Reserving the right for the Plantation
across said premises.
And whereas the condition of said of Winterville or the County of Com
mortgage' has been and still remains missioners of Aroostook County to
broken, now, therefore, hy reason of locate a road four rods in width across*
the breach of the condition thereof. I said lot.
And whereas, taw condipen of suii
( laim a foreclosure of said mortgage
ami give this notice for that purpose. mortgage has been and still remains
Dated this 29th dav of Nov. A. D. broken, now. therefore, hy reason i f
the breach of the condition thereof. I
1923
Lewis A. Burleigh the undersigned, as trustee under tin*
Trustee will of said Edwin C. Burleigh, and
acting in pursuance of the authority
Willies:
1,. A. Piiliemli Jr.
3.49 given me by said will, claim a fore
closure of said mortgage and give
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
this notice for that purpose.
Dated this 2Sth dav of Nov. A. D.
Whereas Charles Houston of Win
terville in County of Aroostook and , 192”.
Lewis A. Burleich
State of .Maine by bis mortgage deed
Trusto
dat.-d the seventeenth day of October
A. D. 131! and recorded in Aroostook Witness:
L, A. Burleigh Jr
. _________ 349
( eun'y Registry of Deeds in the
Nmih'-rii District. Book 7S. Page 278,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
cinveyed to Edwin C. Burleigh now
d<- -. -:isi-<l, fine of August:! in the CounWhereas Vaughn Bubar of Blaine
! y of Kennebec and State of Maine, a in the County of Aroostook and State
certain lot or parcel of land with the of Maine hy his mortgage deed dated
huildinas thereon, Ml mated itt said tiie thirtieth day' of December A. I >.
Wiiiti-rvolio ( Fast
■ Township 15 PMC and recorded in Aroostook Coun
Par.ie 7. \Y. la. L. S. i and described ty Registry of Deeds, Book 291, Page
as follows, to wit:
578. conveyed to me, the undersigned,
Lot number ha accenting to t lie plan as trustee under the wills of Edwin C.
and : urvey of John M. Brown mndo in Burleigh, deceased, late of Augusta in
1911 and P'l-1 tiled or to be filed in the County of Kennebec and State <u
Northern In’striet, Registry of Deeds, Maim' and of Francos K. Spiller, de
Aroostook County. Together with a ceased. tab1 of North Ahimr'on in tinright if way to St. Froid Lake, as County of Plymouth aid Common
tics : i hi d it) the deed of Oct o her 17, wealth of Mas.-at huset ts. a certain lot
P i t from said Edwin C. Burleigh to or parcel of kind tot ante in E. Range
sai d Ch.'i'dis Dotistotl with the Siltin' 2 in said ( '.canty of
Aroostook ami
re-sow at iota; and exceptions as t > {fie State of Maine, and desrribed as fel
Piaaet- and Aroostook Railroad Cem- l o ws . t o w i t :
pniiv and four rods right of way con
Lot number 6 in tilt* west part of
tained in stud Inst named deed. Being Block 7 according to tin* plan and sur
sari - premb t , t onve.wd to said Char vey of Everett E. Burleigh in 19('l.
les Doertou on October 17, 1911 by containing 112.24 acre's, mort* or less.
said Edwin C. Burleigh.
Reserving the right for tin* municipal
And whereas the condition of said officers of E Plantation or tin' Countv
mortgage has been and still remains Commissioners of Aroostook County
broken, no
erefoie, by reason of to locate a road four rads in width
the breach ot the condition thereof, I across said premises,
the undersigned, as trustee under the
And whereas the condition of said
w i! of said Edwin C. Burleigh and mortgage has been and still ivmainacting in pursuance or the authority j broken, now. therefore, bv reason
given me hy said will claim a fore the breach of the condition thereof. 1
closure of said mortgage and give this claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
notice for that purpose.
and give this notice for that purpose
Dated this 28th dav of Nov. A. I).
Dated this 2Sth dav of Nov. A. D.
1923,
1923
Lewis A. Burleigh
Lewis A. Burleigh
Trustee
Trustee
Wit ness:
Witness :
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
L. A. Burleigh Jr.
349
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“That poor mother bear looked up
of the northern and southern systems from the oven with one side hidden
neatli a black and glossy, but flex to heaven as if praying for patience.
of national roads.”
When President Coolidge touched ible coat, it is rewound on a roll and They saw that look out of the corner
a button in the White House and un
separated from its successor. Then of their shiny eyes. I had not dropt
t l f i i t t d Baptist Church, M ilitary 81
There will be no delay in the deliv
veiled the Pacific Milestone in Sanit is weighed to ascertain if sufficient a line out of the boat Thought I,
Diego,
Calif.,
the
message
he
sent
ery of 1923 automobile registration
Vtcv. F. Clark Hartley, Minister
out said: “Lee Highway Association coating mixture lias been applied.
‘Old lady, let’s see who will win out.’
Tel. 580
has done a work of national unification
Next comes tlie embossing process Those two little fellows took advan- plates to applicants. Already three
in opening up this route between the
P. S. Berrie, Chorister
by means of which the leather pat- tage of that look and both took to carloads have been received at the ofNational Capital and southern Cali- .
.
,
,
, .,
Sunday Services
forilia
The monument may well be ; tern is produced on the coated side their heels at the same time, and sh e . fire of the Secretary of State, containdedicated to the purpose of marking of the cloth.
This is accomplished after them. One little fellow crouch- ing 93,500 plates for pleasure cars,
1#.30 Morning Worship, Sermon
the
meeting
place
of
this
splendid
through
flat
and
rotary presses, heat“
Newspaper
Association
Member”
Minister
ed down in the sand as she was gain-1 i 000 plates for public cars. More car
highwav with the water of the Paci. . .
.
,
T„ ,
,
Number 2895
jfoon Bible School, H. B. Crawford,
Ik"in the hope that it may hasten the . 0,1
steam t0 22a
Fahrenhe.t ing on him, but his more lively loads are expected to be received
coming day of a perfected system of an(l under pressure ranging on some brother made for the woods.
Supt.
highway communications throughout from 400-500 tons to 600-700 tons on
“She cornered him and to the shore a^>ou^ this **me- A supply of plates
S p, m. Junior Endeavor
the
entire N ation:”
others.
coaxed the two, only to again meet have been sent to the branch offices at
• p. m. Senior Endeavor
One hundred and eighteen Federal
After the leather imprint lias been defeat. Turning, she saw them make Bangor and Portland, and a shipment
1 p. m. Evening Service, Song Ser|aid projects are now under construcTies led by the Chorister Ad* Bureau of Public Roads Publishes j ton in the preliminaries between made, the cloth goes to the final oven their bold escape. This time she was will soon be forwarded to the Auburn
j Washington and San Diego, calling for its finish or lustre coat. After a hopping mad and catching up with one
dress by the Minister
Statistics
for the construction of twelve hun final inspection it is passed along to she cuffed him so hard that he rolled branch.
Tuesday 7.30 p. m. Midweek Service
dred and eight miles of road and the
Several hundred applications for
The Bureau of Public Roads, De
go into automobile production.
| over and over in the sand and w’as
A warm welcome awaits you
disbursement of over twenty-two mil
partment of Agriculturee, has made a
Approximately
2,100 gallons
of j dazed for a second. The other little 1924 plates have been filed at the de
lion dollars. When that work is finChristian Science Church, Corner of study of the effect of highways on ished the Lee High way will be53 per coating mixture are required to sup- bear came back looking frightened to
partment at the State House in re
milk distribution, the results of which
cent pavement, 30 per cent modern, ply the seven ovens during an 8-hour, death, while the mother whimpered sponse to the 107,000 registration
Military and High 8te.
emphasize that good roads lower milk
light-surfaced roads, and 7 per cent
hauling costs, that with the spread of
working shift, and with the depart around the little cub she had clouted blanks recently sent out by the Seclf.3 0 Sunday morning services
natural good road across
Western
good roads, milk hauling by truck be
ment
now operating on a 16-hour day, as if to say, ‘I didn’t mean to strik e; retary of State to owners of cars dur10.H Sunday School
Plains, which will make it 90 per
comes larger each year, and that the
7.90 Wednesday evening Testimonial motor trucks adds yearly a greater cent a good tourist route, leaving only 4,200 gallons are used daily.
you so hard, but you made me do it.’ j ing the current year. The delivery
382 miles of little improved road out
“When they started for the water of 1923 plates to applicants will be
meeting
proportion of dairy products to the
of a total of 3,820 miles
total hauling done by it in behalf of
the fourth time, those two little bears commenced about Dec. 10 and will
ilethediet Episcopal Church, Corner farmers.
looked at each other behind their! continue until the 18th. No plates
Studies in the Baltimore milk
School and Military 8treeta
mother’s back, their little button eyes ! will be sent out from Dec. 18 to
shed, show that farmers on improved
ftev. Albert B. Luce, Pastor
When the fisherman’s turn came to fairly hanging out on their cheeks. Christmas Day on account of the
high ways in this area pay 3 cents a
tell a story to Mr. Bangs Burgess They hated to do it, but there wasn’t Christmas congestion of mails. De
10.30 Morning Worship with sermon gallon for hauling milk, on the aver
age haul, while the farmer on the
about the woods, he told of the two j any way out. So they fastened their livery will be resumed the day after
by the Pastor
unimproved road pays half a cent
From a daily output of 5,860 yards cunning little brother bears who d id : little claws in the fur of their
Mrs. Horace W . Hughes, soloist and
Christmas.
more.
in October 1920, to the manufacture not want to take their bath. Mr. mother’s hips, and their eyes sought
Musical Director
As usual a good number of the apof from 30,000 to 50,000 yard of arti Burgess relates it in Our Dumb A n i-. each other in sheer desperation as she plicants specify’ certain numbers that
Mlsa Louise Bussell, Organist
ficial leather a day at present, after nulls (Boston). It seems that mother towed them across the river.”
Moon Sunday School, Ira J. Porter,
they desire.
twro years effort, is one of the interest- jjear had to use some very stern meaSuperintendent
ing achievements of the Ford Motor j suvos to make those naughty little
S p. m. Bpworth League Devotional
A Clear Case
Ford Film Includes Coolidge and Company’s plant in Highland Park.
hears hatlu*. The story went like
Service
W hite House
Stage Hand— “Did you say you
Five grades of leather, each suited this:
7. p. m. Praise and Evangelistic ser*
wanted a window or a widow?”
The President of the United States to a different purpose, are produced
Canada’s longest and loneliest mail
vice conductor by the Pastor
It was tin* fisherman's turn, and we
Show Manager— “I said window,
is so much interested in good roads and with these the company is able
Tuesday 7.30 Prayer Meeting
all urged him to begin. He started route, covering 3500 miles, now is in but they’re both much alike. When
that he has appeared in a movie film
Bents all free and all cordially invited which is good road propaganda, spon to supply wholly or in a large part its abruptly:
operation. With the northern riv e rs' I get near either of them I always
sored by Henry Ford. The hero of own side curtains, side quarters, back
“ I will tell you a true story, for it frozen, husky teams of the Northern , look out.
^ Plrst Baptist Church, Court Street the little two-reeler is a country boy, curtains, cushions, cushion facings,
was the handsomest thing I've ever Trading Company have left Fort McLily White— “ Not me. Why, I
who is presented by the President tops, sedan roof coverings.
Bov. William B. Chase, Pastor
seen in the bear line. This summer
often have to wait five minutes after
with a scholarship for a prize essay.
1 0 .3 0 Morning worship with sermon.
The artificial leather manufacture I was fishing one day in Yellowstone Murray, the terminus of the Alberta I put me tools away before the whistle
Later the boy becomes a civil engi
U.00 Bible School with organized neer, devoting his life to the building which was first begun as an experi
and Great Waterways railroad, for goes."
River, right near the lake.
of better roads in order to make his ! ment ill 1918, has reached a high state
classes for men and women
the
settlement of Aklavik, 1750 miles
“ All of a sudden out of the woods,
section of the country a better place ■
t.90 Junior C. E. meeting
of
perfection
and
now
proceeds
on
Serve Them Right
to
the
north.
which to live.
came a big black she-bear, quite
8.00 Senior C. E. service tor all ages in President
Coolidge is so familiar ■the continuous production system..
cautious-like, and stood there looking
Minister’s W ife— “Wake up! There
Mail will be left at all fur trading
7 3 0 Song 8ervlce led on alternate with farms and farm life that he has j
T h e principal cloths used are drill, up and down. I said, ‘My Lady, you '
points along the Mackenzie, Save and are ^ur &lars ihhtne Yfann? dotLtup
•evenings by Men’s Chorus and an intimate and first-hand acquaint- j
twill, moleskin, sateen and Ford cloth are bent on some mischief.’ Then she
are burglars in the house.”
Junior Choir assisted by orches* ance with what good roads mean to
Athabascan rivers.
It is expected
the farmer, and coming, as he does, which is woven at Highland Park. went hack to the wooks, and in a
Minister— “Well, what of it? Let
tra.
from one of the pioneer good road The average length of strip of any of jiffv out she came with two of the Aklavik will he reached about Feb. 1,
Mrs. Leland Jones organist. Ser States of the Union, knows personally
them gnd out their mistake thenithese is 300 to 400 yards, with widths cutest, prettiest black cubs, as round' and after a brief rest the return trip
mon followed by Aftermeeting. what hard surface highways do for
selves.”
from 36 to 52 inches and weights as hutterhalls, and they all started to Fort McMurray will start, reaching'
Midweek service on Tuesday evening those who live among them.
running between 200 and 500 pounds for the water. She looked from one
the railroad about March 1.
per
roll.
side to the other and was as proud as
Salvation Army, Court 8treet
1 P R E S C R IB E A VACUUM
Five relays of dog teams will be
As soon as a roll of cloth ('liters Bunch.
W alter B. Perrett, Captain
C L E A N E R AN D A M OTOR
used,
the
longest
single
mush
being
the manufacturing section of the de
“ In she went hut. they hung back.
10.30 Sunday morning Holiness Meet
P O R V O U R SCW I
A C H IN I
partment it is placed on a re-rolling
They touched and tested it with their that from Fort Simpson to Aklavik,
ing
Natural Beauty Not to be Marred
device and carefully inspected for
toes and did not seem to like' it very 886 miles. The mail load will be
1.30 Sunday School
by Commerce
any possile defect
well. Finally they followed her until comparative light by the time this
0.00 Young People Legion
Next it is weighed and started
Several States have passed laws
they felt, the cold water on their little stretch is reached, thus enabling the
0.00 Salvation Meeting
through the coating ovens where' the
prohibiting
signs
on
roads,
with
the
0.00 Public meetings Thursday, Fri
bellies, wlrei they Imih refused and dogs to go the entire distance with
idea that the automobile, carrying coating proceeds on a continuous sysday and Saturday evenings
out
they scooted.
out relief.
tourists and sight-seeing travelers, is tom
As the cloth passes the first
A cordial invitation to all
The man carrying the mail lias no
not an asset to the individual business ‘
" T h e i r ma f ol owed them
mil
and
house but to the State, and that trav station or section, tiie coating mix whi mpered around and around them, space for a tent or other comforts. At
Church of the Good Shepherd
elers should not be compelled to have ture flows onto one side of it and is
Episcopal
night lie curls up in his blankets un
their beautiful views and vistas pro evening distributed by a spreading and then started for the w a t e r again,
tree,
Canon J. E. Do W olf Cowie, Acting faned by painted boards.
hut t h o s e little hear brothers
would der soiiK1 convenient spruce
knife. After the coat is applied tIk *
Speaking of this idea in Illinois,
Rector, 110 Main St.
not budge. Then she <time back again with his dogs crowded around him for
cloth passes into a drying chamber
Governor Slall
said: — Illinois
has
warmth. All day lie breaks trail
Rudolf Hulten, Violinist and Choir seen the logic of preserving the right which is heated by steam to 210 deg. and act <‘d as if .she wer<‘ hi vi ng down
through the snow and occasionally
T H E O L D F A M I L Y DOCTOR
the
law.
and
the
t
h
r
e
e
started
for
the
of way in this respect with the result Fahrenheit. By the time it emerges
Master
must (hop his way through the ice
knew what he was talknig about.
wat
e
r
aaain,
hut
t
h
e
y
would
f
ol
l
ow
that
we
have
hundreds
of
miles
of
from the drying chamber it is ready
W illiam Newell, Organist
hummocks which pile up in the Mac
It wasn’t medicine that the over
drives fringed with grass, trimmed to
for the next, coat and so the process Inn- only to the water' s edve.
John Houghton, Soloist
a lawn-like nicety, and unmarred by
kenzie.
i
worked housewife needed. It was
" Fi nal l y, they picked up thei r little
15 minute Violin and Organ recital unsightly billboards, which are so is repeated until the desired surface
a
rest from the slavery of antioften seen in neighboring common covering is secured when the cloth heels and s t a r i f d across the sandbars
before evening service
J
quated
housekeeping methods.
wealths.
toward the
woods
in double-quick
loaves the oven.
Holy Communion
8.00 a. m.
| What the doctor ordered is to he
Col. C. It. Miller, director of the
time
hut
that
old
s
l
w
h
o
a
r
headed
Before one roll has b"< n run out
Morning Service & Sermon 10.30 a. m. Illinois Department of Public Works
{ found at this shop and belongs in
the starting end of another is sewed them off and chased them to the
Cburch School
11.45 a. m. and Buildings, said: —
J
(“very home.
Connecticut has followed Illinois' on, so that the coating operation may brink, w h e n 1 they stood like two little
Evening Prayer & Address 7.00 p. m.
clean higlnvay policy, has passed a continue uninterupfe<
statues, just wl wr e tlm r i ver lapped
a t Ifo w iS c M rk R
law prohibiting signs on the right-ofFirst Unitarian Church
When the cloth finally emerges their paws.
way.
Minnesota has also followed
Corner Military and Kelleran Sts.
suit and a law in that State, effective'
Pastor, Rev. George S. Cooke
Derember 1, 192:?, provides for the
Organist and Director of Music
elimination
of advertising signs al
Mr. Bernard Archibald
ready standing, as well as prohibit
Choir
ing the construction of new ones.
Soprano, Mrs. John H. Brooks

DELIVERY OF 1924 AUTO
PLATES AFTER DFC. 10

CHURCH NOTICES

MILK DELIVERY COST
CUT BY HARD ROADS

J

J

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
TURNED OUT BY
THOUSANDS OF TONS

WHEN THE BABY BEARS
HAD A WHALING

J

PRESIDENT IN MOVIES
TO AID GOOD ROADS

LONGEST MAIL ROUTE
IN CANADA 3500 MILES

PROHIBITING DEFACING
ADVERTISING SIGNS

d o c t& 'i c n d e n w L

K eep W ell

Cu m m ing s Barker

Contralto, Mrs. Alvin Cotton
Tenor, Mr. C. V. Chandler
Bass, Mr W ilford Fullerton
Services
10.30 a. m. Morning Prayer
12 m.
Sunday School
to
Great Main Street of Nation
12 m.
Laymen’s League
bo Ninety Percent Improved
A cordial invitation is extended to
a ll to attend.
The Lee Highway, from coast
to
coast is included in the Federal Aid
Congregational Church
projects, which will develop
seven
Rev. David Lewis Yale, Minister
percent of the existing roads of tlx*
0 High 8t.
Phone 607
i country through cooperation between
It is classed as
David A. Soderquist, Soloist and ! Nation and States.
a “main street of the Nation” by the
Choirmaster
U. S. Bureau of Education.
which
Sunday Services:
thus denominates such roads as the
10.30— Morning Worship with Sermon Lincoln Highway, the Dixie Highway,
the Old Spanish Trails, and the Lee
12.00— Sunday School
Highway.
0.00— Young People’s Meeting.
In dedicating the zero Milestone
7.00— Occasional Services as
an President Harding said:
“There is
nounced
another reason why this particular
location should have been chosen for
W eek Day Services:
Tuesday at 7.39— Meeting for Praise, our ‘golden milestone.’ Itmarks the up
proximate meeting place of the Lin
Prayer and Conference
coln Highway and the Lee Highway;

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

TowntCountryWorkPromptlyDone

PROMPT LEE HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION ASSURED

PHONE--155M
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M ah-Jongg
Chri$ima$ times art
happy times

B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N
D IS C H A R G E

FOR

.--“When Jack and I are married, I’m In the matter of
1
Levite Sirois
. In llankrupt.y
going to have three servants.”
Hank rupt !
“You will probably have twenty- To the Hon. John A. I ’etors. Judge of the
District Court of the United States lor
three, my dear— but not all at once.”
the District of Maine.

FISH BRAND
SUCKER

Mi k i g v i y d a ycou n t
J te a le r s e v e ry w h e re
'/CrrawtROOi
BOSTON

Notice of F irst Mooting of C red ito rs
I s the District Court of the United States

for the Northern Division of the Dietric t of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
|
Jasper A. McPherson

[ In Bankruptcy

Bankrupt
1
To the creditors of said Jasper A.
McPherson of Mapleton In the county of
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank*
rupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
<th day of Dec., A. D., 1923 the said
Jasper H. McPherson was duly adjudicat
ed bankrupt; and that the first meeting of
creditors will be held at the office of Ed
win L. Vail, in Houlton on the 26th day
of Dee., A. D. 1923, at 10 o’clock in the
at whleh time the said creditors
attend, prove their elalms. appoint
a trustee, — amine the bankrupt and
irg— nt — eh other business as may pro
perly some before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton Dee. 10th, 1923.
■ D W IN L. TAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

LE V IT E SLKOIS of Hamlin Tlantation
In the County
of
Aroostook,
and
State of Maine, in said District, respoetfully represents, that on the f>th day of
July, last past, he was duly adjudg
ed bankrupt under the acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that lie has duly
surrendered all his property and rights
of property, ant? has fully complied with
all the requirements of said Acts and of
the orders of Court touching his bank
ruptcy.
W h e re fo re , He prays that he may he
decreed by the Court to have a. full dis
charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy acts,
except such debts as are excepted by law
from such discharge.
Dated this 27th day of October, A. D.,
1923.
LEVITE S1KOJS
Bankrupt.
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N .

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
On this 8th day of December, A J>., 1923
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
O rdered by th e C o urt, That a hearing be
had upon the same on the 18th day of
January, A. D. 1924, before said Court
at Bangor in said District, Northern
Division at 10 o’clock In the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors, and other per
sons in Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.

The Restful Game
also

The Snappy Game
Priced from $3.50 to $35.00

\V<* have a complete* line in
Mors and More and More

15 W A T E R S !

Pianos, Players
Phonographs

In O ur W in dow

Dunn Furniture Co.
“The Square Deal Stor. ”

and mostly everything in theMnsieal Line
Musical (lifts an* the ones that main' the whole
family happy.
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We have some tint* goods to show you, so better
come in and make your selections early.
Prices and terms to suit you

Berrie’s Music Shop
TtiiiitimuimniimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiitiKiiiiiiitii
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As You W ant it--W hen
You W ant It . . . ...........
You may depend on first-class work when done
by the

Boston Tailor
New work for both Ladies and Gentlemen,
Repairing, Pressing, Altering, Dyeing, Etc. JM
Fur W ork a Specialty

And It Is fu r th e r O rdered by th e C o u rt,

that the Clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, address to them at their
places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable John A. Peters,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi
sion of said district, on the 8th day of
December, A. D., 1923.
(L. S.)
ISA B E L SHEEH AN,
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEH AN.
Deputy Clerk.

Joseph

D ’Agatt

The Boston Tailor
Exchange Block,

Tel. 158-M

C o u rt S tre e t
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Mr. and Mrs. L P Berry who have
HODGDON
been living at their farm here during
Chester Nickerson went to Millin-, the summer have moved into Houlton
for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Currier and
children were guests of her aunt Mrs.
Greenlaw, Franklin Ave., Houlton on
Sunday afternoon.
Harry Higgins and his mother Mrs.
■
Mrs. Harland Sherman has accept- Perkins of Portland who have been
ed a position in the Clerk of Courts spending a week with M r and Mrs.
Houlton
Geo Little have returned home.
M r and M rs' Frank Skofield of
Rev. H H Cosman of Ludlow and
Houlton were calling on friends in grandson Private H B Clark ot Port
town on Sunday
I Privel, Portland, were calling on
The Ready Workers of the U. B. j friends here on Tuesday of last week
Fred Logan, Master of Houlton
church will hold their Christmas sale
and supper at the Town hall on Fri Grange accompanied by Mrs. Logan
left on Monday for Lewiston where
day evening, December 14th.
; they will attend the State
Grange
I meeting held there this week,
i Miss Martha Henderson of the FoxHave you seen the windows filled croft road who has been spending the
with hats at Mrs. Randall’s all mark- summer months at her home, returned
to Boston on Tuesday of last week.
ed 1.100.
4 , .
Eveleigh Barker is expected home She was accompanied by Mrs. Eliza
from Orono this week for a short Adams.
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. A M Stackpole are
M0NT1CELL0
moving to Houlton for the winter
On New Years eve there will be a
months.
4 ,
Mrs. Howard Lewis was operated on dance in the Grange hall, refresh
last week at the Mars Hill hospital ments will be served and proceeds
will be for the Grange.
and Is Improving.
Mrs. Agnes Bundy was in town to
Mrs. G C Fletcher went to Portland
attend the M. E. Ladies fancy work Thursday where she will spend the
sale and entertainment.
winter, she will be under the care of
Mrs. F C Nickerson was taken to Dr. Abbott. Her many friends hope
the Mars H ill hospital last Thursday she will be greatly benefited by these
evening, but is improving so an opera treatments.
tion is not thought necesary.
The Berry Music Co. of Houlton,
Edward Nichols went Monday night
delivered a new Estey organ at the
to Boston accompanied by Dr. Fields
Baptist Church Saturday, Dec. 6. On
of Centerville, N. B., to enter a hospi
Wednesday evening, there will be
tal there.
an old fashioned sing, a special
Mrs. W ill Jamison was called to
program will be carried to dedicate
Portland last Friday by the serious
illness of her husband, who is in a this new organ.
Mr. and Mrs. A A Day, Mr. and
hospital there for medical treatment.
Mrs. W alter Melvin, Miss Marguerite
Melvin, Mr. Linton Mills and Mr. Burm
g rFletcher
' l e i c ue r spent,
m e ms
ic» u
ajo
nie
spent the
lasti few
days
Rev. Albert E Luce preached in the , 0_f the hunting season in the woods
^ last «Sunday.
j --m a tent, they reported a wet time
Union Church
Mrs. Elmer Weston was the guest with no game.
of her mother Mrs. W illiam Atchison
Preparations are being made for a
Sunday.
Christmas concert at the Baptist
Mrs. Ross Watson of Upper Wood- church. Mrs. H D Hart and Mrs.
stock is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Henrietta Good have charge of the
Clarence London.
music. Mrs. Oscar Thomas and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tidd of Houl Buzzell Foster have the children’s
ton were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. program. Mr. Alfred Bridges will
Charles E Eagars.
get the tree. The members of the
Mrs. Everett Grant who was at the decorating committee are: Rev. Mr.
Aroostook hospital for treatment was Thomas, Mr. George Curtis, Mrs.
able to return home.
Curtis, Mrs. Alice Hoyt, Mrs. Rex
Mrs. W illiam Nelson of Woodstock Melvin, and Mrs. Florence Huff.
was the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Fred
past week.
rvu London
Ltouuon the
iiiv yiiwv
wvvi»«
j ^The Grange
.
, elected the following
•»%
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Roix of S o u t h j officers for the ensuing year:
P E
Hodgdon were the guests of Mr. and Bubar, Master, Glen lo ite r, O^eitfrt. Charles T Eagars Sunday.
f
. *Ie. y.nV> T rf asul*T’
The Ladles Aid will meet with Mrs. I John Weed, Secretary; Resper Jewell,
Iota Grant, Wednesday, Dee. 19, one
Frank
JeweI
S eward;
week early on account of Christmas. Clare Day, Lady Assistant Steward;
Mr. and Mrs. W illiam Lloyd and A A Day, Assistant Steward; Bessie
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd were the guests Foster, Chaplin; Mrs. P C Bubar,
ot Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dickinson Ceres; Mrs. Frank Jewell. Flora; Mrs.
Glen Porter, Pomona;
Mrs. Walter
Sunday.
Melvin, pianist;
Marson Archibald
out-side door keeper.
ocket on Monday.
Clarence and Joe Hurley went to
Boston Monday evening.
Mrs. Charles Lycette visited her
sister, Mrs. Ethelyn Nickerson
last

BRIDGEWATER

HODGD

LUDLOW

A number from here attended the

play at the Temple Theatre Friday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. S J McCain enjoyed a
*adio concert at Mr. James Longstaff’s
Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J C Thomas and Miss
ledlker visited Mrs. Annie McGowan
ast Wednesday.
H arry Thomas a student at Colby
College arrived home Wednesday for
he Christmas holidays.
Mr. ana Mrs. Maurice Haley were
(inner guests of Mr. and Mrs. J C
rbomas last Tuesday.
Miss Verna W ebb, senior of H H S
ipent the week end with her parents
dr. and Mrs. James Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. John Davis of New
Americk have moved to the John
Ireen house on the Hemore road.
The woodsmen report that the popar trees peel readily which is very
inusual for this season of the year.
Services In the Baptist church Sunlay, Dec., 16: Sunday school at 2 p.
n., Sermon by the pastor Rev. H H
losman at 3 p. m.
Mrs. John Hovey returned to her
tome In Houlton last week after
ipending the Thanksgiving holidays
rlth her daughter, Mrs. Edith Hand.
The Farm Bureau meeting was held
it A M Smith’s Wednesday evening,
tocember 12. A social time was enoyed after the meeting and cake and
offee were served.

LITTLETON
The children of Norville Briggs are

111 with measels.
The little daughter of Wm. Nicker
son Is ill with the mumps.
Percy Porter was fortunate in
catching a bob cat in one of his traps
last week.
Mrs. Abner Cowperthwaite of Montlcello was the guest of Mrs. C B
Porter on Friday.
Rev. and Mrs. O E Thomas were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. O V Jen
kins on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J A Stone spent Sun
day p. m. with Mrs. Stone’s mother,
Mrs. Mary Lowery at Monticello.
Airline, little daughter of Mr. and
J A Stone has been quite ill with a
severe cold, but is now much better.
Mrs. D D Adams and Miss Martha
Henderson left Tuesday for Milford,
Mass., where they will spend the win

A new telephone has been installed
for Jasper Henderson, 437-5.
Mrs. John Little Is visiting her dau
ghter Mrs. Elizabeth Foster, High St.
Houlton.
Dorothy, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper Little is quite ill at this
writing.
Miss * Grace Slocum of Houlton
spent the week end with her aunt,
M#fe. Fred Logan.
Miss *Elisabeth Stevens of Houlton
la spending the week with her sister
Mrs. Henry Jordon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ch.as Melville and
family prere Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jhmes Brown ot the County
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordon and son
Id n r m c a pf the Ludlow road were

gnsati o f Mr. and Mrs. Fred Logan on
Sunday.

class

Miss McGowan went to Mapleton
Friday evening to referee a basket
ball game between the girls of Pres
que Isle High and Mapleton High.
Miss Mildred Weiden, a senior, was
taken seriously ill on Thursday, and
wras operated on at Presque Isle Gen
eral hospital that night, for a com
plicated case of appendicitis. Her
condition at present is such as to give
encouragement for recovery.

Page 282 conveyed to me, the undersigned, the following described par' cels of real estate situated in said
SUNDAY, DEC., 16 Crystal to wit:
The W est half of lots numbered
The Union Meeting of unusual in thirteen (13) and fourteen (14) in
terest will be held at the First Metho , said Crystal, containing one hundred
dist Episcopal Church next Sunday |sixty four (164) acres, more or less,
j being the same premises conveyed to
evening. Rev. H. G. Kennedy, Secre
I said Charles O. Duplissea and Perley
tary of the Maine Branch of the |C. Duplissea by Scott W . Hammond
Lord’s Day League and one time pas |by deed dated March 12, 1919, recordtor of the First Baptist Church, Court I ed in Vol. 310, page 523 of the Aroos; took Registry of Deeds.
street will be the speaker.
Also the east half of lot numbered
The local pastors will also have the j fourteen (14) in said Crystal, being
; the same premises conveyed to said
folowing parts in the service:.
! Stella Dupplissea by Charles S. Main
Rev. D. L. Yale Responsive Reading
i by deed dated June 3, 1916, recorded
Rev. W . B. Chase
Scripture Reading |in Vol. 319, page 309 of said Registry;
Rev. F. C. Hartley
Prayer excepting and reserving therefrom a
Captain Perritt
Benediction ! smal parce conveyed to Charles S.
|Main by Stella Duplissea by deed
The service Avill be in charge of the dated May 24, 1922, recorded in Vol.
pastor Rev. A. E. Luce.
|334, Page 502 of said Registry; and
i whereas, the condition of said mort
gage has been broken.
C A R D OF T H A N K S
Now, therefore, the condition of said
W e wish to thank our many friends mortgage is broken by reason wherefor the kindly acts and words of sym i of I claim a foreclosure of the same
pathy, also the beautiful floral offer * and give this notice for that purpose.
ings, at the time of the unfortunate | Houlton Maine, Dec. 10, 1923.
Scott W . Hammond
death of our son.
By his Attorney
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E. Bates
Aaron A. Putnam
150pd
Smyrna Mills Me. ;b>0

Hardwall Plaster
Anyone contemplating building or repairing their
home can secure a good trade in hardwall plaster by
communicating with me. This plaster drys instantly.
Can he used in cold weather as well as warm

J. W. Skehan
Call 74-2

Houlton, Maine
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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End Munro’s sZl

; W e e k ly Review.

FR ID A Y
B R Y A N T W A S H B U R N , M ABLE FOR
EST and F R A N C IS F O R D in the big
drama “ Mine to Keep”
$5,ni)0 is not a lot of money see "Mine
: to Keep’ and find out why a man can t
g o into marriage with decent memories.
A picture with thrills, tears and laugh
ter. Two reel comedy“The Old Sea Do g”
and Pathe W e e k l y

N e w s .”

SATURDAY

Tractor

Engines

Geo. E. Cressy Optical Company

Water

of romance and love laid in the south
western part of the Cnited States, enact|ed by a wonderful cast. Also two reel
comedy “ E ast is W o r s t ” and Pathe
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Remember

Our prices on good Hot
Bottles are exceedingly low

Have you ordered your
G reetin g C ards yet ?
You can select format
cards, dignified and
chaste or say, color
ful ones, ablaze with
Christmas cheer. And.
by ordering now ycu
will escape the hurry
and confusion o f !a±.:r
minute order*.
Oakfield Drug Co.
Oakfield, Maine

Week of Dec., 10,1923

South worth Machine Co., Portland, Maine

Mothers appreciation is very keen
when on Christmas morning she finds
among her gifts a most cherished
Hot W ater Bottle.
Now, of course
you’re not going to give her a poor
one; you’re going to give her the best
there is. Remarkable
as it may
sound, the best are the cheapest.

© r e e lin g s

N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Whereas James H. Winslow and
Frances E. Winslow, both of Ashland,
in the county of Aroostook and State
of Maine, by their mortgage deed
dated August 18, 1919, and recorded
Dr. Stairs, the evangelist, was a
in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
guest at chapel on Saturday morning
in Vol. 316 Page 37, conveyed to the
Federal Land Bank of Springfield,
and gave a very able address, as a
the following described real estate
part of which he rendered very gra
situated in said Ashland: Lots num
phically Henry Van Dyke's story,
bered twenty-three (23), and twenty“The Lost W ord.”
five (25) containing t#o hundred'
thirty-three and one third (233 1-3)
The students and teachers enter
acres more or less. Also the north
tained Mr. Merriman at dinner Tues
half of the west half of lot numbered
day night, the event being in honor of
twenty-six
(26)
containing eighty
(80) acres more or less. Excepting
his birthday. A
pleasing program
and reserving therefrom the following
was carried out, and later in the even
parcels, to wit: First. Land convey
ing he wras presented with a beautiful
ed by Nathan Winslow to Bangor &
reading lamp.
Aroostook Railroad Company by deed
dated Jan. 11, 1896, recorded in the
The students in the training -depart
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
ment are entertaining the combined
164 Page 99. Second: Land convey
faculties of both departments at din
ed by Frances E. W inslow and others
N O T IC E
to The Aroostook Construction Com
ner on Monday night.
In accordance with Chapter
189,
pany by deed dated June 28, 1902, re
The following parents and friends Public Laws 1917, and with the con
corded in said Registry in Vol. 187
sent of the Assessors, I hereby adver
visited the Training School the past
Page 560.
+
tise the sale of the timber on the
Now, therefore, the condition of
week: Mrs. J. E. Logan, Mrs. Roy I Public Lots in the following Planta
said mortgage is broken, by reason
Loring, Mrs. Win. Roix, Mrs. E. C. |tions for the Logging season of 1923
whereof said Federal Land Bank of
and
1924:
Silver
Ridge;
Lakeville;
Sweetser, Mrs Peter Hanson, Susie
Springfield claims a foreclosure of
Nashville; Hamlin; Winterville; MolV. Thompson, Mrs. Snow, Mrs. Shaw,
the same, and gives this notice for
unkus; Allagash; Oxbow, and Reed.
that purpose. *
Mrs. Macey, Mrs. Judd, Mrs. Hibbard,
THURSDAY
Neil L. Violette
!
Houlton, Maine, November 24, 1923.
Mrs. Christie, Mrs. Sharp Mrs. T. F. 34S
Acting Forest Commissioner E L A IN E H A M M E R S T E I N and CONFEDERAL LAND BANK O F
I W A Y T E A R L E in
SPR IN G F IELD
I
“ One Week of Love”
By its Attorney
A picture full of every day occuranees 348
Nathaniel Tompkins

Parker Stewart had the misfortune
of cutting his foot badly last week.
Mr. Byron McQuarrie and
family
spent Sunday with relatives in Hodgdon.
Mrs. B K Burleigh Is spending the Distributors— Richmond Electrically Hammered Rings, Houpert Pistons,
week in Houlton with relatives and
Arrowhead W rist Pins, Makers of quality Wrist Pins in extreme oversize
friends.
Rev. H G Kennedy, Oldtown will and for obsolete models
preach in the Church at the Corner
II III l l l i l l l l H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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next Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Sawyer spent several ^ 11111M111111MM11I I I 11111I I I 1111 I II 1111. 11I I 1111111111111110111111I I 11111111M11111111111111111>111111I I 111111M1111111111111 Ml 1111111111111111111111I I 11111111111111111111111111M III11M1111111' 101111I I 1'J:
days the first of the week at her home
in Houlton.
Mrs. Fern Hannigan and son James
When in need of Glasses
iiiiM im iiiiiiim iiim iim iim iit im iM H iiim iiiiim iim iiim iM M iiiM iiim
visited with relatives and friends in Houlton last week.
Mr. Harris Rockwell is visiting in
Houlton this week with Mr. Byron
Stewart and family.
Mrs. Henry Adams spent a few
days last week in Houlton with her
daughter, Mrs. Byron Stewart.
That we have the best equipment in New Eng
Mr. and Mrs Clias Estabrooks are
receiving congratulations on the birth
land for accurately measuring the defects of
of a baby boy Saturday Dec. 8.
Vision and prescribing for their corrections.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Stewart and
family of Houlton spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stewart and fam
We atoo make and repair glasses, can accurately
ily.
duplicate broken lenses, and make any optical repairs
Mrs. Leigh Cleveland of Houlton
spent several days here last week
necessary. When vonr eyes or glasses need proper
with her mother, Mrs. Chas Esta
attention
call at
brooks
;
Mr. and Mrs. Geo Byron were call
ed to Dover Morday by the severe ill
ness of their daughter, Mrs. Percy '
Rhoda.
6 Water St., Ground Floor
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ivy and Miss
Vina Getchell were the week end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ivy in
Houlton.
1 ~ IM IM 11..........111I I 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111III 111111111111IIM 1111111111111I I 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H 1111111111111.......... 11 ....... ........... 111I I 1111111M1111111.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bliss and Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Kelly of Island Falls
r.’ 111I I 111I I 111I I 11M11 III M111...... 1M>111111111111111111111111IM 1111M111M IIIM II111 rIM II111H 111111I I 1111111111111MM111 III I I 1111Ml 11111Ml 111I I I H 1111111111I I I I I ........................... 11111111111^
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. I
James H Ruth
I
Mrs. Jewett Adams and son Claud !
Henry h&ve been visiting in Houlton j
Opportunity of a lifetime to get a
several days with Mr. and Mrs. B
Edw. Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shields and j
I 100 piece beautifully decorated
daughter Greta and Mrs. B K Bur- j
leigh spent Sunday in Littleton with
Mr. Almond Little and family.

A Gift For
Mothers

(E h r is h n a s

UNION MEETING

properly reground are restored to original power and economy of Oil and
Gass consumption. The efficiency of most tractors is impaired after the
cultivation of 1500 acres. References cheerfully furnished.
Tell
your
Garage Man to have your engine reground by

LINNEUS

CAR D OF T H A N K S
I desire to express my thanks to
ter.
my friends in Smyrna Mills and vicin
Dr. F O Hill was in town Monday ity for the many kindly acts during
called here by the illness of Mrs. the illness and death of my wife.
Bliss Bubar who will later submit to
Charles E. Gallupe,
an operation for appendicitis.
150pd
Smyrna Mills, Me.
Rev. and Mrs. H H Cosman and
grandsons Halburton and Theodore MfflIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
Clark were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mm. B A Hanning on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brown and
little daughter and Guy Brown of
New Lim erick attended services at
the U. B. church on Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tingley and
family, T B Lllley and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Elliott, Mr. and Mrs. B A
Hanning attended services at Monti
cello on Sunday afternoon.

NORTH ROAD

Junior

prepared, as a part of their class work
in domestic science, three Thanks
giving boxes, which they sent to de
serving families. A good part of the
material was donated by individuals
of the class, but the prepared food
was cooked by them. Much credit is
due the members of the class, and to
Miss Pullen, the instructor.

Pliair, Mrs. Seavey and Miss Beamer,
Jaywalker, Jaywalker, where have
a Chautauqua worker.
you been?
The Training School will close for
Out to the Bughouse to visit my kin.
the Christmas holidays, December 14
and reopen Tuesday, Jan. 1.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
At the close of the fall term the
Whereas, Charles O.
Duplissea
total registration at the Training |Stella B. Duplissea and Perley A.
School is 404.
Duplissea of Crystal in the County of
Hall Exercises were given Friday 1Aroostook and State of Maine by
morning by the fourth grade under 1their mortgage deed dated September
I 11th, 1923 and recorded in the Aroosthe direction of Miss Sweetser.
tok Registry of Deeds in Volume 347

W IL L IA M

R U S S E L L in
’
“ When Odds are Even”

Emm the story by Dorothy Yost. A
picturesque drama of the land and sea
in which a master of luck finds life as
colorful as a rainbow. Also two reel
comedy “ T he Good Scout” and two reel
play let te “ T he Ru stle rs .”

The

M O N D A Y and T U E S D A Y
Big Franklin Production
“The Tie T h a t Binds’

WEDNESDAY
N IL E S W E L C H in “The Six F ifty ’
Don’t Forget our Feature starts at 8.19
Notice
Constance Alice Dow having left
my home, this notice is given to noti
fy the public that I shall pay no bills
contracted by her after this date.
Littleton, Nov. 13, 1923.
346pd
Ernest J. Dow

N O T IC E

OF

FORECLOSURE

Whereas Alonzo Lee and David
Lee, both of Bancroft, in the County
of Aroostook and State of Maine, by
their mortgage deed dated June 1st,
1918, and recorded in the Aroostook
Registry of Deeds Vol. 309, Page 71,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain lot or parcel of land situate
in said Bancroft and bounded and
described as follows:
Commencing
at a stake set by J. A. Lobley in 1906
at the Northeast corner of the Dan
Lee lot, so called, thence North 48
degrees West Sixty (60) rods, more or
less, to a stake marked 1908; thence
North 44 degrees, East Twenty eight
(28) rods, more or less, to a stake
marked 1908; thence East on the line
of the Davis lot Seventy-one
(71)
rods, more or less, to a stake; thence
Southerly on the West bank of the
Mattawamkeag River Fifty (50) rods,
more or less,, to the point of begin
ning, containing fifteen .15) acres,
more or less, as surveyed by Henry
E. Reed in July 1908.
The above premises are subject to
a public highway and subject to
the rights of the town of Bancroft for
the rights of fiowage, as excepted and
reserved in a deed from Angela Y.
Clifford et als. to Levi Reed given in
1908 and recorded in Vol. 236, Page
91, of the Aroostook Registry of
Deeds at Houlton to which deed
reference may be had.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and still
remains broken:
Now therefore by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated December 8th, 1923.
350
Alburney E h e o u c r

m

Radiola V
At last: A low priced Radio Set that will receive the
long distance stations through a loud speaker
Price of Radiola V Combination including Tubes.
Batteries. Music Master Loud Speaker and Plug
reduced for Christmas
-----------

Don’t miss this opportunity----------------

Putnam Hardware Co.
Phone 441

Houlton, Maine

Ijlja v a ria n

Dinner Set
at about I alf price.

These Dinner

Sets sell everywhere at $85 to $100
a set, and we will deliver them to
any station from

Van

Buren

to

Bangor for $^ Q . 5 0

Winter is nearly with us and we have a
good stock of Blankets for your inspec
tion.

Remember— Blankets are cheaper

-------------------

than feed -------------------

The delay cost

Our Glenwood

His loss is your

W ood Parlor Heaters and Storm W in 

The importer agreed to deliver this
ware last March.

Horse Blankets

him half the price.
gain

dows will make you comfortable during

Useful and suitable for Christmas

the cold weather which is surely due us

J. £. Tarbell Company
Smyrna Mills, Maine
A r o o s t o o k ’s Greatest Store

A. M. Stackpole Co.
Bridgewater, Maine

“Get It A t Munro’s’'
n iiiiiu iiiiiiit M H iM iiiiin M M t iiiiiiiu iiim iim iiH m iiim iiu iiu iiM iiiiiiiM iiim iim iiiiim m iim t im it iH M iiiiiiiiiiiim im im im M iiim iiiu iiM iiiiiiiiiim iim iiiiM iir
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